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Abstract

In the last 15 years the field of Distributed Autonomous Robotic Systems
increased considerable. Several hardware and software implementations on dif-
ferent layers of abstraction have been realized. A highly potential approach was
introduced by Self-Reconfiguring Robot Systems on a high level of abstraction,
which drives the implementation and analysis of Distributed Robotic and Agent
Systems. Physical aspects are neglected to reach collective behavior in a simpler
way.

Different Self-Reconfiguring Robot Systems are considered in this thesis with
respect to their abilities and limitations. Based on these information a rule-
based system of autonomously acting agents has been developed. The main focus
is to investigate the power of the designed class of self-reconfiguring agents by
implementing tasks for gathering information, path-finding and reconfiguration.
Moreover relations between tasks of interest are illustrated and limitations of the
design and evaluation model are figured out.

It turned out that the presented system is able to solve tasks of general in-
terest, which provide information about a given set of agents. Furthermore an
arbitrary set of agents is able to restructure itself to well-defined structures as
well as to perform other complex reconfiguration tasks. The algorithmic complex-
ity of investigated tasks increases with the dimension in some cases. However,
a structure of basic tasks reduces the overall complexity of some sophisticated
tasks considerably. The time complexity of solved tasks is linear in the number
of agents in most cases, but in all shown cases it is polynomial.

With the developed system centralized and decentralized tasks and compu-
tations can be solved. The agents are homogeneous in general, however, it is
possible to specialize entities and support tasks which require heterogeneous en-
tities. Additionally it is possible to simulate foreign systems, where adaptations
are required. In summary, the presented approach extends the great potential
of Self-Reconfiguring Robot Systems by using limited resources and computation
capabilities.

Keywords: agents, complexity, cellular robotic system, distributed control, self-
reconfigurable robots





Kurzfassung

In den letzten 15 Jahren nahm die Entwicklung von verteilten, autonomen
Robotersystemen in beträchtlichem Ausmaß zu. Eine große Anzahl verschiedener
Implementierungen auf unterschiedlichen Abstraktionsebenen wurde präsentiert.
Ein Ansatz, der großes Potenzial auf dem Gebiet von verteilten, autonomen
Roboter- und Agentensystemen birgt, verwendet einen relativ hohen Abstrak-
tionslevel. Es werden dabei viele physikalische Aspekte vernachlässigt, um kol-
lektive Aufgaben einfacher lösen zu können.

Diese Arbeit untersucht das Verhalten unterschiedlicher Systeme autonomer,
verteilter Roboter, die in der Lage sind sich selbst zu rekonfigurieren. Basie-
rend auf dieser Analyse wurde ein System von Agenten entwickelt, welches einen
fixen Regelsatz für alle Module verwendet. Der Schwerpunkt der Arbeit liegt
darin, die Fähigkeiten und Möglichkeiten des entwickelten Agentensystems aus-
zuloten. Es werden Aufgaben zur Informationsbeschaffung, Wege-Such-Aufgaben
und sogenannte “reconfiguration-tasks” analysiert. Letztere beschäftigen sich mit
den Möglichkeiten, die Form einer zusammenhängenden Menge von Agenten zu
ändern. Ein weiterer Aspekt dieser Arbeit ist die Analyse von Abhängigkeiten
zwischen den einzelnen Aufgaben. Außerdem werden Grenzen des Designs und
des gewählten Regelwerkes aufgezeigt.

Das präsentierte System ist in der Lage, verschiedene Aufgaben zu lösen. Die
Kategorie der Aufgaben mit “globalem Fokus” ist dazu bestimmt, Informationen
über eine zusammenhängende Menge von Agenten zu sammeln. Des Weiteren ist
es möglich, dass eine beliebige Menge zusammenhängender Agenten ihre Form
entsprechend einer vorgegebenen Zielform ändert. Die algorithmische Komple-
xität der analysierten Aufgaben hängt in vielen Fällen von der Dimension, in
der die Aufgabenstellung gelöst werden soll, ab. Allerdings wird in dieser Arbeit
gezeigt, dass es oftmals möglich ist, Aufgaben mit Hilfe einiger “Grundaufgaben”
(“Tasks mit globalem Fokus”) einfacher zu lösen. Die Komplexität in Bezug auf
die zeitliche Komponente ist in den meisten der gezeigten Lösungen linear, wobei
alle Lösungen polynomielle Laufzeit aufweisen.

Zusammenfasssend kann gesagt werden, dass das vorgestellte Agentensystem
die Möglichkeiten von “selbst-rekonfigurierbaren” Robotern erweitert und ver-
bessert. Das entwickelte System ist in der Lage sowohl zentralisierte als auch
dezentralisierte Aufgaben und Berechnungen durchzuführen. Die Agenten des
Systems sind von homogener Natur, es besteht jedoch die Möglichkeit diese zu
spezialisieren, um damit Aufgaben zu lösen, die heterogene Module benötigen.



Außerdem kann das gezeigte System andere Systeme simulieren, wobei allerdings
oftmals Anpassungen erforderlich sind.

Schlagwörter: Agenten, Komplexität, Zelluläre Roboter Systeme, Verteilte
Kontrolle, Selbst-rekonfigurierbarer Roboter
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The world of robotics has occupied many people during the last century.
However, there exist chronicles about machines and automates, composed in
the antiquity. Hero of Alexandria (10-70 AD), for example, designed the wind-
powered organ and many other such machines. Al-Jazari (1136-1206), created a
programmable musical automaton, which was a swimming drum machine. The
famous inventor Leonardo di ser Piero da Vinci (1452-1519) designed a humanoid
automaton, which was build by Mario Taddei (the “Leonardo’s robot”) and “ap-
parently able to make several human-like motions”. The Japanese engineer and
inventor Tanaka Hisashige (1799-1881) developed different “mechanical toys, that
served tea, fired arrows and painted”. In the 20th century the progress in the
field of robotics was much more rapid, especially the invention of the transistor
supported this trend. The first industrial robot was developed by George Devol
in 1954, called “Unimate”. The machine was used in the car manufacturing in-
dustry to transport die castings. In the following years, robots for a large range
of different applications are developed [41].

The term “robot” was used first by Karel Čapek, a Czech writer, however,
invented by his brother Josef. The word “robot” originates from the Czech word
“robota”, means “hard work” and describes robots in the science fiction play
R.U.R (Rossums Universal Robot’s). The second term “robotics” was used first
by Isaac Asimov in the science fiction short story “Liar!”, published in 1941.
Isaac Asimov furthermore defined the “Three Laws of Robotics”, which he later
extended with a “Zeroth law”. The laws describe rules, how robots should per-
form their jobs without inflicting damage on humans and how they should obey
orders to protect the human and themselves [41].

What does the word “robot” mean today? A definition of a robot was created
by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO):

Definition 0.1. A Robot is an “automatically controlled, reprogrammable, mul-
tipurpose, manipulator programmable in three or more axes, which may be either
fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications” [17].
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This definition covers a large area of robots. However, there exist many other
definitions of a robot [27].

Today robots are used in different fields [32]. An example is the industrial
sector, where robots are used to transport and construct machines or parts of
machines. In some fields robots execute jobs, which are not accomplishable by
the human, for example, the construction of microelectronics. Another applica-
tion of robots is the usage in dangerous environments. Such fields can be nuclear
reactors, mine fields or the handling of dangerous biological material. Moreover
robots can be used in the underwater-, the aerial- or the space-environment.
Furthermore there exist applications of robots in the sector of medicine. Medical
robots are currently used to support surgeons in their planning and simulation as
well as for “telesurgeries”. Furthermore robots can provide people in rehabilita-
tion therapies. Finally the field of “Human-Centered Robotics” is named. This
field of robotic is dedicated to build human-like machines, however, it concerns
additionally the human-machine interaction, as well as safety and ethic aspects.

The field of robotics is a rapidly growing sector, which requires different disci-
plines [32]. On the one hand the social and the ethics sector is required to ensure
that robots are designed to support and protect the human. On the other hand
a list of technical fields is necessary to develop and build robots. First of all the
field of physics is required, where the special fields of Kinematic and Dynamic
have to be taken into account. The mechanical engineer is the next expert, which
is essential to build robots with appropriate properties and materials. The next
discipline in the field of robotics is the field of electrical engineering, which is
required to realize robots motion and communication. The large field of infor-
matics, containing the sub-disciplines of “Motion planning”, “Motion Control”,
“Force Control” and the “Robotic System Architecture and Programming” is
necessary to build robots. Furthermore “AI Reasoning Methods for Robotics”
are already implemented in many robotic systems.

M. Haun presents in the book “Handbuch Robotik” (in german) a rough clas-
sification of robotic systems, which the author describes as probably incomplete
because of the diversity of robotic systems [19]. In the sense of the location
of robots, they can be divided into “stationary” and “mobile” robotic systems.
Mobile robotic systems can be further subdivided into robots with legs, wheels,
flying robots and robots, which are used in fluids. These categories can be found
in [32], too.

The field of “Mobile and Distributed Robotics” started its research in the late
1960s [32]. Main aspects of distributed robots are “Motion Control” and “Motion
Planning”, which covers additionally the field of “Obstacle Avoidance”. This field
of robotics requires a sophisticated control architecture to process input data and
actuate in the desired sense. Since a mobile robot has to move in the real world,
it needs many information abouts its environment. To process these data in an
adequate kind, the discipline of “World Modeling” is considered especially in the
field of mobile robotics. This model of the real world supports mobile robots
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on computing motion strategies in unknown environments. The complexity of
such computation strategies opens an own area of research, namely the problem
of “Simultaneous Localization and Mapping [32] (SLAM)”.

A special field of mobile robotic is the category of “Distributed and Cellular
Robotic”. A “Cellular Robotic System” is defined by S. Hackwood and J.Wang
as follows:

Definition 0.2. “Cellular Robotic Systems (CRS) employ large numbers of au-
tonomous robots of relatively simple complexity that collectively cooperate to per-
form a given global task. They are characterized in having no centralized control,
no synchronous clock and no shared memory” [18].

This definition outlines main capabilities of our system, however, not all char-
acteristics comply with our system. Our system consists of autonomous entities.
Simplicity and collective cooperation are also topics, which are matched by the
entities of it. Solely the aspect of synchronization does not match to our system,
that is, our system has the prerequisite of synchronized entities. This is because
we are interested in analyzing the system on a high level of abstraction.

Entities of our system are called agents. The reason, why the term “robot”
is not adequate for them, is that an entity cannot fulfill any collective job on its
own. However, the term “agent” better describes entities from our point of view.
S. Russell and P. Norvig describe an agent as follows: “An agent is anything that
can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon
that environment through effectors” [29]. A global definition of an agent in our
system can be:

Definition 0.3. An Agent is a rectangular- (cubical-) shaped entity in a lattice-
based universe with connectors on all its faces. It has an internal state and a
number of internal registers (counters) which it can read and write. Moreover
it is able to change its position, relatively to its current location, to change its
connectivity to neighbored agents and to communicate with its neighbors. These
activities are steered by a set of rules, containing conditions concerning its neigh-
borhood, its connections, its internal storage and received messages.

The detailed description of how our system and its entities are designed follows
in Chapter 2.

Another term, which is used when describing distributed robotic systems is
the term “Self-Reconfiguring Robotic System”. C. McGray and D. Rus define
this term as follows:

Definition 0.4. “A Self-Reconfiguring Robot System (SRRS) consists of a set of
modules that can autonomously change their relative positions in order to change
the shape of the overall system” [24].
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As our system contains modules with those characteristics, it is an SRRS. The
much older term Cellular Automata, which was invented by Stanislaw Marcin
Ulam (1909-1984) and used by John von Neumann (1903-1957), describes auto-
mates, which are arranged on a lattice of cells [25]:

Definition 0.5. A Cellular Automata (CA) is a “state machine that consists
of an array of cells, each of which can be in one of a finite number of possible
states. The cells are updated synchronously in discrete time steps, corresponding
to a local, identical interaction rule. The state of a cell at the next time step is
determined by the current states of a surrounding neighborhood of cells” [36].

Corresponding to this definition, our system can be considered as a CA if the
word “cell” is exchanged by the word “agent”. Each agent has an internal state
and a number of neighbors (compare Chapter 2). Moreover they work in discrete
time steps and evaluate the same set of rules in each step. The lattice-based
approach offers a wide area of possibilities to analyze mobile distributed robots.
The contrary to lattice-based systems are chain-based systems, where modules
can be connected along an axis and can rotate about their connectors [32].

Most of the presented distributed robotic systems contain homogeneous mod-
ules, what means that each module has the same capabilities. In more recent re-
search of distributed modular robotic systems heterogeneous modules with differ-
ent capabilities are described [14, 15, 16]. Such systems offer specialized modules
for different jobs. Our system is a homogeneous system, however, it is possible
to specialize modules, for example, by determining a Master Agent and delegate
jobs to other modules (compare Section 9.1).

Another aspect in distributed modular robotic systems is the kind of “algo-
rithms”, which can be applied on sets of modules. The system described in this
thesis consists of a set of indistinguishable agents, what implies that they are
able to realize decentralized computation. Additionally it will be shown in the
thesis that our system is able to realize centralized computation either by finding
a Master Agent or by creating a tree structure of connections between the agents.

Finally there exist robotic systems using AI methods. Since each agent in our
system has a predefined set of rules, it is not able to learn. However, with a fixed
ruleset and a given configuration of agents the behavior of them is predictable.
Furthermore in real distributed SRRS the required resources are relatively re-
stricted, for which reason the computation possibilities are limited, too.

1 Overview

Our system of distributed agents is a new approach of an SRRS, which combines
the benefits of a lattice-based cellular system and distributed robots from an
architecture independent point of view. We are interested to figure out the power
of our system in different aspects of mobile robotics. A lattice-based system
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disregards physical aspects of a real system of mobile robots. Therefore such
systems are mainly suitable to analyze the collaboration of robots on a high
level of abstraction. The thesis therefore starts by analyzing “base tasks”, which
enable the realization of sophisticated centralized and decentralized behavior in
our system.

Globally the thesis is structured as follows: Section 2 contains related work
and systems. Chapter 2 contains an introduction to our system and the used
Framework. In Chapter 3 the tasks of interest are described, as well as relations
between them. Chapters 4 and 5 present the realizations of tasks in two and
three dimensions. Finally Chapter 6 contains the results of this thesis as well as
an overview of future work.

The most important tasks from our point of view are tasks to compute
global information about a set of agents. Section 9 describes tasks to find
a “Master Agent” in a set of indistinguishable agents, to “Create a tree”, to
“Count agents” and to “Compute the range of the bounding box” of a set of
agents. Another interesting aspect in the field of distributed mobile robotics is
the “path-finding problem”. Section 10 contains an example, how our system
can solve a “path-finding task”. Reconfiguration tasks to change the shape of
indistinguishable agents are well-studied [4, 10, 22, 33]. In this work the tasks
to reconfigure a “Chain to a rectangle” (in 2D), a “Rectangle to a cube” (in
3D) and the more complex task of “Shape cloning” is presented (see Section 11).
Finally the task to sort a chain of agents is solved (see Section 12). This task
mainly is considered to analyze the resource of distributed computation entities
(agents), which are a type of distributed “processors”. Section 20 contains the
realization of this task and shows that the sorting time for a chain of agents is
faster than the lower bound of the sequential, comparison based sort algorithm
on a single processor. The algorithm could be applied further to realize different
algorithms of reconfiguration, which requires a sorting phase, for example, the
“MeltSortGrow”-algorithm [14].

2 Related work

In this section different SRRSs, which are in relationship with our system, are
regarded. Some notes to that systems and possible instantiations are summarized
by V. Sacristán [30].

A system of “Self-Collective Robots” with simple motion primitives was pre-
sented by K. Hosokawa, et al. [20]. The system they describe consists of cube-
shaped modules with two connectors on opposed faces. The modules are able
to connect to their local neighbors and to perform movements by rotating and
extracting the connectors. To describe the movements in an abstract way the
following definitions are made:
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Definition 2.1. A module motion is called linear motion if the module moves on
a substrate (plane) of other modules.

Definition 2.2. A module motion is called convex transition if the module moves
on the surface of other modules by changing the plane in a convex sense.

Definition 2.3. A module motion is called concave transition if the module
moves on the surface of other modules by changing the plane in a concave sense.

The concave transition can be considered in an abstract model as changing
the moving plane by changing the connections of the module to another plane.
All these motions are possible with the described system. The work describes
the hardware mechanisms to realize movements on a vertical plane, where the
modules are able to move if the structure does not contain overhanging elements.
The convex transition is possible for each single module if it is positioned at the
ground or above another module.

The algorithms in the system are rule-based and use communication between
the four local neighbors to the top, bottom, left and right of each module. First
they describe a very simple ruleset to reconfigure a chain of modules into a stair
of them. The movements, which are required, are the upper-left and the left-
movement. To decide whether a movement of a module has to be performed,
the local neighborhood of a module, as well as local neighborhood conditions
of the left or bottom neighbor have to be considered. The second presented
ruleset provides the reverse formation from the stairs-structure to the chain-
structure. The behavior for this reconfiguration process is similar, however, not
equal. This is because the required moving direction can not be decided by
the moving element on its own. Furthermore the reverse process uses a state
condition to avoid movements of modules, which do not belong to the topmost
row of the current structure.

The presented system describes a fully autonomously approach of reconfig-
uration with parallel execution of movements. A benefit of the system is that
the modules only require limited resources and computational capabilities. Fur-
thermore it supports local communication to realize global behavior with local
base information. Finally the described rulesets are deterministic and the com-
plexity of the reconfiguration does not depend on the number of modules. The
authors name the limitation to some initial configurations as a drawback of the
system. The described system inspires the design of our system by reason of its
distributed abilities and less required recourses. Section 27 will present an exam-
ple of reconfiguration, which works with arbitrary initial and goal configurations
in our system. Therefore the drawback of the described system is removed in our
system.

A SRRS, which uses an architecture independent model of robots is presented
by Z. Butler, et al. [7, 8, 9]. They use a lattice-based system of cells. A robot is
a rectangular array of base-modules, what simplifies the algorithms and proofs.
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Movements in their system happen on the surface of the robot, where their mod-
ules are able to perform linear motion on a plane as well as convex and concave
transition into a different plane.

The authors propose different simulation models, where the base units are
evaluated in sequential order, meaning that in each discrete time step only one
rule can be applied on one base-module. This evaluation model ensures by design
that movements are collision-free, if the neighborhood conditions are defined
proper. The first simulation model is called D0-model. In this model “the cells
are evaluated in a set cyclical order” without variation in the delay between the
evaluation of any two cells [9]. The D1-model evaluates rules on cells in random
order, where a delay of at most one cycle between the evaluation of two cells
in the system is possible. The D∞ model enables arbitrary delay between the
activation of cells, but evaluates rules in random order on randomly chosen cells.

Butler, et al., describe an algorithm for this system to perform eastward
locomotion of a robot with and without obstacles, by crawling the robot from
west to east, where the extended ruleset enables crawling over higher obstacles
than the initial size of the robot [7, 8, 9]. Furthermore they extended their ruleset
of eastward locomotion to move through tunnels, where the minimal height of a
flat tunnel has to be at least two cells, however, the height of a non-flat tunnel
has to be at least three cells [9].

The proofs, presented for this system, use the D1 evaluation model. The
authors furthermore propose an “automated analysis” to check the correctness
of extended rulesets, for which the proof of correctness is hard.

The authors furthermore propose that each hardware SRRS is able to in-
stantiate their presented ruleset, if it is able to move on a plane and to perform
convex and concave transitions into another plane. Examples for such systems
are described by Hosokawa, et al. [20] and Chiang and Chirikjian [11]. Since
our system supports the described movement abstractions, it is able to simulate
their system in general. However, our system uses another evaluation model, for
which reason their rules cause collisions in our system, which have to be removed
(consider an example in Section 22). Furthermore the authors propose that it is
possible to instantiate the Mollecules, introduced by K. Kotay, et al. [21, 23], as
well as the Crystalline Robots, developed from D. Rus and M. Vona [28]. The
latter requires meta-modules to support the named motion primitives.

In the same abstract system it is possible to recursively split a robot and
to move in opposite directions [10]. The key idea of the division is to decide
the module-membership by local neighborhood-conditions. This is possible by
starting at the western- and easternmost cells and relay this information to the
“inner” of the robot. Once the selection is done, the movement of the divided
robots starts. The reverse process of recombination of two different robots into
one large robot is solved, too. The process of recombination works reversely,
meaning that the two robots first move to contrary directions until they meet.
After that “meeting modules” relay a new state to the other modules of the two
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robots. The new state indicates that the modules, having the new state, belong
to the same robot. To enable the splitting and recombination process in three
dimensions, the authors extended the rules with “turning rules” to change the
move directions of the robots, where the move directions of the different groups
have to be decided prior. A restriction of the algorithm to split a robot is that the
robot must not contain a hole. The reversely process of recombination delivers a
configuration without holes.

Other extensions of the described system are the assembly and repair algo-
rithms for SRRS [22]. The authors present an algorithm to reconfigure a strip
of modules into a rectangle. A similar algorithm to reconfigure a rectangle into
a cube is shown in that work. Furthermore they introduce a solution to fill a
hole in cube of modules. To check the correctness of the presented ruleset they
implemented a Graph analysis in their simulation tool.

The described abstract SRRS enables many applications, for which reason
our system is designed on the same abstraction layer. The main capabilities like
linear motion, convex and concave transition as well as a rule-based approach are
supported by our system, too. However, our evaluation model works differently
to the model, used in [9]. In this thesis a parallel evaluation model with collision
detection is introduced, because it is more realistic than the sequential model of
Butler, et al.. Furthermore priorities are used in our rules to support sophisticated
rulesets.

A similar SRRS describes the reconfiguration problem from any initial configu-
ration I into another final configuration F [13]. A. Dumitrescu and J.Pach use the
lattice-based approach for modules in two dimensions and enable linear motion,
convex transition and concave transition. The convex transition is described in
that work as “rotation” around another fixed element. The work contain proofs
that the described reconfigurations works proper without disconnecting, if the
system uses just the two following rules:

• Rotation: A module m rotates around another “side-adjacent” module f

through an angle of ±90◦, where the destination position has to be free
preliminary. A module is “side-adjacent” to another module if it is either
to the north, the west, the east or the south of another module.

• Sliding: A module m can slide along two side-adjacent, stationary cells
f1, f2 if it is side-adjacent to f1 before sliding and side-adjacent to f2 after
sliding and if the destination cell is empty.

The presented solution requires Θ(n2) moves in 2D, however, uses a sequen-
tial evaluation model, where in each discrete time step only one module moves.
The reconfiguration is done through a canonical strip of modules. An extended
solution is presented from Z. Abel and S. D. Kominers [1]. The authors generalize
the 2D solution to d dimensions, where the same number of moves is required,
independently of the number of dimensions.
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A different approach of reconfiguration of an SRRS is chosen by K. Stoy [34,
35]. Similar to the system, presented by Butler, et al. ([9]), this system uses
a CA approach to represent the configurations of the robots. The modules in
the system are able to slide along other modules as well as to perform convex
and concave transition. Furthermore each module can check whether neighbored
fields are empty or filled and can communicate to local neighbors. The goal
configuration has to be of a special kind without “local minima, hollow, or solid
sub-configurations”. Furthermore each module in the system has stored a copy
of the goal configuration. The described system first creates a three-dimensional
CAD model, which represents the goal configuration. In the next step modules,
which do not satisfy the special kind of configuration, are removed from the start
configuration.

The process of reconfiguration works in three phases. The first phase is ded-
icated to propagate the state to the modules, starting from a randomly chosen
position. At the beginning of this phase each module has the state “wandering”.
A randomly chosen module gets the state “seed”. The configuration grows from
this “seed module”. Whenever a seed module detects a neighbored field, which is
empty but has to be filled in the goal configuration, it attracts a waiting module.
Modules, which have reached their destination positions, act as seed modules.

The second phase of reconfiguration creates a gradient to the seed. The seed
module sends out 0 to its neighbors. Each module, receiving such information,
relays the incremented value to its neighbors and stores the received gradient
value. Additionally each receiving module computes a “gradient vector”, indi-
cating the direction, where the source module of the message is located, to ensure
proper reconfiguration steps in the next phase.

In the third phase wandering modules move to their goal positions, corre-
sponding to the gradient vector. The connectivity of the configuration is ensured,
because the process of message spreading in the second phase creates a simple
path from each module to the source seed module. The content of information
therefore can be considered as a “tree”, where the seed module acts as the root
of the tree. Corresponding to this tree structure and because of the special kind
of configuration without hollows, local minima and solid sub-configurations, the
movements can be done without losing of connectivity.

The evaluation model of their system uses discrete time steps, where in each
step the modules are chosen randomly to process received messages, send outgoing
messages and move. Furthermore the actuator of the connectors of the modules
is not controlled and collision detection is not done.

The described system is a heterogeneous SRRS, because identifiers are as-
signed to the modules. The second phase (gradient creation) works similar to
our idea of creating a tree structure of attachments if a root agent is given (com-
pare Section 17.1). Missing in this work is the proof of correctness and the
complexity analysis. Solely the required time steps and movements are ana-
lyzed experimental, where the required time steps grow linearly with the number
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of modules, however, the required number of movements grows more than lin-
early [34].

K. Stoy extended the described system in different aspects [33]. Contrary
to the algorithm presented in [34] the more recent idea is able to start with
configurations containing local minima. The author describes an algorithm to
reconfigure a random start configuration into a dense goal configuration without
holes. Additionally the required space for the starting configuration as well as
the needed time of reconfiguration is decreased in the extended algorithm. The
representation of the modules is done by a 3D CAD model, but modules are
joined to “bricks”, which are groups of modules, to improve the scalability of the
system.

In general the described algorithm builds a porous scaffold, growing from a
randomly chosen seed module. Modules in the adapted system are able to move
through the structure. The key idea is that undesired holes inside the structure
and modules, which have to fill the holes, attract each other. This mechanism of
movement is realized by different gradients. Furthermore the connectivity is en-
sured by using a “scaffold gradient”. This gradient method leads to a limitation of
the algorithm, such that goal configurations must not contain sub-configurations
thicker than one module.

The modules in the described algorithm can have the states “scaffold”, “fill” or
“wander”. Modules having the state “wander” are outside the goal configuration.
The “scaffold” state is reserved for modules inside the configuration and fixed at
their positions. Such modules are called “scaffold modules”. The state “fill”
is reserved for modules inside the configuration, which are not fixed at their
positions.

Moreover a “hole-gradient” and a “wander-gradient” are used to steer the
movements of wander and fill modules. Wander modules, which move along the
“hole-gradient” inside the goal configuration, change their states to “fill”. Fill
modules climb along the “wander-gradient” if it is required and possible without
moving out of the goal configuration. Furthermore fill modules change their states
to “scaffold” if they are neighbored to scaffold modules, what ensures that the
scaffold grows until the goal configuration is reached.

The presented algorithm shows a possibility to create dense configurations of
self-reconfiguring robots. A disadvantage of the algorithm is that “thin” sub-
configurations may not be created by the algorithm. The required number of
steps is analyzed by experiment and needs a linear number of discrete time steps,
however, neither the complexity nor the correctness is proven in [33].

The same task of reconfiguration to a solid structure of modules is described
by J. Werfel, et al. [40]. The authors compare different approaches to reconfigure
a set of “blocks” into a goal configuration. The desired configuration has to be a
solid 2D structure without holes. The key idea of reconfiguration is that mobile
modules, called robots, transport static “blocks” to the desired position in the
goal configuration. In that system robots are not able to communicate with each
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other. The process of reconfiguration starts at a “Marker”, which works as a seed
for all other blocks. The blocks, which are available to fill the goal structure, are
called “Cache”. The “Marker” and “Cache” modules send signals, readable by
robots, such that robot modules can navigate to them.

The first algorithm is designed to work with the following restrictions: Block
elements are identical and inert, meaning that they are not able to move on their
own. Robots have to navigate to a block, to connect with the block, furthermore
to navigate to the already arranged goal structure and to connect the transported
block with the goal configuration. Since all blocks are identical, the robots have
to find a path to the “Cache” elements. Furthermore they have to find the
Marker and to keep track their movements. Moreover failure avoidance and error
correctness aspects have to be realized by robot elements.

The second implementation works with statically labeled blocks. This added
capability requires on the one hand a dynamic map of block-labels on each robot,
where the initial map only contains the “Marker” element. On the other hand
the labels can be used to decrease the required number of movements, because
they can be used additionally to navigate to the already constructed structure.

In their third algorithm the blocks are writable. Therefore they could be used
as “landmarks”, meaning that each block can store its coordinates. The robots
in that case do not need to store the label map, what denotes that their storage
does not have to be dynamic.

The last algorithm extends the abilities of blocks with local communication to
connected blocks and with computation capabilities. Robots in that case are only
used to transport blocks to their destination positions. Blocks are responsible to
navigate to the correct destination position and to steer this behavior. Therefore
the blocks are mainly responsible for the reconfiguration process.

The described system is a heterogeneous system of robots, because special-
ized modules are used. The first algorithm focuses the responsibility for the
reconfiguration to the robots. Therefore robot elements have to keep track their
movements and to recover possible connection failures. The algorithms, which
extend the abilities of blocks either by labels or by communication, simplify the
error correction, because location references are available. The more abilities the
blocks have, the merrier the required time for reconfiguration. Finally [40] does
not contain any proof of correctness of the described algorithm and only presents
experimental results of required time-resources.

The authors R. Fitch, Z. Butler and D. Rus introduced different heterogeneous
algorithms, which are applicable to the most lattice-based SRRS [14, 15, 16].
Since they describe algorithms, which require different amounts of space, at first
two definitions are made:

Definition 2.4. In “an in-place solution the space available in which to move
modules is constrained to the union of the start and goal configurations plus a
constantsized crust of space around this union” [14].
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Definition 2.5. A solution is “out-of-place if the quantity of space available in
which to move modules is assumed to be unbounded” [14].

The algorithms address the reconfiguration problem from an initial configura-
tion into a goal configuration, where in [14] an out-of-place solution is presented,
however, the followings publications contain in-place solutions. The heterogeneity
of modules in the described system is reached by identifiers, which are added to
distinguish the modules. The identifier is used to sort the modules, corresponding
to required reconfiguration steps.

The first solution uses the intermediate structure “chain” [14]. In the first
phase of the algorithm the modules are identified by a “Breadth-First Search”
technique in the centralized version of the algorithm. After that the chain is
built, starting at the leftmost module. Once the chain is built, a sorting phase
reconfigures the chain into another sequence of modules, corresponding to the
following reconfiguration steps. The authors describe furthermore a decentral-
ized implementation, where in this version the “Breath First Search” is replaced
by a “message-passing model of communication”, which enables only local com-
munication with direct neighbors. The required time in the presented solution is
O(n3), where the number of moves is limited to O(n2).

The improved solution, which eliminates the out-of-place restriction, uses a
“tunnel-mechanism” [15]. This kind of movement enables a swap-mechanisms to
exchange modules in the interior of a shape in an effective way without losing
connectivity and in-place.

The solution, presented in [15], is not able to deal with “free space con-
straints” [16]. A “free-space constraint”, for example, can be free space to the
top of a single chain of modules. If a module of a single horizontal chain would
move to any neighbored field to the north of it, the connectivity would get lost. To
deal with such configurations, a more sophisticated algorithm was developed by
R. Fitch, et al.. The authors introduced the ConstrainedTunnelSort algorithm,
which extends the tunneling mechanism in such a way that the order of swapping
is planned previously instead of using a Greedy strategy for swapping. The de-
scribed algorithm can reconfigure each connected start configuration in each goal
configuration with the worst-case running time O(n4), where the average-case
running time is O(n2) steps.

All described solutions are implemented in a centralized and a decentralized
manner. The goal configuration has to be stored previously on every module. In
the decentralized versions the “Breadth-First Search” for free space is replaced
by an “iterative deepening search” mechanism, realized by message-passing. An
aspect, which is missing in these publications, is the task to find the leftmost
module. This task is addressed in this thesis and can be considered in Section 9.1.

Another approach in the field of SRRS is chosen by P. Varshavskay, et al. [37].
The authors introduce reinforcement learning strategies on self-reconfigurable ro-
bots. Their system supports a 2D simulation world, which consists of gravity, but
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without any momentum. Furthermore a collision detection mechanism is inte-
grated in their synchronous model. Interesting in their system is that it does not
support communication between the modules. Their observation space as well
as the number of possible states and actions is finite in the presented system.
The Gradient Ascent in Policy Space algorithm, which they use, has been intro-
duced by L. Peshkin, where they implemented the centralized and decentralized
version of it [26]. The centralized implementation uses a centralized lookup table
for required learning parameters, however the observations and the actions are
distributed. Moreover they developed an “incremented” algorithm, where mod-
ules learn from previous running instances with fewer modules. This extension
leads to a remarkable improvement in the convergence time for the executed con-
figurations. The convergence time of the centralized version is better than the
one of the decentralized version because of the larger range of available learn-
ing information. To support the learning algorithm in a completely distributed
fashion, the authors propose to implement near-neighbor communication in the
future. Although the Gradient Ascent in Policy Space algorithm converges “to
a local optimum in policy value space, given infinite data”, it is not possible to
prove that it converges to a global optimum. Furthermore the authors notice
that real physical systems do not have the possibility to run trials as often as
required.

The last relating SRRS, which is considered in this thesis, describes a solution
to negotiate distributed tasks [31]. Given is a set of modules, where different tasks
have to be initiated by different modules. The solution, presented by B. Salemi,
et al., describes an algorithm to decide which task is performed. The decision
process is realized by building simultaneously spanning trees, starting at the
modules, which have to perform a task. Their modules communicate with their
local neighbors, where they have chosen a half-duplex method to avoid deadlocks.
Furthermore they assume that the set of modules does not contain loops.

The key idea of their solution works as follows: Each module, which has to
perform a task, sends an initial “task message (TM)” to its local neighbors. The
sender declares itself as root module in its spanning tree. Each module, which
receives a single TM message, stores the relating sender (parent) of the message
(and the tree, it belongs to) and forwards the message to all remaining neighbors.
Modules, which are already a member of a tree, but receive a TM message from
another spanning tree, or modules, which receive concurrently messages from
different trees, decide by a previously chosen criteria, which tree “wins” over
the other tree and relays the message to the remaining neighbors. To finish the
process of tree building, messages are sent to the root of the remaining tree,
starting at the leaves. The root finally can perform the task once the decision
process has been finished.

The described solution works similar to our solution of tree building of a set
of undistinguishable agents (consider Section 9.2 and the key idea of our solution
in Section 17.2). Salemi, et al., assume for their algorithm, that the connections
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in the set of modules do not contain loops. Our solution to build a tree from
scratch will show that this restriction can be eliminated. Moreover they use a
half-duplex mode of communication to prevent deadlocks. In our solution of tree-
building a full-duplex mode without producing deadlocks is used. Finally their
solution is specialized to decide tasks of different modules, however, our solution
solves the more general task to create a tree from scratch.
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Chapter 2

Program Framework, Overview

This section is an introduction for the developed system of autonomous agents.
The description is an extension of the first version of the Agent System, which was
developed in Pascal and described by B. Vogtenhuber [38]. The Compact User
Guide of the Agent System describes the usage of the system and its features [39].

The basis of the system is a lattice-based universe, where the Cartesian coor-
dinate system is used. The universe is limited in its coordinates, but the limits
can be adapted. Each cell in the universe is represented by its unique Carte-
sian integer coordinates. Further each cell can contain at most one agent in the
system.

Definition 2.6. In CA, the Moore neighborhood (MNH) comprises the eight
cells surrounding a central cell on a two-dimensional square lattice [41].

Definition 2.7. In CA, the Von Neumann neighborhood (VNNH) comprises the
four cells orthogonally surrounding a central cell on a 2D square lattice [41].

Note 2.8. In this thesis the VNNH sometimes is described with the phrase “local
Neighborhood”. Further the neighbors of the cell C in Figure 2.2 are described as
“local Neighbors”.

NW N NE

W C E

SW S SE

Figure 2.1: MNH in 2D

N
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S

Figure 2.2: VNNH in 2D

Note 2.9. An analogous definition for the VNNH can be chosen for a 3D system
of CA cells, where additionally two cells - above and below the current cell - belong
to the local neighborhood.
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Note 2.10. The terms neighbor and neighborhood are not only used for cells, but
also for agents, in this thesis.

Figure 2.3: Von Neumann neighborhood in 3D

An agent in the system is represented by a square in 2D and a cube in 3D.
Further each 2D agent has four arms and each 3D agent has 6 arms to attach itself
to its local neighbors. This attachment concept is chosen as it is implemented
in different CA systems and is based on the VNNH [14, 34]. Further our system
requires strict alignment of agents on the grid, what is grounded on the lattice-
based system. Finally each agent must have an orientation on the grid, what
means that each of them contains a device like a compass.

The presented system is a rule based CA system. Each rule contains a priority,
a precondition and an action, which is executed if the precondition is fulfilled and
the priority is high enough. The simulation program uses a discrete, stepwise
synchronized engine. That means that in each step on each agent for each rule
first the precondition is checked. If the precondition of a rule is fulfilled for an
agent, then the rule is added to the potential rules of the agent in this step.
If all preconditions on all agents are checked, then all rules with the highest
priority of the list of potential rules of this agent are applied on it (there exists
another possibility for the usage of priorities, which is described in Section 4).
This model is chosen to simulate parallel evaluation and execution of rules on
all agents, where the underlying simulation system applies the rules sequential
on each agent. The detailed specification of the rule is presented in Section 4.
Finally the evaluation and actuation model is explained in Section 5.

3 The Agent

The Agent of the system is designed to need few resources but to reach good
results together with the whole set or a subset of agents. It contains a little set
of internal storage with fixed size and some communication channels to each of
its local neighbors. Table 3.1 gives an overview about the stored and generated
information on agents.

The ID of each agent is only used internal in the program, the agent is not
aware of it. Further it does not know its global position because this information
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is not required on it. But it can change it by moving relatively to its current
position. The state of an agent is a very important information to support dis-
tributed algorithms and is used in the most CA systems. The agent is aware of
it and can change it. Next each agent can attach to and detach from its local
neighbors (“Von Neumann neighbors”), where this information additionally can
be used as precondition for rules (see Section 4). Internal counters are used to
store information, but they can be used to steer the processing, too. For ex-
ample, one of them can be used as step counter. Another essential tool of the
agent system is the communication between agents, where only local message
transfer between the “Von Neumann neighbors” is supported. Each agent has
therefore incoming and outgoing message channels for each local neighbor, where
one channel is for text messages and two or three channels (2D vs. 3D) are used
for numeric messages. The numeric channels, for example, can be used to send
relative coordinates, hence the two or three channels are available.

Information Can Can change/ Aim
use it generate it

Unique ID No No Identification in the system
Global position No Yes1 Localization of the agent
State Yes Yes Program flow
Attachments Yes Yes Connectivity of agents
Counters Yes Yes Storage, Program flow
Incoming Messages Yes No Communication, Calculation
Outgoing Messages No Yes Communication, Calculation

Table 3.1: Information stored in an agent

3.1 The initial setting

This section contains detailed information on the agents as well as the initial
setting of the agent system. Optional values, which are required only in 3D, are
written in squared brackets.

Initial (global) position x,y[,z]
The initial global position is written as integer x-, y- [and z-coordinates],
separated by a comma.

State S_____

The state of an agent consists of exactly 5 characters, written with a leading
S. The default value for each agent is S*****. This means that the state is
undefined.

1The agent is not aware of its position, but can change it because it can move relative to its
current position.
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Attachments A____[__]
The attachments of an agent are written as A followed by 4 [+2] booleans
(0 for not attached, 1 for attached), in the order north, west, east, south[,
above, below]. The initial value (if no argument given)is: A0000[00]. That
means that the agent is detached from all its local neighbors. Note that
the attachment is symmetrical. Thus an agent can never be attached to an
empty field. If an agent initially claims to be attached but its counterpart
(other agent or empty field) tells the contrary, the attachment is ignored.
An attaching or a detaching during processing is always initiated by one
agent.

Counters C__ _____

Each agent has 25 [+20] integer counters, C00, ... ,C24 [,C25, ... ,C44),
which can be set to any 16-bit integer between −32767 and 32767 (−32768
is defined as no-number). Every not explicitly initialized counter is set to
zero.

4 The Rule

In Section 3 the first part of the agent, namely the information stored on it and its
main abilities are presented. To make the agent alive, each agent need something
like a “processor” to perform actions, for example, to move or to communicate.
Since the system is a rule based system, a set of rules is needed to define what an
agent can do under which circumstances. The “processor” further has to check
whether the conditions of each rule are fulfilled, and if they are fulfilled it can
execute all actions, which are defined in the rule. In this thesis the so called
“processor” is not described in detail, because only the behavior of the system
for a set of agents is of interest. Therefore only the processing is explained
in Section 7.

A rule in the agent system consists of four lines:

1. the name of the rule

2. the priority of the rule

3. the precondition

4. the action

The name is a nonempty string to identify each rule, when analyzing executed
rules on agents. The priority of a rule is used to decide whether a rule is applied
or not in a second “instance”. It is a positive integer between 1 and 32767, where
higher priority “wins” over lower priority. Further it is possible to define a rule
as “non-priority rule”, where instead of an integer value a $ is written. A non
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priority rule will be applied for sure if the precondition is fulfilled. The detailed
description can be seen in Section 4.1. Finally a rule contains an action, which
defines what an agent executes if the rule is applied (see Section 4.2).

4.1 The Precondition

The precondition of a rule contains a list of conditions, which must not be empty.
The precondition is true if all conditions of the list are fulfilled. This implies that
the conditions are internal concatenated by a logical AND. Further each condition
can be negated, what means that the result of the condition is negated. To enable
grouping of conditions as well as a disjunction between conditions, brackets can
be set. A disjunction can be produced by using the equivalence !(!a ∧ !b) ⇔ a ∨ b.

The available conditions are of different types. Some of them only reference
to the current agent or to the “Von Neumann neighbors”. Other ones refer to
agents outside of the local neighborhood. Finally conditions do exist, which
refer to priorities of other agents, either in the local neighborhood or outside
of this neighborhood. Conditions, which refer to a cell or an agent outside the
local neighborhood, contain normally hard coded relative coordinates. To enable
dynamic references to other agents, instead of each hard coded value a counter
name can be used. The internal “processor” replaces in this case the name of the
referenced counter by its current value and uses it as a coordinate.

1. Neighbors N____[__]
The definition of the direct neighbors (north, west, east, south[, above,
below]). For each of them

0 denotes empty (no agent),

1 denotes full (an agent), and

* denotes don’t care.

For example, N01*1 (in 2D) denotes that there has to be an empty field to
the north of the agent, and the west and south fields have to be full.

2. Empty field Edx,dy[,dz]
An empty field requirement is written as an E, followed by the relative

coordinates of the field that has to be empty, separated by a comma. Al-
ternatively instead of each value dx,dy or dz a name of any counter can be
inserted, where a counter starts with a C, followed by the two digit number
of the counter. If a counter name is written, the value of the counter of the
current agent is inserted as this coordinate. Of course it is possible to mix
numbers and counter names.
For example, E-1,-1 (in 2D) denotes that the field directly south-west has
to be empty. A value E3,C04,C12 (in 3D) means that first C04 is replaced
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by the value of C04 of the current agent and similar for C12. Then the
empty condition of the related field is checked.

3. Filled field Fdx,dy[,dz]
A full field requirement is written as an F, followed by the relative coor-
dinates of the field that has to be full, separated by a comma. All other
aspects are the same as in point 2.

4. Priorities P____[__]
The priority of (the applied rule/s) of the direct neighboring fields (north,
west, east, south[, above, below]). For each of them

< denotes that the priority of this field has to be (strictly) smaller,

= denotes smaller or equal, and

* denotes don’t care.

For example P<*** (in 2D) denotes that the priority of the field above the
agent has to be smaller, while all the priorities of the other three neighboring
fields are not of importance. Note that the priority of an empty field is
always zero. Further consider Section 5 to look to the evaluation model of
priorities.

5. Smaller Priority Ldx,dy[,dz]
A (strictly) less priority field requirement starts with a L. The L is followed
by the relative coordinates of the field that has to have smaller priority,
separated by a comma. Since this condition references to coordinates, it is
possible to use counter values instead of hard coded coordinates. The usage
for counters is the same as in point 2.

6. Smaller or equal Priority Qdx,dy[,dz]
A less or equal priority field requirement start with a Q. The Q is followed
by the relative coordinates of the field that has to have smaller or equal
priority, separated by a comma. The usage of the field is analogous to
point 5.

7. Attachments A____[__]
The attachment states to the direct neighbors (north, west, east, south
[, above, below]), where

0 denotes not attached,

1 denotes attached, and

* denotes don’t care.
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For example A0**1 (in 2D) denotes that the agent must not be attached
in north but has to be attached in south (implying that there has to be an
agent to the south). Note that an agent can only be attached to a neighbor-
ing field, if the field is nonempty. Further, any attachment is symmetrical,
for example, agent1 is attached to agent2 if agent2 is attached to agent1.

8. State S_____

Every agent has a state, consisting of exactly 5 characters. This state can
be required to match a simple pattern, where the asterisk matches any
character. For example SA***Z denotes that the state of the agent has to
start with A and end with Z.

9. State of a remote agent Tdx,dy[,dz],_____
This option is a combination of the Filled Field and the State condition.
Written as a T, followed by the relative coordinates of the field that has
to be full, and ended by the state that the remote agent must have. The
usage of counter values instead of hard coded coordinates is possible, too
(see point 2).

10. (Text) messages from direct neighbors
M*_____, MN_____, MW_____, ME_____, MS_____, [, MA_____, MB_____]
Every agent has four (six) text messages from its direct neighbors (*=any,
N=north, W=west, E=east, S=south[, A=above, B=below]), consisting of
exactly 5 characters. Any of these messages can be required to match a
pattern, where the asterisk matches any character but at most four asterisks
are allowed. For example MEA3*** MWB4**N denotes that the message from
the right has to start with A3, and the message from the left has to start
with B4 and end with N. A condition M*RUN__ means that the condition is
fulfilled if ’’RUN__’’ is received from any local neighbor.

11. Numeric comparisons
<(-)____ (-)____, >(-)____ (-)____, =(-)____ (-)____

Every agent has 25 (45) counters C000 ... C024 (C000 ... C044). Further
each of them has two incoming numeric messages from each “Von Neumann
neighbor”. Any of these numeric values can be required to fulfill a com-
parison with respect to any other such value or to any four digit number,
where a negative number contains additionally a leading ’-’. For example
<#N01C000 =C001-0002 (in 2D) denotes that the value of the numeric mes-
sage from north at channel 1 has to be smaller than the value of counter
C000, and that the value of counter C001 has to be equal −2. However
=#*02-0025 denotes that the comparison is true if the value -25 is received
from any local neighbor at channel 02, as the ’*’ matches any character.
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12. Negation !

A negation can be applied to each part of the precondition. The negation
means that the result of a ”sub-condition” will be negated. For example
!N0**1 means the same as N1**1 OR N0**0 OR N1**0 would mean. With-
out the possibility of the negation three rules would be necessary for this
condition.

13. Brackets ( )

To enable a grouping of conditions as well as offering a disjunction be-
tween different conditions, brackets can be set around a group of conditions.
Furthermore it is possible to interleave brackets (for example !( N**1*

!(A101* L-3,2) )). The example !(N1*** E0,2) (in 2D) means that the
precondition is not fulfilled if and only if the field directly above the current
agent is filled and the field over that field is empty. In all other cases the
precondition is fulfilled.

Attention: The preconditions are checked in two steps. First all non-priority
conditions are evaluated, then priority conditions. Therefore it is neces-
sary to divide strictly between the two groups of conditions. For example,
!(MSHALLO SEXEC_) !(P=**<* L0,1) is allowed (in 2D), while !(MSHALLO
P*=*<) is not allowed because in the latter case MSHALLO is a non-priority
condition and P*=*< is a priority condition. In other words: Under a NOT
all conditions have to be either priority conditions or non priority condi-
tions. The detailed evaluation model is shown in Section 5.

4.2 The Action

The action of a rule defines what happens if an agent applies the rule. It may
consist of the following parts, were each part is optional (but in total the action
must not be empty).

1. Position change Pdx,dy[,dz]
Written as a P, followed by the relative coordinates of the field to which
the agent moves (separated by a comma). Alternatively instead of each
value dx,dy or dz a name of any counter can be inserted. The usage of
counters instead of hard coded coordinates is similar to the usage in the
precondition (see, for example, point 2 in Section 4. The example P-1,0,0

(in 3D) denotes that the agent moves one step to the left.

2. Swap XN, XW, XE, XS, [XA, XB]
Written as an X, followed by the desired swap neighbor. The swap oper-
ation exchanges two agents, but not the complete information belonging
to it. The two agents exchange their positions and their attachments to
ensure that the connectivity is not lost when swapping the two agents. For
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example, XN means that the current agent exchanges its position and its at-
tachments with its north neighbor. The swap operation is a very powerful
tool, because it enables the system to simulate robots which can compress
themselves. But in our system the swap operation contains a number of
side effects, which are shown in Section 8.3.

3. State S_____

A ’S’ followed by 5 characters denotes a new state for the agent, if the
rule is applied. An asterisk denotes that the according character remains
unchanged. For example, if the state was MOVE1, then S****2 changes the
state to MOVE2. The default value is (if no argument given): S***** (no
change).

4. Attachments A____[__]
This action determines the attachments behavior for the four (six) direc-
tions north, west, east, south[, above, below] (in this order),with the fol-
lowing possibilities for each direction:

0 for detaching (if was attached) before moving, and staying detached
afterwards

1 for detaching (if was attached) before moving, and attaching afterwards
(if possible)

* for detaching (if was attached) before moving, and attaching afterwards
if was attached before (and possible)

+ (only allowed if the agent is attached at the beginning) staying attached
all the time. If the agent moves, every (directly or indirectly) attached
agent is moved in the same way.

For example with A**01 P1,0 the agent detaches in all directions (in 2D),
makes it move one step to the right, and then tries to attach it to south,
stays detached to east and tries to attach to each north and west if it
was attached there before. The default value is (if no argument given):
A****[**] (try attach as before in all directions).

5. (Text) messages to direct neighbors
M*_____, MN_____, MW_____, ME_____, MS_____, [, MA_____, MB_____]
Messages can be sent to local neighbors (*=all, N=north, W=west, E=east,
S=south[, A=above, B=below]), where each message consists of exactly 5
characters. Asterisks are allowed but at most four of them (for example
MSRUN** is allowed, but not MS*****). For example, MNBELOW sends the
message BELOW to the north neighbor (if there is one). Note that between
any two iterations, all messages are reset. This ensures that only just re-
ceived messages are relevant for the processing. Note further that a message
sent to an empty field is simply lost (a warning is issued).
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6. Calculations of counters and numerical messages
C___ _ ____ ____, #___ _ ____ ____

Every agent has 25 (45) counters C000 ... C024 (C000 ... C044) which can be
read and written. Further, it has 8 (18) (incoming) numeric messages from
its direct neighbors, which it can only read, and 8 (6) numeric (outgoing)
messages to its direct neighbors, which it can only write. Every calculation
action starts with a position to write the result to (counter or outgoing mes-
sage), followed by the operation to be performed, and two (readable) values
on which the operation is performed. As values for an operation, either four-
digit-numbers or internal counters or incoming numerical messages can be
used. Possible operations are + (add), - (subtract), * (multiply), / (divide),
M (modulo), A (maximum), and I (minimum). An example for the usage is
#E02IC004C005, what stores the minimum of the values in C004 and C005

as (to-be-sent) outgoing message #E02 to the eastern neighbor at channel 2.

Note that multiple calculations are performed in the order they are listed.
Further, messages denote different things, dependent on whether they ap-
pear on the left or right side of an operator. This includes that incoming
messages cannot be changed by a calculation, and outgoing messages can-
not be used as calculation input: #N01*#S01#N01 #E02*#S01#N01 multi-
plies the received values #S01 and #N01 and stores the result as outgoing
message #N01. Then it repeats the calculation with the same value for in-
coming #N01 and writes the result to #E02. If the result of an operation is
an outgoing message, then, after all calculations, this value is sent to the
proper destination.

5 Program flow

This section is dedicated to explain how the system evaluates the precondition
and the priority and how it executes the action on each agent. Since the system
supports priorities of the rules, the evaluation model is more complex as it would
be without the usage of priorities. But priorities provide a helpful extension of
the rules to enable advanced rulesets with simple rules.
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The program starts by reading the initial setting as well as the set of rules. In
every calculation step, the following operations are performed (in the order listed
here; alternatively sending messages can be done before performing actions).

1. check and get valid rules (each step for all agents)

(a) check all rules whether they would apply (ignoring priorities) and store
valid rules sorted by priority in descending order

(b) store the highest priority of valid rules as current priority (if > 0) and
set the agents priority to PRIORITY_OPEN

(c) for all agents sorted by priority in descending order (if priority is
PRIORITY_OPEN):
do while not all agents have PRIORITY_FIXED :

• fetch current rules to current priority

• for all current rules: check priority-conditions

– if they are fulfilled, set priority to PRIORITY_FIXED

– if one of them is not fulfilled, remove this rule from the spec-
ified agent and if the agents rule list is empty, reduce the
current priority to the highest priority of the remaining rules

– if a circular dependency between rules on different agents is
detected, remove all related rules

(d) remove all rules with priority lower than the priority of the agent

2. for all agents, for all previously stored rules for the agent: perform from
the actions (if they are part of the action):

(a) detaching

(b) calculation of the attachment component

(c) moving attachment component (including collision detection test)

(d) update attachments

(e) update the state

(f) swap agents

3. send and deliver messages

(a) for all agents, for all previously stored rules for the agent:

• do all calculations (in the order they are listed in the rule) and
send numerical messages to the post-office

• send all text messages to the post-office

(b) for all messages at the post office: deliver them to their receivers.
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As one can see messages are sent and delivered at last. If an action contains
a moving step and an outgoing message to any neighbor, the outgoing message
is sent to the new neighbor after moving. Since this behavior is not appropriate
for each task, it is possible to change this behavior with an option. The option
exchanges the steps 2 and 3 in the program flow.

The evaluation of priority conditions seems to be very complicated, but it is
required. Just storing all rules with highest priority instead of evaluate them as
described in Step 1 on page 25 may lead to undesired behavior, which is explained
in the following example:

Agents:

1,2 SRight

5,1 SStay_

Rules:

Stay

120

SStay_

P0,0

Go Right

100

SRight P***<

P1,0

Go Up

80

SRight

P0,1

The agent at 5,1 should always stay at its position, what means that it should
perform the rule Stay in each step. The agent at 1,2, call it agent A, should move
from west to east until it reaches the position 5,2. At this position agent A has
a south neighbor. That means that agent A should not apply the rule Go Right

by reason of the condition P***< and because the south neighbor applies the
rule Stay, which has higher priority than the rule Go Right. Therefore this rule
must removed from the rule list of agent A and instead of this rule the rule Go Up

should be applied on agent A. This behavior is reached with the presented program
flow. The old evaluation model of priorities stored the rule Go Right as it has a
higher priority as the rule Go Up.
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6 Universe

Our system uses a lattice-based approach to simulate the behavior of agents. The
Cartesian coordinate system with Integer coordinate values is used for the lattice.
The 2D version of the simulation program is oriented on the screen, where the
origin is the left-bottom-corner of the screen. Additionally negative coordinates
are possible.

To describe our tasks in an continuous manner, the directions are chosen as
follows:

• North =̂ y+

• West =̂ x−

• East =̂ x+

• South =̂ y−

• Above =̂ z+

• Below =̂ z−

The graphical representation of the 3D coordinate system is shown in Fig-
ure 6.1.

x

z

y

Figure 6.1: Coordinate system 3D

Furthermore some terms are chosen to describe the behavior of our system in
a simple way. To use a consistent notion, the following declarations are made:

• the leftmost agent means the westernmost agent

• the rightmost agent means the easternmost agent

• the topmost agent means the northernmost agent

• the bottommost agent means the southernmost agent

• the frontmost agent means the agent with the highest z-coordinate

• the backmost agent means the agent with the lowest z-coordinate
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7 Implementation

In this section some aspects of the program like visualization, program param-
eters as well as helpful features are presented. The program is developed in
Java 1.4.2.15. The 3D version uses the Java3D package 1.4.0.01. Java is mainly
chosen as it is platform independent. Further the Java3D package supports all
required features and is available for linux, solaris and windows platforms.

The program uses input files for the initial set of agents and for the set of rules.
Further it generates three output files to analyze the results of the execution. One
file stores a list of executed rules for each agent. Another file is used to store the
current state of all agents in the universe after each step. The third file logs all
occurred errors and warnings during processing to an error file.

A detailed description for the program framework can be considered in [39].

7.1 Visualization

The main window of the program shows a tabbed panel. The first panel contains
the universe. On the universe the agents are displayed. Each agent can be
clicked by mouse to show the stored information on it. The agents are displayed
in different colors, where the colors can be adjusted generally by program options,
depending on whether they are attached to other agents or not, or in a second
way depending on their current states, where these correlations between colors
and states are defined in the rules file.

To execute forwarding and backwarding steps there exist a set of buttons.
Some of them perform single forwarding or backwarding steps, other ones make
it possible to execute a predefined number of forwarding or backwarding steps.
Jump steps, where only the last step is displayed, are also possible as well as
an “Endless run” function. The program further supports an adjustable delay
between the execution of steps and a “Speed-function” to disable temporarily the
step delay. In the 3D version of the program rotation, move and zoom functions
are implemented, too. Further an area for errors, which are appeared in the last
step, is available on the universe panel.

7.2 Features

The second panel in the program contains two editors, one for the initial set of
agents and one for the set of rules. The main functions like “Generate a new file”,
“Open”, “Modify” and “Save” are supported by both editors. Further it supports
a search function and a replace function with common parameters. Finally the
editors display detected input errors (for example syntax errors, duplicate rule
names, duplicate agents or wrong attachments) to help the user to localize them.

The next three panels contain the log files, generated by the program. Avail-
able functions on those panels are a search function and a copy function for the
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log files, as they are overwritten if a new set of agents is read by the program.
Moreover the designed GUI for the framework contains a panel to create sets

of agents by a graphical editor. Agents in the editor can be added and removed
by Drag and Drop. Furthermore agents can be selected to change their initial
counter values and state.

Since the program supports a list of options concerning the size of the universe,
the layout of agents as well as the behavior of the program, a set of options can
be modified in the options menu of the program.

8 Examples

The presented Framework supports a powerful instrument to simulate many dif-
ferent systems of CA. Due to the large range of different rules and because the
presented system is a simulation program with a relative complex program flow,
some side effects are inevitable. This section lists some examples, which problems
can occur. It explains how the system works internally in more detail and shows
how some side effects can be avoided.

8.1 The influence of the rule order

As the framework in general executes rules in the order as listed in the rules
file (if the preconditions are fulfilled) and multiple rules can be performed on one
agent in one step, the order of the rules in the rules file can influence the behavior
of agents. Consider a simple example:

Rules:

Tell W that I move E

10

SMOVEE N**0*

MWMOVEE C005+00010000

Told E tell West that I move E

10

SMOVEE MEMOVEE

MWMOVEE C005+00010000

MOVE

10

SMOVEE =C005 0001

P1,0 C005+00000000
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The ruleset should perform eastward locomotion of a group of agents arranged
in a west-east chain. It should work as follows:
The easternmost agent tells its western neighbor that it will move to east. In
the next step the easternmost neighbor moves and its western neighbor tell its
neighbor to the west that it will move and so on. The rule Told E tell West

that I move E only is used to guarantee a distance of one agent between the
moving snake of agents. But the behavior is not as desired, because: All messages
change the value of counter C005. The MOVE-rule initializes the counter and the
other two rules increment it to ensure that the MOVE-rule is applied in the next
step. Since the rules MOVE and one of the two other rules are applied on a moving
agent, first the rule to inform the western neighbor is applied and then the MOVE

rule is applied. What happens is that counter C05 first is incremented from 1 to
2 and then it is initialized to 0. Hence in the next step the agent does not move
to the east as the counter is 0. To reach correct behavior, the rule MOVE must
be switched to the top of the three rules. Then the rule MOVE first initializes the
counter and another rule increments the counter to 1 in the same step.

8.2 Sending messages

We decided to enable message transfer between agents because communication is
essential to facilitate collective tasks. In Section 5 the general way to send and de-
liver messages is described. The standard way to send messages is to do that after
executing all other actions. But it is also possible to send messages before other
actions are performed (the option can be changed into the options menu of the
program). This option determines whether messages are sent to neighbors before
moving (to the neighbors at the old location) or if they are sent to the neighbors
at the new location. If an agent sends a message to a neighbor which moves in
the same step and the named option is set to its standard value, the message does
not achieve the moving agent. A similar behavior results if a moving agent sends
a message to any of its neighbors. A simple example demonstrates this behavior:

Agents:

7,7 SSend_

8,7 SMove_

Rules:

Sent to E

10

SSend_

MEMSG__ SSent_

Move to N

10

SMove_

P0,1 SMoved
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The agent at 7,7 sends a message to its eastern neighbor. In the same step
the agent at 8,7 moves to the north. If messages are sent before moving, the
message reaches the agent, otherwise it does not reach it. This message transfer
option can be chosen to reach the desired behavior.

But there exists another mentionable case, namely in combination with the
SWAP-operation. Assume an agent receives a message from any neighbor. Assume
further that the receiving agent is passively swapped in the same step as it receives
the message. The message either arrives the passively swapped agent or the
actively swapping agent, depending on the “message delivering option”. In both
cases the behavior is a little bit strange and has to be handled very carefully, not
only by reason of the resulting receiver, but also due to the characteristics and
constraints of the SWAP-operation. Consider therefore Section 8.3.

8.3 The swap operation

As described in Section 4.2 the swap operation is an operation which has to be
used with care. Consider some examples to understand the swap operation in
more detail and potential usages of it.

First example:

Agents:

...

7,5 SSWP_S

...

7,4 A0100 SGoToS

...

6,4 A0010

Rules:

Go to S

10

A0100 SGoToS

A1111 P0,-1

Swap to S

10

N***1 SSWP_S

XS SReady

Look at the two rules. The first rule Go to S is performed if an agent is
attached to its western neighbor and has reached the state SGoToS. The agent
should then detach and move to south. The other rule is performed if an agent
has a south neighbor and the state SSWP_S. If those conditions are fulfilled, the
agent should swap with its south neighbor and change its state.

Now consider three agents. Agent A has the lowest id 4, is located at posi-
tion (7,5) and fulfills the preconditions of the swap rule. Agent B has the id 9,
is located at position (7,4) and fulfills the precondition of the rule Go To S.
Further consider Agent C, which is to the west of agent B (at position (6,4))
and attached to agent B. Furthermore assume that for agent C no rule is per-
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formed. On agent A the swap operation is applied, as the agent has the lowest id
and the precondition of the rule is fulfilled. Additionally the precondition of the
rule Go to S is fulfilled for agent B at the starting position (7,4), now located
on (7,5). Therefore agent B first is passively swapped and then it moves to south
although agent A is located at (7,4). This behavior results in a crash, what is
shown by the program with a “Consistency error”. If the agents A and B would
have another order in the agents file, for example, agent A would has the id 9

and agent B would has the id 4, then at agent B first the rule Go to S would
be applied and then agent A would try to apply the rule Swap to S, what is not
possible because its south neighbor had been moved to south before the swap
rule can be applied. In that case a “Swap error” is shown as no swap neighbor is
available when agent A tries to swap.

The shown example demonstrates that on the one hand the order of the agents
in the input file can influence the behavior of the system. On the other hand it
shows that the swap action has to be handled carefully if other rules can be
applied on the passively swapped agent.

The next example demonstrates different behaviors of a ruleset when using
the swap operation in combination with message transfer:

Agents:

...

17,3 A0100 SWest_

...

16,3 A0010 SSend_ C00 10

...

18,3 SEAST_

Rules:

Swap W

10

A*1** SWest_

SSwapd XW

Send Start to E

10

A**1* SSendE =C000 0010

SSendE MEStart

Consider two neighbored and attached agents, agent A with id=13 on posi-
tion (17,3) and its western neighbor agent B with id=16 on position (16,3).
Further a third agent is positioned to the east of agent A. Agent B has stored
at C00=10 and should therefore apply the rule Send Start to E. Agent A ap-
plies the rule Swap W as it fulfills the precondition of this rule and as the agent
has the lower id than agent B. The swapping exchanges the two agents. After
the swapping the rule Send Start to E is applied to agent B, where agent B

now is located at position (17,3). Now consider the message, which is sent from
agent B to its eastern neighbor. If the “message delivering option” is set to “Send
and deliver all messages before moving”, first all messages are delivered to all
neighbors, meaning that the message is sent from agent B at position (16,3) to
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its eastern neighbor (agent B at position (17,3)). After that agent A swaps with
agent B, where its position after the swap is (16,3). Finally agent B changes its
state to SendE by applying the rule Send Start to E. The result denotes that
agent B performs a rule to change its state and send a message to the eastern
neighbor. Due to the swap rule and the “message delivering option” the message
is received from the actively swapping agent, which is located after swapping to
the west of agent B.

If the “message delivering option” is set to “Move agents first; send and
deliver messages afterwards”, then first all operations excepted calculations and
message transfers are applied. After that the messages are exchanged. The
result look a bit different to the first one, meaning that agent B first is passively
swapped to position (17,3) and then the message is sent to the eastern neighbor
at position (18,3).

This example demonstrates the usage of a swap operation in combination
with message exchanging. For the actively swapping agent this behavior can be
taken into account when writing the ruleset. But the passively swapped agent
does not have a clue of its swapping, hence the actively swapping agent has
to take care that its swapping does not influence rules applied on the
swap partner in an undesired way. This means that a swapping process, for
example, should be protected in a sense that the actively swapping agent first
informs the passively swapped agent of its transaction.

Now consider a third ruleset, which performs two swap operations at different
agents:

Agents:

...

0,0

...

1,0

...

1,1

Rules:

Swap to E

10

N**1*

XE

Swap to W

10

N*1**

XW

Swap to S

10

N***1

XS
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Examine an agents configuration, where agent A (id=5) is located at (0,0),
agent B (id=12) at (1,0) and agent C (id=14) at (1,1). Agent A swaps to
east. Then Agent B tries to swap with its eastern neighbor, but at this point
of time no neighbor is available. Therefore the program generates an error mes-
sage Swap error: agent 2 at position 0,0 tries to swap, but no swap

neighbor available!. Finally agent C swaps with agent B, what denotes that
the swapping is executed twice at agent B. Therefore a warning(Passive Swap:

Agent 2 at position 1,0 swaps, it was already swapped.) is shown.
Another swap example in combination with an attachments condition leads

to undesired behavior, too:

Agents:

6,6 A0001

5,5 A0010 SEast_

6,5 A1100 SMoveS

Rules:

Swap E

10

SEast_

XE

Move Chain to S

10

SMoveS A1100

P0,-1 A+***

Consider the two rules. Agent A at position (6,5) should swap with the east-
ern neighbor and agent B at position (5,5) should move to south with all attached
neighbors to south. The swap rule exchanges the agents A and B, but the attach-
ments are exchanged, too, to ensure that the connectivity is not lost because of
a swapping. When agent B performs the swap operation, it is at position (5,5)

but it has no neighbor in north. Therefore the action A+*** leads to a warn-
ing ATTACH, ’+’, but is not attached: to agent 3 the NORTH neighbor

isn’t attached!.
As one can see the swap operation has side effects. The first one is the

combination of message transfer and swapping. The relevant “message transfer
option” has to be taken into account. The next point of possible problems is
the combination of the swapping action with other movement actions. The main
problem is not the actively swapping agent, but the passively swapping agent
because it does not have a clue of its swapping. Finally the attachments, which
do not stay at the swapping agents, but stay in the old environment of both
agents, can influence the behavior of not carefully created rulesets.
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8.4 The non priority rule

In Section 4 the priority of a rule is defined either as a positive integer or it is
undefined. The latter case is inserted in the rule with the character $. A rule,
which has undefined priority is applied on an agent if the precondition is fulfilled,
independently whether another rule is applied to this agent or not.

The following example shows the usage of a non-priority-rule:

Agents:

0,0

1,0 SWall_

2,0 SWall_

2,-1 SWall_

0,1

0,5

1,5 SWall_

2,5 SWall_

3,5 SWall_

3,4 SWall_

3 ,3 SWall_

0,6

Rules:

Move right

20

N**0* !SWall_

P1,0

Move down

10

N***0 !SWall_

P0,-1

Increment step counter

$

!( !N**0* !N***0) !SWall_

C000+C0000001

The ruleset realizes eastward locomotion of agents if single walls (chains of
agents) from east to west are the only possible obstacles. The rule Increment

step counter is a non-priority rule. It is applied as a second rule to each agent
which performs any of the shown Move rules.

What has to be kept in mind is the fact, that non-priority-rules are applied
to agents after all rules with defined priority. Further there exists a problem
when using non-priority-rules in combination with swap-rules, because swap rules
remove all rules from the rule list of the actively and passively swapping agent.
Therefore this combination should be avoided.

8.5 The priority deadlock

On the one hand priorities are used to prefer some rules against other ones at
each agent. On the other hand there exists the possibility to use priority con-
ditions in the precondition of rules. If, for example, a rule contains a precon-
dition P<***, then the rule is applied to an agent if either (1) a neighbor does
not exist to the north, or (2) it exists but it does not apply any rule, or (3) if a
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neighbor to the north exists and it applies only rules with smaller priority than
the currently considered one. Therefore this usage of priority conditions creates
dependencies between rules on different agents, which is a powerful feasibility
of the system. Unfortunately such conditions can create circular dependencies
(deadlocks), which must be removed.

An example shows a possible deadlock:

Agents:

5,5 SCENTR

5,6 SNORTH

4,5 SWEST_

Rules:

Go to south-east

10

P<*** SCENTR

P1,-1

Go to north

10

L-1,-1 SNORTH

P0,1

Go to west

10

P**<* SWEST_

P-1,0

The presented example shows three rules, each of them consisting of a priority
condition and a state. Each of the three agents should apply one of the presented
rules: The agent at position (5,5) should apply the rule Go to south-east,
the agent at location (5,6) should apply the rule Go to north and the agent
at position (4,5) should apply the rule Go to west. All rules have the same
priority 10. The system checks each priority if it is fulfilled, and if it is not
fulfilled, whether the referred agent has already fixed its priority (because only
an agent with fixed priority applies a rule with the current priority). In the
shown example no agent can fix its priority because a dependency to another
agent exists.

From the view of the system (or from each agent), a possible solution of
the problem is to remove all rules in a circular dependency, what happens in
such cases. To inform the user about a deadlock a warning(Circular priority

dependency detected on agents: ... ) is displayed to the user.
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Chapter 3

Tasks and Relations

This section is dedicated to give an overview of task, which should be solved
with our system. First of all our Framework consists of a set of agents, where
all of them are undistinguishable. That means that each of them has the same
internal storage and the same possibilities to manipulate its internal storage.
Moreover each of them has the same alternatives of attachments as well as all
agents can move in the same way. Grounded on these restrictions a number of
tasks, which are of general interest for the set of agents, should be solved. These
tasks are described in Section 9. Another class of tasks, which are presented
in Section 10, is dedicated to find a path from one specific location to another
point in the universe. Such “path-finding-tasks” are required for a number of
locomotion tasks. The third class of tasks is the large group of reconfiguration
tasks (see Section 11), where a robot, consisting of a set of agents, should change
its initial shape to another predefined shape. Finally our system of distributed
agents can be used against its purpose. An example for such a usage is presented
in Section 12.

Another part of interest are dependencies between jobs. Section 13 shows that
some tasks, which are of interest, are equivalent in their solvabilities. Finally this
section presents an overview of the tasks, which are addressed, in Section 14.

9 Tasks of general interest

Our system is dedicated mainly to fulfill different jobs in a distributed way. That
is, for example, the locomotion of a connected set of agents, called a “robot”, in
any direction with or without obstacles. To fulfill such distributed tasks, often
local information about the robot is used and sufficient. But there exist problems,
for which local information is not sufficient. A global part of information about,
for example, the position of the robot, the size of the robot, or other information
can be necessary to solve tasks.
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In a system of undistinguishable agents, none of them knows how much they
are. The knowledge about their number can be required to decide, whether a job
with the robot can be fulfilled or not. Furthermore it establishes the possibility
to decide how long a message needs until it reaches all other agents in the set.

Another part of interest is the kind of information transfer in a connected set of
agents. As described in Section 2, every agent in our system can communicate to
its local neighbors by text messages and numerical messages. This message trans-
fer is an essential requirement to fulfill tasks in a distributed, but collaborative
way. But how can our system communicate to any specific agent in a connected
robot? Of course, it would be possible to spread the required information to all
agents in the system. This approach is on the one hand a very large overhead if
the information is just destined for one specific agent in the robot. On the other
hand it is hard to decide when the message has reached the specific agent, what
would be solvable if the sender knows the number of agents in the robot - but
this is not the best way to do that. Finally the path of message-relaying cannot
be decided prior if they are completely undistinguishable.

To solve the described problems, two different global tasks are of interest.
The first one is to choose one specific agent in the robot as a “Master Agent”. A
“Master” in a set of undistinguishable agents provides, for example, the possibility
to initiate centralized work. Another necessity of a “Master Agent” arises from
tasks which need centralized and decentralized work in combination. In such a
scenario the “Master Agent” can start decentralized work by informing all agents,
then all agents do their work and finally all agents can provide information to
the “Master Agent” that they have finished their work. After that the “Master
Agent” can perform or initiate follow up steps. The second task is to create a
tree structure from a set of agents, meaning that the agents are the nodes and the
attachments between agents are the vertices in the tree. A tree is a well defined
structure to enable centralized control, which is also possible with a “Master
Agent”, but additionally a tree provides the possibility to relay messages in a
regulated, predictable sense from the root to the leaves and vice versa.

These three “major tasks” are the most important ones from our point of view,
because if they are solvable, our system is able to do centralized and decentralized
work. But another information about a connected set of agents can be of interest,
namely the knowledge of the bounding box. If a 2D robot knows is width and
its height, then the robot can, for example, decide whether it is small enough to
pass a tunnel. If each agent in a robot knows the bounding box of the robot, the
topmost, bottommost, leftmost and rightmost agents of the set can be decided
immediately, which can be useful to fulfill some tasks in an effective way.

To describe all those tasks in more detail, the following Sections contain some
definitions.
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9.1 Find a Master Agent (Leader)

To describe the task, a declaration of a “Master Agent” in our system have to be
made:

Definition 9.1. An agent is called Master Agent (MA) or Leader of a connected
set of agents if

• it has a unique identifier,

• all other agents in the set have another identifiers as the MA,

• each agent in the set is aware of its identifier and whether it is the one of
the MA.

Definition 9.1 implies that the MA has a kind of self-awareness, that is, it
knows that it is the Leader and nobody else. Moreover all other agents know
that they are not the Leader.

Definition 9.2. An agent in a connected set of agents is called Slave Agent (SA)

• if a MA in the set exists and

• if it has not the identifier of the MA.

Task 9.3. The challenge to find a Leader from scratch is described as follows: A
connected set of undistinguishable agents is given. The task is to find the Leader,
mark it as the Leader and make each agent of the set know whether or not it is
the chosen one.

To solve this task, two solutions, which are completely different in their key
ideas, are presented. The first key idea uses information about the boundary of
a connected set of agents, but is only applicable in 2D (see Section 16.1 and Sec-
tion 28.1). Since this solution just sends messages along the Outer Boundary,
the maximal number of steps is limited by the length of the Outer Boundary,
which could be sublinear in the number of agents. Nevertheless to spread the
information of the computed MA to all agents in the set can require a linear
number of steps (a worst-case example is presented in Figure 16.14 on page 65
in Section 16.1). But the best case scenario could be a sublinear running time,
what is shown in the same section.

The second idea creates multiple trees by sending relative coordinates to all
neighbors and detaching agents if circles are detected, starting from different
agents. The tree, which started its creation on the agent with the leftmost-
topmost coordinates of the whole set (in 2D), survives. This algorithm solves
both tasks, the one to find a MA and the one to “Create a tree” (see Section 17.2
and Section 29.2). The running time of this algorithm depends on the length
of the longest path in the resulting tree. This solution has also the best-case
running time of Ω(

√
n) number of steps if n is the number of agents in the set

and a worst-case running time of O(n) steps.
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9.2 Create a tree

A tree in general is a graph theoretical construction, which has to be adapted
for the agent system. Therefore the following definitions are made. Further in
the following definitions a consistent universe is a prerequisite. That means that
each cell in the universe is occupied by at most one agent. This includes that
the cardinality of the set of agents is equal to the cardinality of the set of cells
occupied by the set of agents. Further a bijection between the two sets exists.

Definition 9.4. Let V be the set of cells occupied by the agents in a set of agents
A. Further let E be the set of edges connecting pairs of cells in V , what means
that ∀ e ∈ E : ∃ Ab, Ac ∈ A : ∃ v, w ∈ V : v is occupied by Ab, w is occupied by Ac

and Ab is attached to Ac. Then G = (V,E) is called the Graph of a set of agents.

In the following definitions instead of sequences of cells sequences of agents
are used, which simplifies the definitions.

Definition 9.5. A Path in a Graph of a set of agents A is a sequence of agents
A1, ..., Ak ∈ A, k > 0, such that from each agent Ai, i ∈ 1, ..., k, there is an
attachment to the next agent Ai+1 in the sequence.

Definition 9.6. A Simple Path P in a set of agents is a Path, where for each
two agents Ai, Aj ∈ P , i, j ∈ 1, ..., k, i 6= j, k = |P | on the path, follows that
Ai 6= Aj.

Definition 9.7. A set of agents A is called a Tree, if between any two agents
Ai, Aj ∈ A, i 6= j a Simple Path exists.

Task 9.8. The task to create a Tree from a connected set of agents is to change
attachments resulting in a Tree.

Definition 9.9. An agent is called Root Agent (RA) of a Tree if it is a MA in
the Tree.

The described task should be solved from scratch, what denotes that the
agents are homogeneously at the start. A solution to do that is presented in Sec-
tion 17.2. Moreover equivalences between the most important tasks are of in-
terest, for which reason the task to Create a tree if a Leader is already given is
solved, too (consider Section 17.1). In the latter case one tree is created, starting
at the MA, in the former case multiple trees are created, and the “better one”
overwrites the other ones.

9.3 Find root in a tree

If it is possible to create a tree and find a MA from scratch in one algorithm, then
a RA is a byproduct of the algorithm. However, it is also possible that a set of
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agents is arranged in a tree structure, but does not have a leader. Therefore the
task to compute a RA in a tree is solved, too. Furthermore a root is welcome to
provide fast message transfer. Due to this reason a solution to find a root agent,
located in the middle of the longest path in the tree, is presented in Section 9.3.

Definition 9.10. An agent T is called Root Candidate (RC) of a Tree, if the
longest Path in the Tree is odd (2k + 1) and if the longest Path from agent T to
a unique Leaf Agent is k + 1, and the second longest Path from agent T to any
Leaf Agent is k.

Definition 9.11. The Centered Root Agent (CRA) of a Tree is defined as follows:

• If the longest Path in the Tree is even, the CRA is the agent exactly in the
middle of the longest Path.

• If the longest Path in the Tree is odd, the CRA of the Tree is

– the northern RC if the candidates are north-south-neighbors

– the western RC if the candidates are west-east neighbors.

– the RC with the higher z-coordinate if the candidates are above-below
neighbors.

Task 9.12. A set of connected agents, where the agents are arranged in a Tree
structure of attachments, is given. The task to find a root agent in a tree is to
identify one unique agent in the set and mark it as the RA.

9.4 Count agents

As already mentioned, the task to count the number of agents in a connected
set of them is of interest. A simple way to do that is to count them, if a tree is
already created. Therefore the solution for that this is presented in Section 18.

Task 9.13. The task to count the number of agents in a Tree with known Leader
is to count them all and spread this knowledge to all agents in the Tree.

9.5 Compute the Minimum Bounding box

In the lattice-based universe of our system every agent needs exactly one cell in
the universe. If a set of agents is connected, it can be considered as a robot of
agents. A robot, which, for example, moves through the universe, requires space
for its movement. To ensure that the movement is possible without collisions, the
knowledge about the bounding box of the robot can be useful. Another part of
interest is the reconfiguration of a robot from its current shape into another one.
To simplify this process, the information of the bounding box of a robot can be
used, too.
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Definition 9.14. The Minimum Bounding Box (MBB) of a connected set of
agents is the box with the smallest measure (area in 2D, volume in 3D) which all
agents lie within.

Note 9.15. The MBB of a set of agents can be represented by the x-coordinates
of the leftmost and the rightmost agents and the y-coordinates of the topmost and
bottommost agents in each 2D set of agents.

Note 9.16. The MBB of a set of agents can be represented by the x-coordinates
of the leftmost and the rightmost agents, the y-coordinates of the topmost (north-
ernmost) and bottommost (southernmost) agents as well as the z-coordinates of
the frontmost and backmost agents if the set contains agents in a 3D universe
(see Section 6 for declarations).

Task 9.17. A connected set of agents, where every agent knows the number of
them, is given. The task is to compute the relative coordinates of the MBB of the
whole set on each agent.

The solution of the task to compute the MBB is shown in Section 23.

10 Path finding tasks

The next field, which is of interest, is the “path-finding-problem”. If a robot has
to move from a start to a destination position, it is required often to surround
obstacles or to tunnel through an obstacle. To show that our system is able to
solve such tasks, the following section is dedicated.

10.1 Escape a maze

In the following we describe a task for a single agent, which has to escape a maze.
But first a definition of a maze:

Definition 10.1. “A maze is a complex tour puzzle in the form of a complex
branching passage through which the solver must find a route” [41].

Task 10.2. A set of agents, fixed at its position and arranged in a maze, is given.
Further given is a single agent inside the maze. The single agent has stored its
relative position to an existing exit. The size of the exit has to be restricted to
one cell. Further no other exit may exist. The task is to find a path to the exit
or to decide that no path exists without the help of any maze agent.

The described task is solvable with our system in two dimensions (consider
Section 21). In 3D we did not find a solution yet, because of the higher complexity
of shapes in 3D.
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11 Reconfiguration tasks

The reconfiguration problem is one of the most important tasks for distributed
agents. Since agents of real systems only can perform jobs in collaboration (a
simple movement requires at least four micro-modules [4]), the reconfiguration
from a start shape into another one is performed in this thesis in two different
ways. The first one is to build a rectangle (in 3D a cube) from a strip of agents
(see Section 11.1). The second one is the much more complicate task to clone
any shape (consider Section 11.5), which requires a number of subtasks.

11.1 Rectangle (Cube) building

Task 11.1. A chain of agents, arranged from west to east, is given. Each agent
in the chain has stored the westernmost and the easternmost relative position of a
resulting rectangle. The task is to move each agent in the chain until all of them
are arranged in a rectangle according to the given relative x-coordinates.

The described task was already solved by K. Kotay and D. Rus, where their
system only supports a full sequential evaluation model, meaning that in each
iteration just one agent can apply one rule [22]. A solution for this problem
with our system is presented in Section 22, where the key idea is inspired by the
solution of K. Kotay and D. Rus.

11.2 Create a comb

The task to Create a comb from any connected set of agents simplifies the re-
configuration from any complex start shape into any other shape. The resulting
shape is a relatively simple intermediate structure for different reconfiguration
tasks. This task is used to realize the “shape cloning” process in our system.

Definition 11.2. A connected set of agents, where the connections are given by
attachments, is given. The set is called a Comb if it consists of a set of horizontal
adjacent columns of agents, with all of the bottommost agents in the same row [5].

Note 11.3. The term bottommost means the direction south (consider Section 6).

Task 11.4. A Comb, where each agent of the set has stored the relative coordi-
nates of the MBB, is given. The task is to reconfigure the set of agents to a Comb,
where the connectivity has to be ensured all the time.

The solution of this task is presented in Section 24.
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11.3 Reverse combing

The process of reconfiguration when cloning a shape works by combing of both,
the “reference shape” and the so called “cloning shape” in the key idea. After
that the cloning shape reconfigures from its Comb to the same shape as the
“reference comb” has (see Section 11.4). Finally both shapes reconfigure from
the comb to the “reference shape”. Therefore the tasks of combing and reverse
combing (see Section 25) are required in our idea of shape cloning.

Task 11.5. A connected set of agents is given, where the connections are given
by attachments. The set of agents is arranged as a Comb. Each agent of the set
has stored the relative y-coordinate of its destination position. The destination
shape has to be connected, what denotes that the stored relative y-coordinates have
to be proper. The task is to reconfigure the set of agents from the Comb to the
original shape, where the connectivity has to be ensured during reconfiguration.

11.4 Comb to remote comb

The task to reconfigure a comb to the same shape as a “remote comb” has is pre-
sented in Section 26. Due to the complexity of shape cloning this intermediate
structure of a Comb is chosen. The reconfiguration from a Comb to another Comb
is simpler than the reconfiguration from any connected shape to any other con-
nected shape, because the connectivity can be ensured by the bottommost row
of agents in the Comb.

Definition 11.6. A Comb, which has to be cloned is called Reference comb
(RComb).

Definition 11.7. A Comb, which has to clone the RComb is called Clone comb
(CComb).

Task 11.8. Two different sets of agents are given, each of them connected and
arranged as a comb (the RComb and the CComb). Both sets contain the same
number of agents. The task is to reconfigure the CComb to the same shape as
the RComb has.

11.5 Clone shape

The task of interest, which is solved in this thesis, is to clone a shape of agents
by another set of them. To descrive this process, some definitions are made:

Definition 11.9. A connected set of undistinguishable agents is given. The set
is called Reference shape (RShape), if it is the reference shape for another set of
agents, which should clone the RShape.
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Definition 11.10. A connected set of agents, which has to clone the RShape, is
called Clone shape (CShape).

Task 11.11. Two different sets of agents are given, each of them connected and
consisting of the same number of agents (the RShape and the CShape, where every
agent of both sets knows, to which of them it belongs). Every agent of the CShape
knows the relative coordinates of one and the same reference agent of the RShape.
The task is to clone the RShape by the CShape, where the area around the CShape
has to be limited.

The challenge to reconfigure a set of connected agents, arranged in an arbi-
trary shape, into any other shape is a process, which has to ensure connectivity
through the whole process. To realize such a behavior, the intermediate shape
of a Comb is chosen. When reconfiguring from any shape to a Comb, only
southern movements are necessary. Therefore the connectivity can be ensured
simpler than if movements to all directions are possible. Moreover the decision
of required movements when reconfiguring from one Comb into another Comb is
much simpler than when reconfiguring from an arbitrary shape to another one.

12 Other tasks

Our system of distributed agents can be considered as a set of processors, which
can perform distributed computations. Due to this reason, it could be able to
solve tasks faster than with one processor. Therefore the challenge to sort a
number of agents is analyzed for our system.

12.1 Sort agents

Task 12.1. A set of connected agents arranged in a chain is given. Each agent
has a unique ID, which it knows. The task is to sort them all from west to east
in ascending order.

To sort a number of agents different possibilities exist. In the presented solu-
tion each agent has stored its ID in a counter. The agents have to reconfigure
the chain into the goal chain, sorted by their ID. Another possibility would be
to exchange their IDs, which would not require movements, but only message
transfer.

The aim of the sorting task is to figure out, how fast our system is able to sort
a chain of agents. The result is interesting, because it depends on the number
of agents (processors), but additionally on physical restrictions of the chain of
agents. The solution of this task is presented in Section 20.
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13 Equivalences

We are interested on dependencies between tasks. This section presents equiva-
lences between the most important tasks from our point of view. That are the
tasks “Find a Master Agent”, “Create a tree” and “Count agents”.

Theorem 13.1. The tasks to Find a master agent from scratch and the task
to Create a tree from scratch are equivalent in their solvabilities on each set of
connected agents.

Proof. Find master from scratch ⇒ Create tree from scratch:
Assume a connected set of agents is given. The set of agents and their attachments
can be considered as a Graph (see Definition 9.4 on page 40). If a MA exists,
it is a RA per definition (compare Definition 9.9 on page 40). An algorithm to
reconfigure a connected set of agents with a known Leader into a tree of agents
could work as follows: Starting from the MA, messages are sent to all children
of the MA. The children of the MA are all attached neighbors. Each agent,
receiving a message, chooses the sender of the message as its parent. If more
than one message is received, an arbitrary sending neighbor is chosen as parent.
A sender agent, which is not chosen as parent agent, is detached, because two
paths to the MA exist. All remaining attached neighbors, which neither are the
chosen parent, nor a detached sending neighbor, are declared as children. Each
agent, which receives a message, relays the message to all its children. After a
number of steps each agent has received a message and detached as much agents
as required, to ensure that one unique path to the MA exists. In such a way a
tree can be created, if a Leader is given.

Create tree from scratch ⇐ Find master from scratch:
If it is possible to create a tree from scratch, a MA can be computed by declaring
one agent of the tree as a RA. Therefore the only remaining thing to show is that
a root agent can be computed by any set of 2D or 3D agents, arranged in a tree
of attachments.

In Section 19 our solution to find a RA in a tree is presented. The proof that
our key idea for this task works proper is shown on page 107f. It proves that
it is possible to compute the RA of a connected set of agents in 2D by using
our key idea. Since the proof and the presented idea to decide the RA only uses
graph theoretical aspects and because a graph is not restricted by the dimension
(the dimension only influences the maximal number of children for an agent), the
theorem is proven.

The following Theorem 13.2 refers to the solutions to Count agents in a tree
and to Find a MA, if each agent knows the number of them. The proofs, that
the ideas work proper, are presented in the Sections 16.3 and 18.
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Theorem 13.2. The task to Count the number of agents in a connected set of
them is as hard as the task to Create a tree from scratch and the one to Find a
MA from scratch.

Proof. The tasks to Find a MA and to Create a tree are equivalent in their
solvabilities, what is proven in Theorem 13.1. Therefore it enough to show that
it is possible to count a set of agents, which are already arranged in a tree and
additionally to show that a MA can be computed in each connected set of agents,
if all agents know how much they are.

Section 16.3 presents a solution to find a MA and proves its correctness, where
every agent of the set has stored the number of them at the beginning. Therefore
the task to Count agents in a connected set is as hard as the task to Find a MA
in each 2D set of agents. In Section 18 furthermore a solution of the task to
count all agents in a connected set, if the set is arranged in a tree of attachments,
is shown and proven. This implies that the task to Create a tree is at least as
hard as the task to count agents in 2D. Therefore the three tasks are equivalent
in their solvabilities in 2D.

The task to Find a MA in 2D, if every agent in the set knows their complete
number, simply spreads relative coordinates of agents to the whole set of them.
Each agent, which receives a message, containing “better” coordinates than the
stored ones, stores the new “best” information and relays it to all remaining
neighbors. After n + 1 steps each agent has received and stored the message of
the “best” candidate, because the longest path in a tree with n nodes is limited by
n. Hence the MA and all Slave agents can decide their states (Master or Slave)
after these number of steps. Since this key idea does not use any aspect, which
is restricted by the dimension, it works for three dimensions, too.

In a similar way the task to count agents in a set of 3D agents, arranged in a
tree, is possible. The algorithm to count agents in a tree starts at the leaves and
relays the number of children in each subtree to the parent agent. Each agent,
which has received messages from all its children, relays the complete number
of them to its parent agent. In such a way the root of the tree sometimes has
received messages from all its children with the number of agents in their subtrees
and can compute their whole number. Finally this information is spread to all
agents in the tree. Messages are only sent along the paths of the tree structure.
The difference between the 2D- and the 3D-solution is just the maximal number
of children of any agent in the tree. Therefore the three tasks Find master, Create
tree and Count agents are equivalent in their solvabilities.

14 Dependency graph of tasks

In this section an overview about the tasks of interest is presented. Figure 14.1
shows all tasks and its dependencies. The graph is grounded on the proven
equivalences between tasks and on solutions of tasks, presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 14.1: Classes of tasks: An arrow means that the task at the arrowhead is
solvable if the task at the start of the arrow can be solved
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Chapter 4

Realization of 2D tasks

This section contains a collection of different 2D tasks. There exist tasks which
are very important to realize or support other tasks in their execution. Therefore
at the beginning these fundamental tasks, which are called “key issues” for the
Agent System, are analyzed.

An overview which tasks are covered in the following sections is shown in
Table 14.1.

Task Presented in Solved Extensible
to 3D

Find Master along the boundary Section 16.1 X

Find master (known number of agents) Section 16.3 X X

Create a tree with a given Leader Section 17.1 X X

Create tree, Find Master from scratch Section 17.2 X X

Count agents in a tree Section 18 X X

Find a root in a tree Section 19 X X

Sort agents Section 20 X

Escape a maze Section 21 X

Create a rectangle from a strip Section 22 X X

Compute the Minimum Bounding Box Section 23 X X

Create a comb Section 24 X X

Reverse combing Section 25 X X

Comb to remote comb Section 26 X X

Clone a 2D shape Section 27 X X

Table 14.1: List of 2D tasks
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15 Declarations

In this section symbols for constellations of agents are used. The key for used
symbols is described in Figure 15.1. Furthermore some screenshots are presented,
in which other colors than the ones of the key may be used. Such figures are
marked especially with the symbol .

Agent

b
Current Agent

Leftmost-topmost Candidate

Leftmost-topmost Agent

* Root Agent

Empty Cell

Agent at old or new position

Agent fixed at its position

Agent with attachment arms

Attached agents

Message between agents

Movement of an agent

Figure 15.1: Key for agent graphics

16 Find a Master Agent (Leader)

This section presents three different solutions to find a master agent. Two of
them deliver a MA from scratch (see Section 16.1 and Section 16.2) and the
third one finds a MA if each agent knows the number of them (see Section 16.3).
The two solutions to find the MA from scratch are different in their key ideas.
Furthermore the number of required steps depends on the size of the boundary in
the first idea, however, the number of steps in the second solution has an upper
bound, depending on the number of agents. But the second idea is a solution,
which is extensible to 3D, what is not possible for the key idea of the first solution
in a straightforward sense.

16.1 Find Master along the boundary

One of the most important challenges for the agent system is to find a Leader from
scratch. Why is this task so interesting? First of all one can say that if a Leader
is given and all agents know the Leader, it is possible to perform centralized work
with the set of agents. Without a Leader tasks eventually cannot be solved. But
it is also possible, that tasks can be solved without a Leader, but it needs much
more effort to do that. An example for an application of a MA is presented
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in phase 2a on page 178, where the MA is used as “trigger” for other agents.
Another necessity of a Master Agent arises from tasks which need centralized
and decentralized work in combination. In such a scenario the Leader can start
decentralized work by informing all agents, then all agents do their work and
finally all agents can provide information to the Leader that they have finished
their work. After that the Leader can perform or initiate follow up steps.

To describe the task to find a MA in detail some definitions are made:

Definition 16.1. An agent is called Leftmost-topmost Agent (acshLTA) of a
connected set of 2D agents if its x-coordinate is less than or equal to the x-
coordinates of all other agents of the set, and if its y-coordinate is greater than
the y-coordinates of all agents of the set with the same x-coordinate as the LTA.

Observation 16.2. The LTA of a set of connected agents is a MA if each agent
in the set has a state, which it knows, and if the MA has another state as all
other agents in the set (compare Section 9.1).

Definition 16.3. An agent is called Leftmost-topmost Candidate (LTC) of a
connected set of 2D agents if it has no neighbor to the left (west) and no neighbor
to the top (north) of itself.

In this section the start state of each candidate is UNDEF. Further no at-
tachments conditions are checked because it suffices to use local neighborhood
conditions between the agents.

Idea to find a Master agent along the boundary

The key idea to this solution was developed in the “Agent-System Working
Week” [3]. As the idea starts to search a Master Agent on LTCs and the messages
are relayed along the boundary, two definitions are required:

Definition 16.4. The First Counterclockwise Initiating Neighbor (FCIN) of a
LTC is the south neighbor if it exists, if the south neighbor does not exist but the
east neighbor, it is called FCIN.

Definition 16.5. The First Counterclockwise Forwarding Neighbor (FCFN) of
an agent, which receives a message, is the next counterclockwise neighbor after
the sending agent.

For example, if an agent receives a message from north and the west neigh-
bor exists, the west neighbor is the FCFN. If the west neighbor does not exist
but the south one exists, the south neighbor is called the FCFN. If an agent
receives a message from an attached neighbor and no other attachments exist,
than the FCFN is the sender of the message.
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Definition 16.6. Let V be the set of cells occupied by the agents. Further let
S(V ) be the union of all occupied cells (closed squares). The complement S(V )
of S(V ) consists of one or more connected holes, denoted by H0, ..., Hk, k ≥ 0,
where H0 denotes the unique unbounded component, called the Outer Hole. The
holes Hi, i ≥ 1 are called Inner Holes. The set of all cells in V side-adjacent or
corner-adjacent to at least one cell in H0, is called the Outer Boundary of the
configuration. The set of all elements of V side or corner-adjacent to at least
one empty cell belonging to an inner hole Hi is called Inner Boundary Bi of the
configuration [13].

The idea to find the LTA works as follows:
The LTC s pass a message to their FCIN. The message contains 1) the relative
position of the candidate and 2) a flag initialized as 1. Each agent, which receives
a message, updates the relative position of the candidate which has sent the
message and compares it with its own position (which is (0, 0)). If the received
position is worse than its own one, it sets the flag to 0. A relative position (dx, dy)
is said to be better than another position (dr, ds) if dx < dr∨(dx = dr∧dy < ds).
Once all this is done, the agent passes the message to its FCFN.

In this way, each message travels along one connected component of the
boundary of the configuration (no matter whether it is the Outer Boundary or
the boundary of a hole) until it reaches its original sender. This agent recognizes
the message because the relative position is (0, 0). At this point, it can know
whether it is the LTA because of the received flag. When this happens, the LTA
spreads out a message making everybody know that it is the Leader and changes
its state to Master. All other agents change their states to Slave when receiving
the stop-message from the MA.

Proof of concept

Proof of concept. First of all the LTA is a MA when all agents have fixed their
states either to Master or to Slave. It is to show that the idea works indepen-
dently of the structure of the set of agents: The outer boundary exists in each
connected set of agents; otherwise the set would be infinite.

A set of connected agents without inner boundaries and with only one LTC is
given. In this case the LTC starts sending its message to the FCIN. Each agent
on the boundary receives the message and relays it to its FCFN. Since no other
candidate exists, the flag is never changed and the LTA receives the message,
changes its state to Master and spreads this knowledge to all agents. The message
is forwarded on each agent as no other messages, which could cumber, are sent.

If the set of connected agents without inner boundaries contains more than
one LTC, it would be possible, that at most two messages meet in one agent
(consider Figure 16.1). In such cases the idea works proper because messages are
received from different directions and relayed to different directions, too. Further
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each message visits in one step one agent, therefore it is not possible that one
message overhaul another message.

Figure 16.1: Boundary messages meet at one agent

One special case arises if a LTC has neighbors to the east and to the south. If
the LTC connects two subsets of the agents set then it receives its own message
from the south neighbor although the message has not visited all agents of the
relevant boundary. Therefore in that case the message received from south is
forwarded to the eastern neighbor to ensure that all parts of the boundary are
visited. Such an example can be seen in Figure 16.2.

A

b b b b

Figure 16.2: Special case for a LTC: The candidate has to forward the received
message from south to ensure that the message visits the whole boundary.

Next consider an example with inner boundaries (see Figure 16.3). Due to
the same argument as above, the two messages do not influence each other, what
implies that both messages come back to its initiating agent. Interesting is that
the blue message visits agents on the Inner Boundary clockwise, and the red mes-
sage visits agents on the Outer Boundary counterclockwise. But the idea works
for such cases, too, because each message, traveling along an Inner Boundary,
sometimes visits an agent which is more leftmost-topmost than the LTC from
the Inner Boundary. When this happens, the flag contained in the message is
set to 0, what ensures that the LTC on the Inner Boundary receives the message
with the information, that it is not the Master. What further can be consid-
ered in Figure 16.3 is, that, for example, agent A is an element of the Inner and
the Outer Boundary. In all such cases messages belonging to different bound-
aries travel in different directions, and therefore the algorithm works in each
configuration, where agents are members of two boundaries.
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A

B

Figure 16.3: Agent set with Inner Boundary

But it works also if an agent is a member of more than two boundaries.
Consider Figure 16.4. The dotted agent is a member of four boundaries. Messages
are relayed as shown in the figure, for which reason it is not possible that two
messages are relayed in the same step to any of its neighbors.

b

Figure 16.4: Member of four boundaries

Algorithm

As already mentioned in Section 2 all agents are independently from each other.
That means that each of them has an internal “processor”, which checks all
preconditions and performs actions if the preconditions are fulfilled. To give
an overview how the key idea is transfered into a ruleset, an algorithm-like il-
lustration of the idea is shown in Algorithm 16.1. Further in the algorithm
the IF-clauses should illustrate the preconditions of different groups of rules.

Definition 16.7. A message is called own message if the message contains co-
ordinates dx=0,dy=0, otherwise it is called foreign message.

In the algorithm messages are sent along the boundary of the set of agents.
LTC s start sending relative coordinates and the flag 1, which is coded as CYES_
in the algorithm, to their FCIN. Agents which receive foreign messages adapt the
coordinates and the flag and forward the adapted values to their FCFN. An own
messages, which can only be received from LTC s and contain a positive infor-
mation (CYES_), make the receiving candidate to the master and starts spreading
the Slave-message to the whole set.

The following agent states are used in the algorithm:
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• UNDEF the start state for each agent.

• Candy for a LTC.

• Nooby for a LTC which has received a message containing better coordinates
than its own.

• Mastr for the MA.

• Slave for a SA.

1 While( true )
2 I f ( agent i s a LTC and has the s t a t e ‘ ‘UNDEF’ ’ )
3 Send r e l a t i v e coo rd ina t e s and f l a g ‘ ‘CYES ’ ’ to the FCIN
4 Change s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Candy ’ ’
5 End I f

6 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s f o r e i g n message
7 and has not the s t a t e ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ )
8 Forward updated coo rd ina t e s and f l a g to the FCFN
9 End I f

10 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s own message and has s t a t e ‘ ‘Candy ’ ’ )
11 I f ( message i s r e c e i v ed from the south neighbor
12 and an ea s t ne ighbor e x i s t s )
13 Forward updated coo rd ina t e s and f l a g
14 to the ea s t e rn neighbor
15 Else

16 // message i s e i t h e r from eas t ne ighbor or

17 // from south nb . and ea s t nb . does not e x i s t
18 I f ( f l a g = ‘ ‘CYES ’ ’ )
19 Set s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Mastr ’ ’
20 Send ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ to a l l ne ighbors
21 End I f

22 I f ( f l a g = ‘ ‘CNO ’ ’ )
23 Set s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Nooby ’ ’
24 End I f

25 End I f

26 End I f

27 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s message ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’
28 and has not s t a t e ‘ ‘ Mastr ’ ’ or ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ )
29 Set s t a t e to ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’
30 Forward ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ to a l l ne ighbors
31 End I f

32 End While

Algorithm 16.1: Find Master from Scratch
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The While loop represents the working processor at each agent. All If state-
ments stand for the different activities which have to be done on agents. Lines 2ff
in Algorithm 16.1 represent the rules for starting messages. The lines 6ff are rele-
vant for forwarding activities on agents which receive any message. The following
lines 10 - 14 are necessary to support the called special case. Further represent the
lines 10, 18ff and 22ff activities on LTC s when receiving their own messages and
decide whether they are the MA or not. Finally the lines 27ff of Algorithm 16.1
describe required actions on Slave-agents.

Rules

The ruleset for Algorithm 16.1 contains 51 rules and was developed in the “Agent-
System Working Week” [3]. For each sequence of the algorithm some rules are
explained. Priorities are not used in this ruleset. In all included rules the con-
ditions !SMastr and/or !SSlave are just necessary to stop the application of
rules.

Note 16.8. In this section sometimes the phrase “the Rule ... checks ...” is used.
This term means that the processor of each agent checks whether all conditions
of the specified rule are fulfilled or not for the specified agent.

Note 16.9. Sometimes the phrase “... a position is better than another one ...”
is used. This means that the position is more leftmost-topmost than the other
position.

To send start messages (see line 2 in Algorithm 16.1) the following two rules
are necessary:

Start Message as a Candidate: South

100

N00∗1 SUNDEF

SCandy MSCY ES #S01+00000000 #S02+00000001

(16.1)

Start Message as a Candidate: East

100

N0010 SUNDEF

SCandy MECY ES #E01+00000001 #E02+00000000

(16.2)

The first Rule (16.1) checks whether a south neighbor exists or not. If it
exists and the start message was not sent yet (which will be checked with the
condition SUNDEF), it sends the initial message containing the flag CYES_ and
the relative coordinates from the south neighbor to itself (dx = 0, dy = 1). The
second Rule (16.2) checks if only the east neighbor exists and if a message was not
sent to it. The initial message is similar to the message in Rule (16.1). In both
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rules the relative coordinates of the sender are sent to to the receiver, where at
the first channel (for example #S01) the relative x-coordinate and at the second
channel the relative y-coordinate is sent. Further the message is coded as follows:
received values #N01=-3, #N02=1 mean that the initial sender of the message is
the agent at dx = 3, dy = 1. This coding makes it easier to compare coordinates.

Received messages from foreign agents have to be handled as follows (line 6
in Algorithm 16.1):
If an agent receives a message containing a flag and relative coordinates, the
agent has to check first which neighbor is the FCFN. Next it must adapt the
flag and the relative coordinates and must relay it to the FCFN. In general all
messages are handled by the same schema, excepting messages received from
the east neighbor or the south neighbor. If such messages are received and the
received flag is CYES_, the agent has to check if it is more leftmost-topmost than
the initiating agent of the message. In this case the flag has to change to CNO__.
The resulting rules look as follows:

• If a message is received from a north neighbor and the FCFN is the west
neighbor, the rules are:

Relay Messages from North to West, YES

100

MNCY ES N∗1∗∗ !SSlave

MWCY ES #W01−#N010001 #W02+#N020000

(16.3)

Relay Messages from North to West, NO

100

MNCNO N∗1∗∗ !SSlave

MWCNO #W01−#N010001 #W02+#N020000

(16.4)

Rule (16.3) checks, whether the west neighbor exists and the received flag
is CYES_. If all conditions are fulfilled, the flag and the adapted coordi-
nates are forwarded to the west neighbor. Rule (16.4) contains similar
preconditions and actions as Rule (16.3) if CNO__ is received from the north
neighbor.

• If a message is received from the north neighbor and the FCFN is the east
neighbor (no westward and no southward neighbor does exist, but an east
neighbor), one sample rule looks as follows:

Relay Messages from North to East, YES

100

MNCY ES N∗010 !SSlave

MECY ES #E01+#N010001 #E02+#N020000

(16.5)
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This rule works on the same principle as the last two rules, but the local
neighborhood condition is changed to N*010 and the action is adapted.

• In all other cases where messages are received from north or west neighbors,
rules follow the same pattern as the shown ones.

• If a message is received from the east or the south neighbor and the receiving
flag is CNO__, the related rule works also on the same principle. If the
receiving flag is CYES_ the receiving agent has to decide whether the own
relative position is better than the position of the initiating agent of the
message or not. If a message is received from the south neighbor and
the FCFN is the east neighbor, two sample rules look as follows:

Relay Messages from South to East, YES

100

MSCY ES N∗∗1∗ !SSlave

!( !>#S010000 !(=#S010000 >#S020000) )

MECY ES #E01+#S010001 #E02+#S020000

(16.6)

Relay Messages from South to East, switch to NO

100

MSCY ES N∗∗1∗ !SSlave

!( !<#S010000 !(=#S010000 <#S020000) )

MECNO #E01+#S010001 #E02+#S020000

(16.7)

As one can see, an additionally check for the received coordinates is neces-
sary. For example means <#S010000 in Rule (16.7) that the received value
from south at channel 1 is lower than 0. This denotes that the x-coordinate
of the initial sender is more left than the current agent. Further in these
rules NOT-statements are used, which represent OR relations between con-
ditions. If the own position is better than the received coordinates, the
flag changes to CNO__. All other rules for relaying messages from the south
neighbor or the east neighbor follow this pattern.

One special case arises if an agent receives its own message from its south
neighbor and an eastern neighbor exists. This case is already described in Sec-
tion 16.1, where in Figure 16.2 a sample set of agents is shown. In this case
the message must be relayed to the eastern neighbor to ensure that it visits the
complete boundary. The rule for this case looks as follows:

Relay Messages from South to East if Candy, YES

100

SCandy MSCY ES =#S010000 =#S020000 N∗∗1∗
MECY ES #E01+#S010001 #E02+#S020000

(16.8)
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Relayed messages sometime get back to the initial sender. Depending on
whether the return message is CYES_ or CNO__, the receiving agent is the MA
or not. This leads to four rules to reach the desired behavior, two for receiving
messages from south neighbors, and two from east one:

Receive own Message from East: YES

100

SCandy =#E010000 =#E020000 MECY ES

SMastr MSMastr MEMastr

(16.9)

Receive own Message from East: NO

100

SCandy =#E010000 =#E020000 MECNO

SNooby

(16.10)

The precondition of the first Rule (16.9) is fulfilled if the agent is the master. In
this case other agents have to be informed that they are SA s. In the second case
the agent is not the master and only the state has to be updated.

To spread the message from the Leader to all agents a relaying rule for each
direction is necessary, for example:

You’re a Slave N

100

!SMastr !SSlave MNSlave

SSlave MWSlave MESlave MSSlave

(16.11)

Proof of correctness for the presented Ruleset

Task 9.3 consists of two tasks: First the master has to be found, then it must
inform all other agents that they are not the master. Therefore the proof that
the presented Rules (see Section Rules) solve this task can be separated into two
parts.

Definition 16.10. An agent is called Strongly on a boundary if there exists a
direction in which no local neighbor is positioned(north, west, east or south).

Definition 16.11. An agent is called Weakly on a boundary if a neighbor exists
in all directions (north, west, east, south), but in at least one of the directions
north-east, north-west, south-east or south-west no neighbor exists.

For example agent A in Figure 16.5 is neither Strongly nor Weakly on a
boundary. Agent B is Weakly on a boundary in south-east and all other agents
are Strongly on a boundary.
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A

B

Figure 16.5: Agents strongly and weakly on the boundary

Lemma 16.12. Each LTC starts sending its message along the boundary, where
the boundary is meant, which is to the north and to the west of the LTC. Each
such message travels exclusively along this boundary and comes back to the same
LTC.

The example in Figure 16.5 shows a group of agents. The message starts at
the LTC, walks counterclockwise along each agent on the red line and comes back
to the LTA.

Proof of Lemma 16.12. The conditions N00*1 of Rule (16.1) and N0010 of
Rule (16.2) guarantee that (1) each LTC starts sending a message to its FCIN
no matter if the FCIN is the southward or the eastward neighbor; (2) the FCIN
of the LTC is on the same boundary as the LTC, because the receiving neighbor
is at least Weakly on a boundary either in north-west or in south west.

The proof for relaying messages along the boundary is made by induction:
Induction Base: Possible configurations for agents, starting with four neigh-

bors, are considered:
In the first configuration (see Figure 16.6) all neighbors exist. If a message is

received from any direction, the next FCFN is the next counterclockwise neighbor
seen after the sending agent. For example: If the dotted agent receives a message
from the north neighbor, the message has to be forwarded to the west neigh-
bor, what happens by applying Rule (16.3). The local neighborhood condition in
combination with the message condition (MNYES__ N*1**) guarantees that the
message is forwarded to the west neighbor. Other rules which would forward
messages to other directions are not applied, because they contain neighborhood
conditions which avoid applying them (for example the rule to forward the mes-
sage to the south neighbor contains the conditions MNYES__ N*01*). Hence the
sending agent is a member of the boundary on the left side (otherwise this agent
had not received a message and relayed it to the current agent), the west neighbor
of the receiving agent is an agent of the same boundary. Received messages from
other neighbors are forwarded using the same principle.

Consider a configuration where the receiving agent has three neighbors, for
example the configuration shown in Figure 16.7a. Assume that the dotted agent
receives a message from its west neighbor. The west neighbor is an agent on the
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b

Figure 16.6: Agent with four neighbors

boundary to the south or to south-east. As the observed agent has no neighbor
to the south, it is an agent on the same boundary, and it will relay the message
to its east neighbor, what is ensured with neighborhood conditions in a similar
way as shown above.

a

b

b

b

c

b

d

b

Figure 16.7: Agents with three neighbors

Other configurations like in Figures 16.8 or 16.9 work on the same principle,
which means that applying the presented ruleset guarantees that (1) the receiving
agent is on the same boundary in all cases and (2) it forwards it to its FCFN.
Therefore the base induction step for all possible configurations is proven.

a

b

b

b

c

b

d

b

e

b

f

b

Figure 16.8: Agents with two neighbors

Induction step: Assuming the message has traveled n steps on the boundary,
then it will also be relayed in the step n + 1 as the same rules are applied in this
step. This also makes sure that finally the message comes back to the sender.

Corollary 16.13. Each LTC recognizes if it is the MA or not, either when
its own message has been traveled along the whole boundary or when it receives a
message that it is not the MA. In either case the ruleset produces correct behavior.

Proof. Lemma 16.12 and the fact that the message contains a flag which indicates
whether another agent, which is more leftmost-topmost than itself, is visited or
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Figure 16.9: Agents with one neighbor

not, are the basis for the first case in the corollary. If the ruleset guarantees that
the message has visited each agent on the relevant boundary, the first part is
proven.

Consider relevant configurations for receiving agents:
If a LTC has only a south neighbor (see Figure 16.10), than it is clear that if it
receives its own message, the message has visited the whole boundary (because
of Lemma 16.12).

Figure 16.10: LTC with only a south neighbor

In the case that the LTC has only an eastern neighbor (see Figure 16.11) the
argument is the same as above, where the Rules (16.9) and (16.10) process this
information in the step where the message comes back to the candidate.

Figure 16.11: LTC with only an east neighbor

The more interesting case occurs if a LTC has neighbors in south and east.
In that case the message must be sent to the south neighbor and must come back
from the east neighbor (see Figure 16.12). Another possible scenario is shown
in Figure 16.2 on page 53. If the LTC receives its own message from the south
neighbor in that case (see the red line), it has to forward it to its eastern neighbor,
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because the message has not visited the agents subset eastward and northward of
the current candidate. Since this case is covered by Rule (16.8), it is guaranteed
that each message visits the whole boundary and contains the right value of the
flag when it returns to the initiating sender of the message.

But another interesting aspect is the fact, that not each boundary is an
Outer Boundary. It it possible that inner boundaries exist and that also LTC
s exist on such a boundary (see Figure 16.13). This case seems to be difficult
but it is not, because the message passes any agent which is more left than the
candidate - otherwise the boundary cannot be an Inner Boundary - and forces
the ruleset to change the flag to CNO___. This fact implies that no candidate
on an Inner Boundary ever gets a message with a positive flag CYES_, because
each Inner Boundary contains an agent which is more leftmost-topmost than
all LTC s on the Inner Boundary. In the shown example (Figure 16.13) agent A
changes the flag because it is more left than the candidate.

Figure 16.12: LTC with south and east neighbors

A

Figure 16.13: LTC on an Inner Boundary

What further can happen is that the Inner Boundary is much longer than
the Outer Boundary. In that case the LTA starts spreading the Slave-message
when it decides that it is the MA. The Slave-message is forwarded immediately
on each agent but stops relaying any other message. Thus this case does not
produce any troubles in the algorithm and the second possibility of the corollary
is proven.
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Theorem 16.14. The presented ruleset finds the LTA of each connected set of
agents in 2D, which fulfills the definition of a MA. Further the algorithm spreads
this knowledge to each agent in the set. Finally no agent applies any rule of the
presented ruleset if it has changed its state either to Mastr or to Slave.

Proof. As shown in Lemma 16.12 and Corollary 16.13, a message to find the LTA
is sent along the boundary which visits each agent and returns to each can-
didate with the whole information to decide the state of the candidate. That
means that each candidate knows whether it is the master or not. Rule (16.1)
and Rule (16.2) start then spreading the Slave-message. An agent which receives
a Slave-message stores the new state (Slave) and forwards the message to all
neighbors. Due to the connectivity of the set each agent sometimes receives the
information of its SLAVE state. The conditions !SMastr !SSlave in the rules
(for example Rule (16.11)) guarantee that none of the presented rules are further
applied.

Resources

This section is dedicated to analyze needed resources of the algorithm. For the
Agent System the three scores

• needed time (number of steps),

• needed memory (internal storage) and

• necessary number of rules

are of interest.

Theorem 16.15. The ruleset to find the LTA from scratch needs at most a linear
number of steps in the number of agents of the set.

Proof. The presented ruleset performs forwarding of messages along the bound-
ary, where in each step each agent which receives a message relays the mes-
sage to the next element in the boundary. In the worst case the length of
the Outer Boundary can be 2n where n is the number of agents (for example
a chain), therefore the time needed to do that is O(n). Spreading the message in
the worst case also needs O(n) time due to the same argument.

Theorem 16.16. The lower bound to find a master from scratch with the pre-
sented Algorithm 16.1 is Ω(

√
n) where n is the number of agents in the set.

Proof. Consider a set of agents arranged in a quadratic shape (see Figure 16.12),
which is the set with the shortest boundary. Let n = k2, where n is the number of
agents. In each row and each column are k agents. So the length of the boundary
is (k − 1) ∗ 4. What follows is that the number of steps to find the master is
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4 ∗ (k − 1). For the second part of the algorithm the Slave-message has to be
relayed from the LTA to the rightmost-bottommost agent. Messages in this case
are only forwarded from the west neighbor to the east one, or from the north
neighbor to the south one. All in all the needed time to inform the rightmost-
bottommost agent is 2 ∗ (k − 1). Summarized the asymptotical number of steps
is Ω(6 ∗ (k − 1)) = Ω(k − 1) = Ω(k) = Ω(

√
n) steps.

Theorem 16.17. With the presented ruleset the master can be found in O(k)
steps, where k is the number of agents on the Outer Boundary. However the
needed time to spread the message to all agents is not limited by the length of
the Outer Boundary.

Proof. An own message from a candidate is received after k steps because of the
same argument as in the proof to Theorem 16.15. Therefore the first part is
proven. For the second part consider Figure 16.14.

k

k − 4

k

k
−

4

Figure 16.14: Agents set with snake in the middle

Figure 16.14 shows the spread messages as blue and red lines with arrows. In
the following it is shown that the red path is asymptotically longer than the blue
paths. To the top of the set of agents the number of horizontal agents in the
boundary is written, to the left the number of vertical agents in the boundary, to
the right the height of the snake and to the bottom the width of the snake. One
can see that the number of agents in the Outer Boundary is 4k − 4 = O(k). The
number of agents in the Inner Boundary is approximately (k − 4) ∗ k−4

2
= O(k2)

and the total number of agents is O(k2). What follows is that the number of
steps to spread the message to all agents is O(k2) = O(n).

Theorem 16.18. The presented ruleset to find the LTA is asymptotically time-
optimal if only local neighborhood and message transfer to local neighbors is pos-
sible.
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Proof. To decide which LTC the LTA is, at least the LTA has to know that all
other candidates are not the right ones. Since all candidates are on the boundary
and no candidate knows the place from other candidates, message relaying along
the whole boundary is necessary and therefore the fastest way to fetch essential
information. Spreading out the Slave message is the fastest way to inform all
agents.

Theorem 16.19. The presented ruleset to find the master from scratch and to
inform all agents only needs an internal state in each agent.

Proof. As shown in the section Rules all rules only use one of the states Candy,
Nooby, Mastr or Slave. No internal counters are necessary, because the algorithm
only uses geometrical information of the boundary, what means that local neigh-
borhood in combination with message transfer suffices to find the master.

Optimizations

As proven in Section Resources the number of steps and memory is asymptotically
optimal with the presented ruleset. Only the number of rules can be decreased.

The main argument that most of the rules can not be combined is that they
have to perform different actions. Rules can only be combined if they perform
the same actions.

Consider the different parts of rules:

• To start sending messages along the boundary two rules are necessary, be-
cause different local coordinates must be sent to the south and the east
neighbor.

• If a message is received from a north or a west neighbor, the sender has
already decided whether its position is more leftmost-topmost than the
position of the agent which initiates the message. Since the current agent
is less leftmost-topmost than the sender, it has only to forward the flag and
to adjust and forward the coordinate message. The message can be CYES_

or CNO__, therefore two possible cases are required for each combination (N
to W, N to S, ...), and the number of rules is eight.

• If a message is received from the south or the east neighbor, the decision
whether a positive flag remains positive is not clear. Thus for each possible
combination an additional option is required (for example see Rule (16.7)).
Therefore 24 rules are necessary to process messages from south and east.

• For the particular case if an own message on a LTC is received from
the south neighbor and the east neighbor exists, one rule is needed (see
Rule (16.8)).
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• For receiving own messages and perform necessary actions four rules are
used in the presented ruleset. These four rules can be merged to two rules
because two of them declare the candidate to the Master and start spreading
the SLAVE message and the other ones declare the candidate to a Nooby.

• For receiving a Slave-message four rules are presented; they can be mini-
mized to one rule because they perform the same action.

Theorem 16.20. The number of rules to find the LTA with the presented Algo-
rithm 16.1 can be decreased to 46 rules.

Proof. In the presented ruleset 2+8+8+12+12+1+4+4 = 51 rules are used.
As shown above this number can be reduced to 51 − 2 − 3 = 46 rules.

Remarks of the algorithm

In this section an algorithm to find a MA from scratch is presented. The LTA
is chosen as the master because it is positioned on the boundary and therefore
only knowledge about the boundary is required to find the LTA. This geometrical
approach leads to this optimal time and storage algorithm, which only uses local
neighborhood on each boundary and message transferring along the boundary.
The fact that no candidate ever changes into a wrong state is essential, what
ensures that the LTA is found.

Possible extensions for this algorithm are informing the set of the position of
the master or creating a tree, which is discussed in a following section.

16.2 Create tree and Find Master from scratch

This task solves two different problems. Since the presented solution mainly
creates a tree structure of attached agents, it is presented in Section 17.2.
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16.3 Find master with known number of agents

We are interested in equivalences between different tasks. To show that the tasks
”Find master from scratch” and “Count agents” are equivalent, a solution of the
task “Find a MA if each agent knows the number of agents in the connected set”
of it is presented in this section. The MA is represented by the LTA, in this
section. Further attachments represent connectivity between agents.

Task 16.21. The challenge “Find a master with known number of agents” is de-
scribed as follows: A connected set of agents, where each agent knows the number
of them, is given. The task is to find a MA and spread this knowledge to all other
agents.

The start state of each agent is Undef and possible end states are Mastr

and Slave. Further the number of agents in the set is stored in C08 and relative
coordinates are coded as described in Section 17.2.

Idea to find a Master agent with the knowledge of their number

First LTC s start spreading relative coordinates to all neighbors. Then every
agent stores coordinates of the best known candidate. Further each of them
stores the number of already performed steps. After n + 1 steps each agent
knows the best candidate, where n is the number of agents in the set [3].

Proof of concept

Proof of concept. The idea works on the simple principle of spreading relative
coordinates from each LTC to all agents. Each agent which receives better coor-
dinates than its stored ones, stores the coordinates and forwards it to all neigh-
bors excepting the sender. If multiple messages are received, only the best one
is stored and forwarded. In this way each agent in the set receives the relative
coordinates from the LTA after at most n steps, if the number of agents in the set
is n. This is because the longest Path in each connected set of agents is limited
by their number. In the step n+1 each Slave agent has received the coordinates
of the LTA and can change its state to Slave and the LTA can change its state
to Mastr because it has not received better coordinates than its own.
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Algorithm

The following algorithmic representation of the key idea uses a step counter to
decide when each agent has received the message from the LTA for sure.

1 While (True)
2 I f ( agent has s t a t e ‘ ‘ Undef ’ ’ )
3 Copy the number of agents to the s tep counter
4 Change s t a t e to ‘ ‘Work ’ ’
5 I f ( agent has no ne ighbors in north and west )
6 Store i t s own r e l a t i v e coo rd ina t e s (0 , 0 )
7 Send r e l a t i v e coo rd ina t e s to a l l ne ighbors
8 End I f

9 End I f

10
11 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s new best coo rd ina t e s )
12 Store r e c e i v ed coo rd ina t e s
13 I f ( agent i s not l e a f or pseudo− l e a f )
14 Adjust and forward r e l a t i v e coo rd ina t e s
15 to a l l attached ne ighbors
16 End I f

17 End I f

18
19 I f ( agent has s t a t e ‘ ‘Work ’ ’ And s tep counter > 0)
20 Decrement step counter
21 I f ( s tep counter = 0)
22 I f ( bes t s to r ed coo rd ina t e s are ( 0 , 0 ) )
23 Change s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Mastr ’ ’
24 Else

25 Change s t a t e to ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’
26 End I f

27 End I f

28 End While

Algorithm 16.2: Find master with known number of agents

Rules

Rule (16.12) is applied if an agent is in its initial state. It copies the number of
agents to the step counter C9 and changes the state (see lines 3 and 4 in Algo-
rithm 16.2). Rule (16.13) is applied on each LTC if it is in its initial state, where
its own position is stored and the initial message is sent to the east neighbor
(according to line 5 of the algorithm). The coding of the coordinates is the same
as described in Section 17.2.
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Copy C8 to C9

100

SUndef >C0080000

SWork C009−C0080001

(16.12)

Start Message as a Candidate E

100

A001∗ SUndef >C0080000

C000+50500000 #E01+00005150

(16.13)

A sample rule for storing any received information is shown in Rule (16.14)
(see line 12 in the algorithm). The rule contains conditions which ensure that it
is only applied if a new best message is received from the south neighbor and no
better message from another neighbor. The south rule is the simplest rule because
of the used precedence N > W > E > S. Rules for other directions contain more
complicate preconditions because they have to check messages from more than
one direction (an example rule is Rule (16.15)).

Store from S

100

>#S01C000 !>#N01#S01 !>#W01#S01 !>#E01#S01

!=#N01#S01 !=#W01#S01 !=#E01#S01

C000+#S010000

(16.14)

Store from E

100

>#E01C000 !( !(!>#N01#E01 !>#W01#E01 !>#S01#E01

!=#N01#E01 !=#W01#E01 !=#S01#E01)

!(=#S01#E01 !>#N01#E01 !>#W01#E01

!=#N01#E01 !=#W01#E01) )

C000+#E010000

(16.15)

Rules to forward messages look similar in the precondition but differ in their
action as they have to adapt received messages and send it to attached neighbors
(compare line 13 in Algorithm 16.2). To forward a received message from the
east neighbor to the north one see Rule (16.16).
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Forward from E to N

100

A1∗1∗ >#E01C000 !>#N01#E01 !>#W01#E01 !>#S01#E01

!=#N01#E01 !=#W01#E01 !=#S01#E01

#N01−#E010001

(16.16)

The last block in Algorithm 16.2 (starting at line 19) contains rules to decre-
ment the step counter, change to the master state and change to the slave state.
The rules are described in Rules 16.17 - 16.19.

Decrement number of steps

100

SWork >C0090000

C009−C0090001

(16.17)

Change to Master

100

SWork =C0090000 =C0005050

SMastr

(16.18)

Change to Slave

100

SWork =C0090000 !=C0005050

SSlave

(16.19)

Proof of correctness for the presented Ruleset

Theorem 16.22. The presented ruleset finds the LTA in each connected set of
agents if each candidate knows the number of agents in the set.

Proof. At the beginning each LTC sends its relative coordinate to all connected
agents, what is done by Rule (16.13), and a similar rule for the south neighbor-
hood exists. A receiving message is stored at each agent if it is better than the
stored information. Rules (16.14) and (16.15) guarantee that, because they com-
pare all possible incoming message combinations. The forwarding rules contain
similar conditions to check whether better messages are received and forward such
messages to all attached neighbors, excepting the sender (consider Rule (16.16)).

Since the set of agents is connected, a Path between each two agents exists,
where the length of each Path is ≤ n if n is the number of agents in the set. Due
to this maximal Path length and because storing and forwarding of messages
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happens in the same step, each agent receives the message from the LTA in
worst case after n + 1 steps.

Further the step counter is initialized by Rule (16.12) and decremented by
Rule (16.17). Finally the two Rules (16.18) and (16.19) guarantee that each
agent changes its state to its right final state, what ensures that no further rule
is applied because each agent has changed its state to Mastr or Slave.

Resources

Theorem 16.23. The presented ruleset needs exactly n+1 steps to find the LTA
at each connected set of agents.

Proof. As shown in Theorem 16.22 in the first step each candidate starts sending
messages. In the second step receiving agents process incoming messages. After
n steps each agent has received the message from the best candidate and each
agent changes its state either to Mastr or to Slave.

Theorem 16.24. The needed memory on each agent is constant.

Proof. Each agent stores an internal state for processing, further one counter to
store the relative position of the best known candidate and finally a step counter
to end processing.

Note 16.25. The presented ruleset contains 38 rules.

Proof. The following number of rules is used:

• To send start messages 2 rules are required because two neighbors can exist.

• To store any incoming message at least 4 rules are required, for each direc-
tion one

• 28 forwarding rules are used (see points 2 - 4 in Note 17.34 on page 95).

• Further 2 rules to initialize and decrement the running counter and

• 2 rules to store the final state Mastr or Slave are used.

Optimizations

The shown runtime in each configuration is exactly n + 1 where n is the number
of agents in the set. This is optimal if the length of the longest Path is almost as
long as the number of agents. But there exist configurations with asymptotically
lower bounds than linear, what is explained in Theorem 16.16 on page 64. In that
case the presented solution is not step-optimal. The required internal storage is
optimal, but the number of rules can be reduced.
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Theorem 16.26. It is possible to reduce the number of rules to realize Algo-
rithm 16.2 to 22.

Proof. As described in Note 17.34 the following combinations to forward rules
are used in the ruleset:

N to W N to E N to S
W to N W to E W to S
E to N E to W E to S
S to N S to W S to E

N,W to E N,W to S N,E to W N,E to S N,S to W N,S to E
W,E to N W,E to S W,S to N W,S to E
E,S to N E,S to W

N,W,E to S N,W,S to E N,E,S to W W,E,S to N

Above all combinations, which are used in forwarding rules, are shown. Below
the combinations for optimized ruleset. All rules which forward a message from
the same source agent to the same destination agent can be combined in one
rule. For example compare the rule N to W and N,E to W. Both rules perform
the same action - they forward the received message from the north to the west
neighbor, because in the second rule the same message is received from the north
and the east neighbor. Therefore one rule can handle both cases. In the following
list old rules in one block can be exchanged by one rule. There remain just 12
rules (12 blocks) instead of 28.

N to W N to E N to S W to N W to E W to S
N,E to W N,W to E N,W to S W,E to N W,S to E W,E to S
N,S to W N,S to E N,E to S W,S to N
N,E,S to W N,W,S to E N,W,E to S W,E,S to N

E to N E to W E to S S to N S to W S to E
E,S to N E,S to W

Start messages are required and perform both different actions. Rules for the step
counter cannot be reduced because their actions differ, too. The same is true for
the rules to change the final state of agents. Finally the distinction between
storing and forwarding rules has to be made, because otherwise at Leaf Agents
and Pseudo-leaf Agents no messages would be stored.
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Remarks of the algorithm

The presented ruleset works very simple and performs information transfer very
fast. It is interesting, that the knowledge of the number of agents takes so much
influence to the algorithm. Due to the simplicity of message transfer to all at-
tached neighbors this algorithm is applicable to three dimensions, what is an
essential result, too.

17 Create a tree

The next mission is to create a tree of attachments. A tree is a well defined
structure to enable centralized control, which is also possible with a MA, but
additionally it provides the possibility to relay message transfer in a regulated,
predictable sense from the root to the leaf and vice versa.

There are at least two possibilities to create a tree, one with a known master
and one without the prerequisite of a defined Leader. The former is presented
in Section 17.1 and the latter is discussed in Section 17.2. The reason why the
former task is studied - although the harder task to create a tree from scratch is
solved - is, because the dependency between the task “find master from scratch”
and the task “create tree from scratch” will be analyzed in detail in a following
section.

17.1 Create a tree with a given Leader

In this section an idea and a ruleset to create a tree from a connected set of agents
is presented. The connection between agents is represented by attachments. The
start state for the master is Mastr, for other agents it is Slave.

Idea

Let us consider the following approach. The idea is to create a Tree, where
the algorithm starts at the Leader, which is a RA as Definition 9.9 says. The
root starts sending a message to all neighbors. Each agent forwards the received
value to all other neighbors. If more than one message is received from one
agent at the same time, then there exists more than one Path from the RA
to the considered agent. Therefore the algorithm detaches all agents from where
messages are received, excepting one of them. For detaching an arbitrary priority
for attachments is defined as follows: The north neighbor has the highest priority.
The west neighbor has lower priority than the north one, the east one lower than
the west one and the south neighbor has lower priority than the east neighbor.
Only the neighbor with the highest priority stays attached. In this way the
algorithm creates a Tree, because finally each agent has a unique Simple Path to
the RA, what fulfills the definition of a Tree.
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Algorithm

1 While(True)
2 I f ( agent has s t a t e ‘ ‘ Mastr ’ ’ )
3 Send message ‘ ‘TREE ’ ’ to a l l ne ighbors
4 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Root ’ ’
5 End I f

6 I f ( agent has s t a t e ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ )
7 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s one message ‘ ‘TREE ’ ’ )
8 Forward the message to a l l other ne ighbors
9 End I f

10 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s more than one message ‘ ‘TREE ’ ’ )
11 Forward the message to a l l other ne ighbors
12 Detach agents which don ‘ t have the h i ghe s t p r i o r i t y
13 End I f

14 End I f

15 End While

Algorithm 17.1: Create tree with defined master

Rules

The rule to start the algorithm (see line 2 in Algorithm 17.1) simply sends TREE_
to all neighbors and changes its state:

ROOT Send Msg

10

SChief

MNTREE MWTREE METREE MSTREE SRoot

(17.1)

A sample forwarding rule looks as follows:

Forward Ctr from N to S

10

A1∗∗1 MNTREE !MSTREE

MSTREE

(17.2)

In Rule (17.2) first the attachments are checked. Further whether a message
is received from the north neighbor and whether no message is received from the
south neighbor to avoid sending a back-message. If all conditions are fulfilled,
the message is forwarded to the south neighbor. All other forwarding rules work
on this principle.

The last part to detach agents works as follows: A north neighbor is never
detached, because it has the highest priority, where this priority is not the priority
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of the rule. If, for example, messages are received from the north, the west and
the east neighbor at the same time, then the west and the east neighbors have to
be detached (see Rules (17.3) and (17.4)).

Detach W, N received equal

10

MNTREE MWTREE

A∗0∗∗

(17.3)

Detach E, N received equal

10

MNTREE METREE

A∗∗0∗

(17.4)

Proof of correctness for the presented ruleset

Theorem 17.1. The presented ruleset creates a Tree for each connected set of
agents, if the master agent has the state “Mastr” and all other agents have the
state “Slave”.

Proof. First the “Mastr” sends the initial message. The proof that each agent
receives a message at some time and that circles are removed is made by induction:
Base step: All neighbors of the “Mastr” forward the message to all their neighbors
excepting the “Mastr”, because the rule just checks if a message is received from
an attached neighbor (for example see Rule (17.2)). Detaching is not possible in
this step as the neighbors of an agent cannot be neighbored. In the next step an
agent can already receive two messages from different senders (see Figure 17.1,
agent A, where the dotted agent is the RA). Due to Rule (17.3) the north neighbor
stays attached in the example, but the west one will be detached. The same
principle works if more than two messages are received at the same time, too.
Thus the base induction step is proven.

*
A

Figure 17.1: Simple agent example for tree creation

Induction step: Assuming all agents with a distance of n or less than n steps
have a unique Simple Path to the RA created by the ruleset. Then all agents,
which receive a message in step n+1 (1) forward the incremented received values
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to all their other neighbors and (2) detach neighbors if circles are detected, due
to the base induction step.

Each agent receives a message at some time because of the connectivity of
the set. Further all circles are removed. Finally forwarding messages stop be-
cause each message reaches a leaf, where no leaf forwards the message (con-
sider Rule (17.2)). Therefore no agent performs any of the actions of the shown
rules if all leaves have received a message.

Proof of concept

Proof of concept. Due to the simplicity of the idea the proof that it works correct
is simple, too. The proof of Theorem 17.1 has shown that messages, which are
spread out from a MA, reach all agents in a connected set of agents, if the
conditions and actions are set properly. Further circles are removed if two or
more messages are received at the same time, because as many paths from the
RA to the receiving agent exist as messages are received. Since one Path always
remains and messages are only forwarded along the Tree structure from the RA
to the leaves, connectivity is ensured. Further it is guaranteed that each agent
receives a message and therefore forwarding stops at leaves.

Resources

Definition 17.2. The Distance from agent A to agent B is the length of the
shortest Path from agent A to agent B along a connected set of agents.

Theorem 17.3. The runtime of the algorithm to create a Tree with a defined
MA is θ(l) steps, where l is the Distance from the RA to the agent with the
greatest Distance to the RA. The algorithm is step-optimal.

Proof. First messages are forwarded in each step to all neighbors, excepting those
from which messages are received. After that the state changes, so that no other
messages are forwarded afterwards. Circles are always removed on agents, if more
than one Path with the same length exist (for example in Figure 17.2 on agent A,
if the message is received from the north and the west neighbor). If additionally
a Path longer than the shortest Path exists, then this circle is removed on another
agent. To show this case see the Path over agent B in Figure 17.2, where the
simulation results in Figure 17.3. In Figure 17.3b the short Path to agent A is
cut on the west side and in Figure 17.3c the longer Path to agent A is cut from
agent B, because agent B receives in iteration 6 a message from its north and its
west neighbor.

As one can see the rules create a Tree, where on each agent the shortest Path
to the RA remains. Since the lower bound to create a Tree with message transfer
is limited by the Distance to the farthest leaf, the algorithm is step-optimal.
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*

A B

Figure 17.2: Agent with three paths to the root

(a) Start (b) Step 5 (c) Step 7

Figure 17.3: Build a tree screenshots

Corollary 17.4. The maximal number of steps to create a Tree with the presented
algorithm is O(n) if n is the number of agents in the set.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 17.3 because the longest Path in
a set of agents is maximal n.

Corollary 17.5. The minimal number of steps to create a Tree with the presented
algorithm is Ω(

√
n) if n is the number of agents in the set.

Proof. Consider Figure 17.4. The figure shows a set of agents where the agent in
the middle is the RA. One can see that the length of the Path from any leaf to
the RA is l. Therefore the Tree is “balanced” in the sense of equal path length
at each branch of the Tree. Since the runtime of the presented algorithm is θ(l)
steps, the length of the path l is of interest. The number of agents in the middle
of the set from the top to the bottom is 2l + 1 (including the RA). The number
of agents in the middle of the set from the west to the east is 2l (without the
RA). The number of the remaining agents can be calculated as follows:

4 ∗ [1 + 2 + ... + (l − 1)] = 4 ∗
l−1∑

i=1

i = 4 ∗ (l − 1) ∗ l

2
= 2l ∗ (l − 1)

Therefore the complete number of agents is 2l+1+2l+2l∗(l−1) = 2l2 +2l+1 =
Ω(l2), what must be the same as n. Hence the lower bound for the number of
steps is Ω(

√
n) steps.

Theorem 17.6. Each agent only needs an internal state for the ruleset presented
in Section Rules.
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*

l

l

Figure 17.4: Tree with path length l

Proof. See presented rules.

Observation 17.7. The number of rules to create a Tree with predefined master
is 19.

For the start message one rule is used (see Rule (17.1). Forwarding of messages
in all directions is possible, what means that 3∗4 = 12 rules are required for that.
For detaching the following number of rules are necessary: The north neighbor
will never be detached because it gets the highest priority. The west neighbor
is detached only when a message is received from a north and a west neighbor
at the same time. Therefore one rule to detach western neighbors is needed. To
detach east neighbors, two cases are possible: one if the same message is received
from the north neighbor and one if the same message is received from the west
neighbor at the same time as the message is received from the eastern neighbor.
Thus for detaching 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 = 6 rules are defined. All in all 1 + 12 + 6 = 19
rules are used.

Optimizations

As shown above the presented ruleset is step-optimal and storage-optimal. The
number of presented rules however can be reduced, because some actions are
equal in different rules. The forwarding part of the rules can be reduced to 4 rules
because only one rule is required for each direction. The number of detaching
rules can be reduced to 3 as only west, east or south neighbors are detached. The
initial message of course is required. All in all the number of rules can be reduced
to 4 + 3 + 1 = 8 rules.

Observation 17.8. The number of rules to realize Algorithm 17.1 can be reduced
to 8 rules.
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17.2 Create tree and Find Master from scratch

As described in Section 17.1 it is possible to create a Tree if a MA is given. In
this section the harder part to create a Tree without the knowledge of a Leader
is solved.

Task 17.9. The challenge to create a Tree from scratch in a connected set of
agents is to create a Tree where agents are indistinguishable.

All definitions regarding the Tree structure as well as assumptions to the
consistency of the universe made in Section 17.1 are valid and necessary for this
section, too. Further in this section numeric messages are compared. To simplify
the description of the algorithm two phrases are used in this section:

Note 17.10. Sometimes the phrase “... a message/information is better than
another one ...” is used in this section. This term means that the message
contains a relative position seen from the current agent, where the relative position
in the message is more leftmost-topmost than the other relative position. The word
“... worse than ...” in the same context means that the containing information
is less leftmost-topmost than the other information.

Idea

The following algorithm works on the main idea similar to the algorithm to
“Create a Tree with predefined Leader”. But the idea also uses aspects from the
algorithm to “Find a Leader from scratch”. That means, that the new algorithm
uses LTC s to build Trees simultaneously starting at each such candidate, where
each candidate sends its relative position to all neighbors. The message travels
in a breadth-first way. When receiving a message, each agent compares it with
the stored information. If the just received information is better than the stored
one, it overwrites it, sets the sender as its parent and the rest of its neighbors as
its children. Further the message is passed to its children. If a message, initiated
by one and the same LTC, is received on one agent from more than one neighbor,
then the agent additionally detaches all neighbors, excepting one of them, because
a circle is detected. If the just received information is worse than the stored
one, it is ignored. If a message is received from a leaf-agent and the received
information is better than the stored one, the leaf sends back an OK message,
otherwise the leaf agent ignores the message. If an agent receives the same
forwarding message from all attached neighbors (initiated by the same LTC and
better than the stored information), where more than one neighbor is attached,
then all neighbors, excepting one of them, are detached and the currently created
leaf agent sends back an OK message. Further each agent, which will be detached
passively and gets a leaf agent due to this detaching, sends back an OK message
to its parent. The agent which receives an OK, stores the OK, and if all children
returned OK, the confirmation is returned back to the parent. In this way,
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a Tree is started to build from each candidate, but Trees from better candidates
overwrite the Trees being built from worse candidates. Only one Tree survives,
namely the one constructed from the best candidate [3].

The idea uses messages, which contain information about the relative coor-
dinate of the initiating sender of the message. Noticeable is that the relative
coordinates of a candidate can be considered as an identifier of it, which is glob-
ally valid because each agent in the set has a unique relative Distance in x-
and y-direction to a specific candidate. The global identifier of the LTA is used
as the RA of the resulting Tree and is a MA, too. The proof, that the shown
idea works, is presented after the algorithm on page 94. Finally the described
method of finishing the tree creation by sending the OK message from the leaves
through the created tree to the root of the tree works similar to the “termination
detection algorithm for diffusing computation”, presented by E. W. Dijkstra and
C. S. Scholten [12].

Algorithm

Definition 17.11. An agent A is called Temporary Parent of another agent B,
if the currently stored information of known LTC s was sent from agent A to
agent B.

Definition 17.12. An agent C is called Temporary Child of agent B if

• an attachment between the two agents exists and

• the currently stored information of known LTC s on agent B was NOT
received from agent C.

Note 17.13. In the current section messages are only sent to attached neighbors,
which implies that the Temporary Parent agent and all Temporary Children are
attached to the examined agent.

Definition 17.14. An agent is called Leaf Agent if the number of attached agents
is 1.

When constructing a Tree from a connected set of agents, it is possible that
an agent has the same Distance to a LTC along different Paths (for example see
agent A in Figure 17.1 on page 76). In that case the agent has to change its
attachment to become a Leaf Agent. Therefore the following definition is made:

Definition 17.15. An agent is called Pseudo-leaf Agent for incoming messages
if the number of attached agents is greater than 1 and it receives at the same step
a message from all attached neighbors, where each message was initiated by the
same LTC.
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In the following algorithm the word priority is used, where the meaning of
the word is the same as described in Section 17.1.

1 While (True)
2 I f ( agent has no ne ighbors in north and west
3 And the s t a t e ‘ ‘ SUndef ’ ’ )
4 I n i t i a l i z e own r e l a t i v e coo rd ina t e s
5 Send r e l a t i v e coo rd ina t e s to a l l ne ighbors
6 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Candy ’ ’
7 End I f

8
9 I f ( agent has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ Wait ’ ’ ) }

10 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Forwd ’ ’
11 End I f }
12
13 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s b e t t e r coo rd ina t e s than the s to r ed
14 And agent i s not a l e a f and not a pseudo− l e a f )
15 Store the temporary parent and remove old parents
16 Store the r e c e i v ed coo rd ina t e s
17 I f (more than one best message i s r e c e i v ed )
18 Detach ne ighbors which don´t have the h i ghe s t p r i o r i t y
19 Send the message ‘ ‘ Detac ’ ’ to the se agents
20 End I f

21 Forward the best message to attached temporary ch i l d r en
22 I n i t i a l i z e the ‘ ‘ Back ’ ’−message counter
23 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Wait ’ ’
24 End I f

25
26 I f ( l e a f agent r e c e i v e s b e t t e r coo rd ina t e s than s to r ed )
27 Store the temporary parent
28 Store the coo rd ina t e s
29 Send the message ‘ ‘ Back ’ ’ to the temporary parent
30 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Back ’ ’
31 End I f

32
33 I f ( pseudo l e a f agent r e c e i v e s
34 be t t e r coo rd ina t e s than s to r ed )
35 // same message i s r e c e i v ed from a l l ne ighbors
36 Store the temporary parent
37 Store the coo rd ina t e s
38 Detach ne ighbors with lower p r i o r i t y
39 Send the message ‘ ‘ Detac ’ ’ to t h i s ne ighbors
40 Send the message ‘ ‘ Back ’ ’ to the temporary parent
41 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Back ’ ’
42 End I f

43
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44 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s ‘ ‘ Detac ’ ’ And agent i s now Leaf )
45 Send a ‘ ‘ Back ’ ’−message to the temporary parent
46 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Back ’ ’
47 End I f

48
49 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s a back message
50 and has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ Forwd ’ ’ )
51 Store the back message
52 I f ( back message i s r e c e i v ed from a l l c h i l d r en )
53 Forward the back message to the temporary parent
54 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Back ’ ’
55 End I f

56 End I f

57
58 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s a back message
59 and has the s t a t e ‘ ‘Candy ’ ’ )
60 Store the back message
61 I f ( a l l back messages are r e c e i v ed )
62 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Root ’ ’
63 Send the message ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ to a l l ne ighbors
64 End I f

65 End I f

66
67 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ And has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ Back ’ ’ )
68 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’
69 Forward the message to a l l attached ne ighbors
70 End I f

71 End While

Algorithm 17.2: Create Tree from Scratch

Rules

To realize the described algorithm, a bit more tricky set of rules as the previously
used one is required. First of all the new ruleset needs to deal with forwarding
and backwarding messages, where the forwarding rules have precedence over the
backwarding rules if the forwarding message is better than the stored informa-
tion. This is because in that case the Tree of a more LTC overwrites any stored
information belonging to a Tree from a worse candidate. To realize this behavior
the ruleset uses priorities in different rules, where now the priorities of the rules
are meant. Another interesting aspect of the ruleset is the fact, that the same
message from one LTC can be received more than once at the same step, but
it is also possible that messages from different candidates are received from one
agent at the same step. This leads to a relative large number of 94 rules.
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Agents need to store information about the relative position to the potential
root of the Tree. Further each of them needs to store its parent and its chil-
dren. This is required to enable the ruleset for relaying Back_-messages to the
parent, because each agent have to wait until Back_-messages are received from
all children before it relays it to its parent.

The relative offset to the RA is coded in the counter C00. For example the
coding C00=5050 means a relative position of dx=0, dy=0, a value of 5247 means
that the RA is at dx=2, dy=-3 (two fields to the east, three fields to the south).
This coding is chosen, because in that way one condition suffices to compare a
received value with the stored information. Therefore the following limitations
for the field of agents are given: The relative x- and y- position of the LTA to
each candidate has to be less than 50 steps on the grid.

To store the parent of the agent, counter C01 is used. If a back message is
received from a child, the receiving agent stores this information in C02. The
coding for both counters C01 and C02 looks as follows:

• 1000 means that a back message was received from a north neighbor

• 0100 from west

• 0010 from east

• 0001 from south.

The algorithm starts once again with sending initial messages from LTC s
(see lines 2 - 6 in Algorithm 17.2). One representative rule looks as follows:

Start Message as a Candidate to E

100

A001∗ SUndef

SCandy C000+50500000 #E01+00005150

(17.5)

The rule just needs a low priority, where 100 means low and 200 means high
priority in this algorithm, because without this rule nothing else happens. The
rule has to check whether the attachments matches to the definition of a LTC and
it has to check whether the state is Undef. The rule then changes the state, stores
its own relative position and sends its relative position to the eastern neighbor.
The rule for a south neighbor looks similar to this one.

If an agent receives a forwarding message and the message is better than the
stored information, than, for example, one of the following rules is applied (see
line 13 - 24 in Algorithm 17.2):
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Forward from W to E

200

A∗11∗ >#W01C000 !>#N01#W01 !>#E01#W01

!>#S01#W01 !=#N01#W01 !=#E01#W01 !=#S01#W01

SWait C000+#W010000 C001+01000000 C002+00000000

#E01+#W010100

(17.6)

Forward from E,S to W, detach S

200

A∗111 >#E01C000 =#S01#E01 !>#N01#E01 !>#W01#E01

!=#N01#E01 !=#W01#E01

SWait C000+#E010000 C001+00100000 C002+00000000

#W01−#E010100 A∗∗10 MSDetac

(17.7)

The first Rule (17.6) is applied if an agent receives a message from the west
neighbor, which is better than the stored information. The west and the east
neighbor have to exist. Further the message from the west neighbor must be
better than the relative position of the current stored value in C00. Finally it
must be checked that no message from another neighbor, which is better than
or equal to the received message from the west neighbor, is received in this step.
If all these conditions are fulfilled, the processor of the agent stores the relative
coordinates in C00, then its Temporary Parent in C01 (value 0100) because it
is the west neighbor. Further it initializes the counter C02 to ensure that old
back messages are cleared. Finally the processor changes the state of the agent
to Wait_, what ensures that after this rule no Back_-message can be received.
This necessity is given because of the constellation shown in Figure 17.5. The
first picture shows the agents constellation. In the second picture the message
transfer is shown, where agent A sends a forwarding message (shown in red) to
the dotted agent which is better than the stored one. Some steps earlier the
current agent received a forwarding message from any neighbor, no matter which
one it was. This message had been forwarded to agent B and so on. At the
same step as the dotted agent receives the better message from its west neighbor,
agent B receives the Back_-message from agent C (blue message). Agent C stores
the message and because it has no other children, it forwards the message to the
dotted agent at the same step as the dotted agent forwards the better coordinates
to its south neighbor (see the third picture). One can see that the back message
is received from the dotted agent and it would store the back information, which
is definitely the wrong one. To avoid this situation, the state of each agent is
changed to Wait_ when applying a forwarding rule and the Back_-message is
discarded (see also Rule (17.12): the message is only stored if the state is Forwd).
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A b

B

C

b b

Figure 17.5: Neighbored agents receive forward messages concurrent

The second Rule (17.7) looks different to the first one with respect to the
following:
The precondition checks whether from the eastern neighbor and from the south
neighbor the same best message is received and whether it is better than the
stored one. The action looks a bit different in such a way that similar to the Al-
gorithm 17.1 a Temporary Parent is chosen, where the precedence is the same as
in the Section 17.1 (N > W > E > S). Therefore in this case the east neighbor
is chosen as the temporay parent and the south neighbor is detached, because
a circle is detected. Additionally a message is sent to the detached neighbor
because the neighbor could be a leaf after detaching and has to handle that case.

All other rules to forward messages and detach neighbors if circles are detected
use the same principle.

The rule to change the state to Forwd looks as follows (see Rule (17.8)):

Change from Wait to Forwd

100

SWait

SForwd

(17.8)

If an agent is a Leaf Agent, than the attachment and the message has to be
checked (see lines 26 - 31 in Algorithm 17.2). Each leaf has to return a Back_-
message if a new best message is received. Finally the state changes, which is
not required for the algorithm to work, but it is used to show which agents did
already send a Back_-message (see Rule (17.9)) in the simulation.

Leaf from W

200

A0100 >#W01C000

SBack C000+#W010000 C001+01000000 MWBack

(17.9)

The rules for Pseudo-leaf Agents look similar to leaf-rules (see 34 - 42 in Al-
gorithm 17.2). If the same message is received from all neighbors at the same
step and the message contains better values than the stored ones, neighbors with
lower precedence have to be detached and a Detach-message must be sent to
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this neighbors. This action makes the Pseudo-leaf Agent to a Leaf Agent which
implies that a Back_-message has to be sent to the chosen parent (for example
see Rule (17.10) with two neighbors).

Pseudo Leaf W,E, detach E

200

A0110 >#W01C000 =#W01#E01

SBack C000+#W010000 C001+01000000

MWBack A0100 MEDetac

(17.10)

As described in Rule (17.7) a Detach-message is sent to passively detached
agents. Such an agent can be a Leaf Agent after detaching (see lines 44 - 47
in Algorithm 17.2). In that case a Back_-message must be sent to the parent
because otherwise the parent never gets an OK from that child (see Rule (17.11)).

Leaf from W if detach message received

200

A0100 !(!MNDetac !MEDetac !MSDetac) =C0010100

SBack MWBack

(17.11)

Back messages received from Temporary Children typically are not received
in the same step on a parent agent. Therefore it must be stored from which
children Back_-messages are received. This is done in counter C02 (see the if
clause in line 52 in Algorithm 17.2 and Rule (17.12)). If Back_-messages had
been received from all children, the message has to be relayed to the parent
agent. Rule (17.13) shows for example, that the west neighbor has to be the
parent, and that the north and the south neighbors have to be children.

Store back message from N

100

SForwd MNBack !=C0021000 !=C0021100 !=C0021010

!=C0021001 !=C0021110 !=C0021101 !=C0021011 !=C0021111

C002+C0021000

(17.12)

Relay Back message N,S to W

100

A1101 =C0010100 =C0021001 SForwd

MWBack SBack

(17.13)

The Tree from the LTA survives. Therefore this agent sometimes receives
a Back_-message from its children. To handle this the following rules are neces-
sary (see lines 58 - 65 in Algorithm 17.2):
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Make Root S

100

SCandy A0001 MSBack

SRoot C002+00010000 MSSlave

(17.14)

Store BackToCandy E

100

SCandy A0011 =C0020000 MEBack !MSBack

C002+00100000

(17.15)

Make Root E, S

100

SCandy A0011 =C0020010 MSBack

SRoot C002+C0020001 MESlave MSSlave

(17.16)

If just one neighbor exists and a back message is received, the candidate
can change its state to Root_ and start spreading the Slave-message (consider
Rule (17.14)). If two neighbors exist, the first incoming message has to be stored
and - when the second message is received - the RA can change its state and start
spreading the Slave-message. Rules (17.15) and (17.16) show necessary rules if
two neighbors exist and the first incoming message is from the east neighbor.
Similar rules are necessary if the order is different and the case if both Back_-
messages are received at the same step needs another similar rule.

Spreading the Slave-message from agent to agent requires one rule for each di-
rection (see lines 67 - 70 in Algorithm 17.2 and Rule (17.17)) and one Rule (17.18)
for a Leaf Agent. In both rules the combination of the ’’!’’ means a logical OR
because !(!a ∧ !b) ⇔ a ∨ b.

Store and forward Slave to W

200

A∗1∗∗ !(!MNSlave !MESlave !MSSlave) SBack

SSlave MWSlave

(17.17)

Store Slave on Leaf

200

!(!(A1000 MNSlave) !(A0100 MWSlave) !(A0010 MESlave)

!(A0001 MSSlave))

SSlave

(17.18)
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Proof of correctness

The challenge to build a Tree from scratch is more complicate than the task
to build a Tree with predefined Leader. The reason is obvious: With a prede-
fined Leader only one Tree has to be created, without this knowledge an unknown
number of Trees must be build simultaneously.

The proof of correctness of the presented ruleset is made in two main steps.
First the correctness of the ruleset for the case if just one LTC exists is proven.
Then the proof for the case if more than one candidates exist follows. In the
latter case collisions of messages from different Trees occur, which have to be
handled correctly.

Lemma 17.16. The presented ruleset to create a Tree from scratch starts sending
relative coordinates from LTC to all neighbors and sends this message only once
if the state of each candidate is Undef.

Proof. Rule (17.5) checks whether the attachments match to the definition of
a LTC, and if the state matches. Therefore a message is sent once at a minimum.
Due to the shown rule and the similar rule to send a message to a south neighbor,
which is only different in the attachments condition and in the sent message, a
message with relative coordinates is sent to all its neighbors. Since the state
changes to Candy when sending the message and never changes back to Undef

when applying any of the presented rules, the message is not sent once again.

Lemma 17.17. The shown ruleset guarantees that each message, which contains
better coordinates than currently stored ones, is stored at the receiving agent and
forwarded to all its Temporary Children. Further the Temporary Parent agent is
stored.

Proof. Rules (17.6) and (17.7) describe two representative rules to store and for-
ward messages to the Temporary Children. In the first rule the attachments
of the Temporary Parent and the child are checked first. In the second rule
additionally the attachment to the south agent is checked. The attachment prop-
erty in general is required to ensure that messages are only sent along Paths in
the Tree. Further both rules contain conditions to check if a better message is re-
ceived from the new Temporary Parent agent and if no other neighbor has sent a
better message. In the second Rule (17.7), the same message is received from the
east and the south neighbor, so the east neighbor becomes parent status because
of the chosen precedence of the east over the south neighbor. In the actions of
the rules the received message and the Temporary Parent agent is stored and
finally the message is forwarded to the desired child. If more than one message
is received from any agent, than it detaches all sending neighbors, which do not
get parent status, as Rule (17.7) shows.

If the current agent is a leaf or Pseudo-leaf Agent, then the Temporary Parent
and the best message is stored, too (see Rules (17.9) and (17.10)).
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Lemma 17.18. Each agent, which detects one or more circles in the tempo-
rary Tree, removes all circles.

Proof. The Rule (17.7) shows that an agent, which receives messages initiated
by the same LTC from more than one neighbor, detaches all these neighbors,
excepting one of them. Further detected circles are also removed on Pseudo-leaf
Agents, what rules like Rule (17.10) guarantee.

Lemma 17.19. Each agent, which is a Leaf Agent in the resulting Tree, sends
a Back_-message to its parent if the received information is better than the store
one.

Proof. A leaf can be either a Leaf Agent when the algorithm starts, or it gets
a Leaf Agent during the creation of the Tree. Possible cases are:

• Case 1: The agent is already a Leaf Agent when the algorithm starts.
If such an agent receives a message from its attached neighbor, it immedi-
ately sends the Back_-message (for example consider Rule (17.9).

• Case 2: The agent is a Pseudo-leaf Agent when the algorithm starts.
A Pseudo-leaf Agent sometimes receives a message from all attached neigh-
bors at the same step. Such an agent detaches in the next step all neighbors,
excepting the chosen parent and sends in the same step the Back_-message
to its parent (see Rule (17.10)).

• Case 3: An agent is passively detached and therefore it gets a Leaf Agent.
Such an agent receives a message Detac. Therefore it applies a rule like
Rule (17.11). Hence the Back_-message is sent in this case, too.

Corollary 17.20. Each Pseudo-leaf Agent becomes a Leaf Agent when a pseudo-
leaf rule is applied.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 17.19.

Lemma 17.21. Each agent, from which more than one Path of the same length
to a LTC exists, remove all that Paths excepting one of them.

Proof. Consider one rule for an agent with children (for example see Rule (17.7).
The desired rule is applied if an agent has at least a west, east and south neighbor,
and it receives the same message at the same step from the east and the south
neighbor, but not from another one. The precedence condition says, that the
south neighbor has to be detached, what the shown rule guarantees. Other
constellations of non-pseudo-leaves work on the same principle. For the pseudo-
leaf case see Corollary 17.20.
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Lemma 17.22. Each Back_-message from a Leaf Agent is forwarded to the LTC
if only one such candidate exists. Further the candidate changes its state to Root_

and spreads the Slave-message to all agents in the set.

Proof. The Back_-message start at each Leaf Agent, no matter if it gets a Leaf
Agent by a pseudo-leaf rule or a Detach-message or when it already was a leaf
at the starting time of the algorithm. Back_-messages are stored on each agent
when they are received because only one Tree exists from agents point of view (as
example rule consider Rule (17.12)). The message is also relayed to the parent on
each agent if children exist, what is guaranteed by rules like Rule (17.13). There-
fore the message sometimes arrives the LTA, which changes its state to Root_ and
starts spreading the Slave-message (consider Rules 17.14, 17.15 and 17.16). This
message then is relayed to all agents in the created Tree because of the forwarding
rules for Slave-messages (for example see Rules (17.17) and (17.18)).

Theorem 17.23. The presented ruleset creates a Tree from scratch in each con-
nected set of agents if only one LTC exists.

Proof. The candidate starts sending because of Lemma 17.16. All messages are
forwarded as Lemma 17.17 says and each circle is removed either by Pseudo-leaf
Agents or by other agents (see Lemma 17.21). Finally the knowledge of the Tree
is spread to all agents in the set, what is shown in Lemma 17.22.

What remains to show is that the algorithm also works if more than one LTC
exist. In that case forwarding messages are spread out to create a Tree from
each candidate. That means that such messages meet somewhere. It is to show
that the better message wins. Further Back_-messages are sent which can meet
forwarding messages from other candidates. It must be proven that the better
message also wins in that case. Finally it must be shown that the connection is
not lost in all cases.

Lemma 17.24. If forwarding messages from two or more different LTC s are
received at one agent at the same step, the best message is stored and forwarded
at the observed agent and all other messages are discarded.

Proof. The precondition of Rule (17.6), for example, checks whether a message
is received from a western neighbor and if the received message is better than
other received messages. Only if the message from west is the best one, the rule
is applied. Similar rules for different constellations are implemented, therefore
the lemma is proven.

Lemma 17.25. A Leaf Agent cannot receive two forwarding messages successive.

Proof. Look at the following configuration: A set of agents with at least two LTC
s is given. Further a Leaf Agent or an agent which will be a Leaf Agent when the
algorithm stops, is observed. The observed Leaf Agent agent is named L. Then
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it is assumed that agent L is nearer to the LTC LC1 than to the LTA, which is
called LC2. Now let d be the length of the Path from LC1 to the Leaf Agent in
the already constructed Tree. Further let f be the length from LC2 to L in the
final Tree. As already mentioned is d < f . The candidates LC1 and LC2 both
are LTC s, therefore they cannot be neighbors and the Distance between them
is ≥ 2. Since the parent of LC1 is unique, the Path from LC2 to L contains at
least one common agent with the Path from LC1 to L. It follows, that any agent
exists, where the two Paths met, named X. The resulting Path length from LC2

to X is greater than the length from LC1 to X and because of the minimal Distance
between LC1 and LC2 the Distance from LC2 to L is ≥ d + 2. This implies that
the messages from LC1 and LC2 cannot be received successive.

Lemma 17.26. If a forwarding message and a Back_-message arrives at an agent
concurrently, the better message is forwarded.

Proof. This is proven by induction, where the induction base step starts at the
parent of any Leaf Agent L. Let n be the length of the Path from the observed
agent to L.
Base step:
Let agent A be the parent of a Leaf Agent. Agent A receives concurrently a Back_-
message from a Leaf Agent and a forwarding message from any other agent.
The Back_-message was initiated by the Leaf Agent because it had received the
message from agent A. The Leaf Agent immediately returns the Back_-message,
for which reason agent A still contains the coordinates which it forwarded to the
Leaf Agent two steps earlier (consider Lemma 17.25).

If the new received forwarding message at agent A contains worse information
than the stored one, then the forwarding rule is not applied because of the well
formed preconditions in these rules. If the forwarding message is better than the
stored information, the forwarding rule wins because of the higher rule priority
(for example compare Rules (17.6) and (17.12)).

A special configuration exists: An agent sends a forwarding message to its
neighbor. At the same time this neighbor sends a Back_-message to the observed
agent. This case is already described in Figure 17.5. Because the forwarding rule
changes the state to Wait_, and as the rules to store Back_-messages are only
applied when the agent has state Forwd, the Back_-message is discarded. Hence
this case does not make any troubles.

Lemma 17.27. The connection of the set of agents during applying any of the
presented rules to create a Tree from scratch is not lost at any time.

To prove this lemma another characteristic is considered:

Lemma 17.28. The length of each circle in a grid path is even.
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Proof. Consider the shortest Path along the lattice from agent A to agent B in Fig-
ure 17.6. The length of the Path is dx + dy, therefore the length of the circle
is 2 ∗ (dx + dy). If a Path goes another way - for example it goes first s steps
from agent a to its north neighbor instead of to the east one - than the Path
must come back s steps to the shown Path. All in all each direction change of s

steps makes the Path 2 ∗ s longer than the Path without direction change, and
therefore the length of the circle is always even.

A

B

Figure 17.6: Agents set with a circle

Proof of Lemma 17.27. It is enough to consider the rules which detach agents.
Possible rules are forwarding rules, which also detach agents (for example see
Rule (17.7)), and pseudo-leaf rules (for example see Rule (17.10)). If messages
belonging to the same Tree are relayed and a circle exists, the message meets at
one agent at the same step because of Lemma 17.28. Because all used rules do
not detach the parent nothing can go wrong in this case.

But is it possible that a parent of an agent is detached from another agent,
what eventually could be possible if two neighbors receive messages from different
candidates at the same time? No, because:
Consider agent A in Figure 17.7. Assume that it receives messages from two
directions, where both messages belong to the same LTC. In the example the
agent receives messages from the north and the west neighbor (see red messages).
The forwarding or pseudo-leaf rules says that agent A has to detach the west
neighbor and to declare the north neighbor as the new Temporary Parent. The
north neighbor of agent A is called agent B. Assume that agent B receives messages
from two directions at the same step as agent A. Then agent B has to detach
agent A and agent A would lost the connectivity to the rest of the agents. This
could only happen if agent B receives a message from agent A, too (see blue
messages). But this is not possible because one of the messages, exchanged by
the agents A and B, is discarded.

Theorem 17.29. The presented ruleset to create a Tree from scratch works prop-
erly and stops if the LTA is declared as RA and each other agent in the set of
agents has received and stored Slave. Further each agent knows the relative
position of the RA and the parent on the Path to it.
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B

A

Figure 17.7: Neighbored agents relay forward messages concurrent

Proof. As proven in Lemmas 17.16 - 17.27 forwarding messages are sent, attach-
ments are properly changed, back messages are sent back to the RA and slave
messages are spread to all agents. Further the connection is never lost and finally
the algorithm stops because the state of the RA changes from Candy to Root_,
and on other candidates from Candy to Forwd, than to Wait_ next to Back_ and
finally to Slave. On all other agents the state changes from Forwd to Wait_,
then to Back_ and finally to Slave. As described in the forwarding-, leaf- and
pseudo-leaf rules, all information about the parent and the relative position of
the RA is stored on each agent.

Theorem 17.30. The ruleset to create a Tree from scratch finds a MA, too.

Proof. Because the algorithm creates a Tree, where the LTA is declared as the
RA of the Tree, this agent fulfills the definition of a MA.

Proof of concept (for the idea)

Proof of concept. The proof for the presented key idea on page 80 is derived from
the presented algorithm and its proof of correctness.

In the shown ruleset the relative coordinates are sent from each LTC to all
neighbors. The message is forwarded in a breath-first way, as described in Sec-
tion Idea on page 80. Compare also the Rules (17.6) and (17.7) on page 85.
Agents receiving forwarding messages, which contain better information than the
already stored information, store this information and the new Temporary Parent
agent. All other attached agents are declared as Temporary Children automat-
ically because of the attachments information and the unique parent informa-
tion. That this information is handled correct in the algorithm can be seen
in Lemma 17.17 and Lemma 17.24. If concurrent Back_-messages and forward-
ing messages are received on an agent, the better message is forwarded, which
is proven in Lemma 17.26 for the algorithm. Therefore the algorithm realizes
message storing and forwarding them properly according to the presented key
idea.

The shown algorithm further removes all circles, as Lemma 17.18 proves. This
is the main action in realizing the key idea to create a Tree from scratch.
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Every Leaf Agent stores each received forwarding message, if it is better
than the stored value and send the Back_-message to its parent in all possi-
ble cases, as Lemma 17.19 says. Each agent, which is neither a Leaf Agent nor
the LTA, store each received Back_ message, if the stored information is still
the best known information. Further it forwards this information to the stored
Temporary Parent if all Back_-messages are received from its children (com-
pare Lemma 17.26 and Lemma 17.22). Therefore the algorithm relays all Back_-
messages belonging to the resulting Tree from the leaves to the LTA. If the LTA
has received Back_-messages from all its children, the Tree creation is finished.

Resources

Theorem 17.31. The presented ruleset needs 4k steps to create the Tree and
spread the message to all agents, where k is the length of the longest Path of the
resulting Tree.

Proof. It suffices to consider the longest Path of the remaining Tree because the
time to create this Tree takes most of the time. Forwarding the initial message
to the furthest leaf needs exactly k steps because each message is forwarded
immediately. Back messages need 2 ∗ k steps because they are stored in one
step and forwarded to the parent in the following step. If both actions should be
performed in one step, more rules would be necessary to distinct all combinations
of incoming Back_-messages. Finally the slave message is sent along the Paths
of the Tree, what also needs k steps.

Corollary 17.32. The ruleset to create a Tree from scratch and find a MA needs
O(n) time, where n is the number of agents in the set.

Proof. The corollary is true because the longest Path in the Tree is limited by
the number of agents.

Theorem 17.33. The described ruleset needs constant memory.

Proof. A state is necessary for LTC s, the RA and Slave agents. Counter C00 is
used to store the relative coordinates, counter C01 to store the parent information
and counter C02 to store information about the received Back_-messages.

Note 17.34. The number of rules to create a Tree from scratch according to the
presented algorithm is 94.

Proof. All described steps are listed:

1. To start sending relative coordinates 2 rules are used.

2. To forward coordinates from one agent to a Temporary Child needs 12 rules
(4 directions, 3 possible children; 4 ∗ 3 = 12).
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3. To forward coordinates from two agents to a Temporary Child 12 rules are
needed:

N,W to E N,W to S N,E to W N,E to S N,S to W N,S to E
W,E to N W,E to S W,S to N W,S to E
E,S to N E,S to W

4. To forward coordinates from three agents to a Temporary Child needs 4
rules:
N,W,E to S N,W,S to E N,E,S to W W,E,S to N

5. One rule is used to change state from Wait_ to Forwd.

6. 4 leaf rules are used.

7.
(
4

2

)
+

(
4

3

)
+

(
4

4

)
= 6 + 4 + 1 = 11 rules for the pseudo-leaf rules (binomial

coefficient to choose 2, 3 or 4 of 4) are necessary.

8. If an agent receives a Detach-message and becomes a leaf: 4 rules.

9. To store Back_-messages: 4 rules.

10. To relay Back_-messages if only one child exists: 12 rules (see 2).

11. To relay Back_-messages if two children exists: 12 rules (see 3).

12. To relay Back_-messages if three children exists: 4 rules (see 4).

13. To store a back message on the root and declare the RA: 2 rules to store if
two neighbors exist, 2 to declare the RA if only one neighbor exists and 3
rules to declare if two neighbors exist: 7 rules.

14. 4 rules to store and forward Slave-messages.

15. 1 rule to store Slave-messages on leaves.

In sum: 2 + 12 + 12 + 4 + 1 + 4 + 11 + 4 + 4 + 12 + 12 + 4 + 7 + 4 + 1 = 94
rules are used.

Optimizations

Note 17.35. It is possible to reduce the running time of the algorithm to 3k
steps. But that leads to more rules than described.
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Proof. Back messages can be forwarded immediately when receiving the last an-
swer of the children. Rule (17.13) shows one example for relaying back messages
from the children in north and south to the parent in west. The rule just checks
whether counter C02 is 1001. If the message should be forwarded immediately
this rule must be partitioned to three rules, one if both answers are received at
the same step and two if they are received in different steps. The storing rule
would be also necessary in that case. This would raise the number of used rules
from 94 to 134.

Theorem 17.36. It is possible to reduce the number of rules to 68, which is the
minimal number of rules to realize Algorithm 17.2.

Proof. The two rules to send start messages cannot be reduced because they
perform different actions.

The rules to forward messages cannot be reduced because all their actions are
different: These rules have to store the parent, store the relative Distance to the
RA and forward the adjusted value of it, initialize the back message information
counter C02 and eventually detach neighbors. All forwarding rules are different
to each other forwarding rule in at least one of the listed points.

The Rule (17.8) to change from state Wait_ to Forwd is required.
Leaf and pseudo-leaf rules cannot be reduced because of the same arguments

as the forwarding rules cannot be reduced.
Rules to store back messages can be reduced by 2 because two rules to store

Back_-messages on LTC s perform the same action as the rules to store Back_-
messages at other agents.

24 rules can be reduced from the rules to relay Back_-messages to their par-
ents. In the proof of Note 17.34 at points 10 - 12 between the different number
of children at agents is distinguished. This distinction is not necessary, because
relaying messages just change the state and relay the message to the parent.
Therefore only four rules are necessary - one for each direction - where the pre-
conditions of the different rules can be combined with logical ORs.

All in all the number of used rules can be reduced to 94−2−24 = 68 rules.

Remarks of the algorithm

The shown algorithm creates multiple Trees from some candidates. The LTC s
are chosen because at least one of them exists. Further the algorithm can start
immediately. But it would be possible to start creating Trees from all agents in
the set with the same RA, namely the LTA. In that case the resulting Tree would
be not the same.

An interesting aspect of the algorithm is, that its running time only depends
on the longest Path of the resulting Tree, what implies that the worst case running
time is linear, what is a remarkable result. Another important fact is the necessity
of only constant internal storage on each agent, which makes the ruleset scalable.
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Compared with the ruleset in Section 16.1 (Algorithm 16.1 to find a MA from
scratch) the running time is very similar, but the number of rules is higher. This
is based on the algorithm because Algorithm 16.1 only sends messages along
the boundary either counterclockwise or clockwise. Therefore comparing of mes-
sages from different directions is not required. Because of the same reason fewer
memory is needed to realize Algorithm 16.1.

But the most important difference between Algorithm 16.1 and Algorithm 17.2
is that the idea of the latter one does not depend on the number of dimensions.
That means, that the idea to create a Tree as it is described can be generalized
to higher dimensions, because it does not use any information, which is restricted
to 2D. Algorithm 16.1 in distinction uses knowledge about the boundary, which
is definitively restricted to 2D. In 3D it is not possible to send messages straight
forward along the boundary, because the whole boundary (a 2D surface) must
be observed, and probably it is relatively hard to decide when this process is
finished.

18 Count agents in a tree

Another interesting challenge is to count the number of agents in a connected set
of them. The number of agents can be important to decide whether an action
can be performed or not. For example it could be necessary to know the number
of agents to create a specific shape. The following algorithm works with the
knowledge that a Tree is built and each agent knows if it is the RA or another
one. The information of the RA is not essential, because the root of a Tree can
be found relatively simple (consider Section 19).

In this section the Tree structure is represented once again by the attachments
between the agents. The RA has the start state Root_, all other agents the
state Slave.

Idea

To count the number of agents there exist two possibilities to start. The first one
is to start at the RA, send messages to the Leaf Agent, then start to count at
each Leaf Agent and forward the current number of children to the parent agent.
Each agent, which is not the RA, forwards the received counter value plus one to
the parent. When the RA has received the number of agents from all children in
the specified subtrees, it can calculate the complete number of agents in the Tree.
Then the RA has to spread this knowledge to all agents in the set. The second
possibility is to start immediately at the leaves. In this case the counting process
starts without sending an initiating message from the RA. Since the control of
the RA is not necessary to count them, only the latter possibility is presented.
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Algorithm

In the following algorithm the counter values are sent from leaves to their parents.
Each agent stores the received information and forwards the sum of it plus one
to its parent until it comes to the RA. The RA then calculates the number of
agents and spreads this message to all agents along the Tree structure.

1 While (True)
2 I f ( agent i s a l e a f agent And has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ )
3 Send ‘ ‘1 ’ ’ to the parent
4 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Back ’ ’
5 End I f

6
7 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s a number
8 And has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ or ‘ ‘ Root ’ ’ )
9 Store the d i r e c t i o n from the sender

10 Add r e c e i v ed value to the cu r r en t l y s to r ed value
11 End I f

12
13 I f ( agent i s not a l e a f agent And has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’
14 And agent have r e c e i v ed a number from a l l
15 attached ne ighbors except ing one of them)
16 Forward s to r ed value + 1 to the parent
17 Change s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Back ’ ’
18 End I f

19
20 I f ( agent has s t a t e ‘ ‘ SRInc ’ ’ )
21 Send s to r ed counter to a l l attached ne ighbors
22 Change s t a t e to ‘ ‘ SRFin ’ ’
23 End I f

24
25 I f ( agent has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ Root ’ ’
26 And agent have r e c e i v ed a number from a l l a t t . agents )
27 Increment the s to r ed value
28 Change s t a t e to ‘ ‘ SRInc ’ ’
29 End I f

30
31 I f ( agent has s t a t e ‘ ‘ SBack ’ ’ And r e c e i v e s a number )
32 Store the r e c e i v ed value
33 Change s t a t e to ‘ ‘ S lF in ’ ’
34 I f ( agent i s not a l e a f agent )
35 Send the r e c e i v ed value to a l l attached ch i l d r en
36 End I f

37 End While

Algorithm 18.1: Count agents in a Tree
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Rules

A sample rule for a Leaf Agent (see line 2 in Algorithm 18.1):

Leaf send back to N

100

SSlave A1000

SBack #N01+00010000

(18.1)

The rule just checks the state and the attachments, then sends 1 to the north
neighbor and changes the state.

To store, for example, a received value from the west neighbor on any agent,
counter C07 has to store the child from which the message was received, where
the coding of this counter is the same as used in Section 17.2. Then it adds the
received value to counter C08, which stores the current known number of children
in the subtree. These rules are independently whether the agent is a RA or not.

Store counter from W

100

!(!SSlave !SRoot ) >#W010000

C007+C0070100 C008+C008#W01

(18.2)

The rules to forward the number of children of the current subtree to the par-
ent are a more complicate, because the precondition contains all possible attach-
ments configurations (see lines 13 - 15 in Algorithm 18.1). A logical OR is imple-
mented to distinguish between different attachments in the example Rule (18.3).
Further the precondition contains conditions to check if messages are received
from all children depending on the attachments. Finally the precondition con-
tains a state condition Slave. The actions, which should be performed if the
preconditions are fulfilled are: Forward the stored value plus one (C08 stores the
number of children, therefore the current agent has to be added) and change the
state to Back_.

Forward counter to N

100

SSlave !( !(A1100 =C0070100) !(A1010 =C0070010)

!(A1001 =C0070001) !(A1110 =C0070110) !(A1101 =C0070101)

!(A1011 =C0070011) !(A1111 =C0070111)

SBack #N01+C0080001

(18.3)

If the RA has received a value from each child, it has to increment the
stored value because the RA must be counted, too (see line 26 in Algorithm 18.1
and Rule (18.4)). The precondition in that case is also very complicate because
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all possible attachments have to be checked. Actions to perform are: Increment
the stored value of C08 and change the state to SRInc_.

Increment counter on root

100

SRoot !( !A0000 !(A1000 =C0071000) !(A0100 =C0070100) !(A0010 =C0070010)

!(A0001 =C0070001) !(A1100 =C0071100) !(A1010 =C0071010)

!(A1001 =C0071001) !(A0110 =C0070110) !(A0101 =C0070101)

!(A0011 =C0070011) !(A1110 =C0071110) !(A1101 =C0071101)

!(A1011 =C0071011) !(A0111 =C0070111) !(A1111 =C0071111) )

SRInc C008+C0080001

(18.4)

One special rule for a single agent is required (see Rule (18.5)). If the agent
is not a single agent, it has to send the counter value to all attached neighbors
(for example see Rule (18.6)). This rule can be applied if the eastern neighbor
is attached and the state is SRInc_. The actions, which are performed if the
preconditions are fulfilled are: Send the stored number of agents to the attached
neighbors and change the state to SRFin_, what is the end state of the RA.
Similar rules are required for other attachments.

Store counter on single agent

100

SRInc A0000

SRFin C008 + 00010000

(18.5)

Spread counter from root to E

100

SRInc A∗∗1∗
SRFin #E01+C0080000

(18.6)

Agents, which are not the RA and not Leaf Agents, have to store the re-
ceived value and forward it to all children. Further they have to change the state
to ensure that sending messages stop (see Rule (18.7)). Rules for Leaf Agents
are similar, but the received value is not forwarded because no child exists.
(see Rule (18.8)).

Store and Forward Ctr from W to N

100

SBack A11∗∗ >#W010000

SSlF in C008+#W010000 #N01+#W010000

(18.7)
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Store Ctr on Leaf from E

100

SBack A0010 >#E010000

SSlF in C008+#E010000

(18.8)

Proof of correctness for the presented ruleset

The shown ruleset is relatively simple because of the predefined Tree structure.
Therefore the proof that it works properly does not need many arguments.

Theorem 18.1. The presented ruleset to count the number of agents, where the
attachments of agents are structured as a Tree and each agent knows whether it
is the RA or a SA, actually counts the number of agents in the Tree and spreads
this information to all agents.

Proof. The proof will show that in the first part of the algorithm the number
of children in the specific subtree is stored and then forwarded to its parent.
Therefore this knowledge sometimes gets to the RA, which then calculate the
number of all agents in the Tree. In the second part the message is spread to
all Tree elements and stops if all agents have received the SLAVE message.

Proof per induction:
Base Step: The algorithm starts at leaves, which send 1 to its parent. Let A be
an agent receiving a message from a Leaf Agent. That agent adds the receiv-
ing number of the leaf (value 1) to the currently stored value, because of rules
like Rule (18.2). The value of C08 now contains the sum of all leaf children at-
tached to agent A, because the algorithm is in the first step and each rule for
storing a received number adds the stored value to C08.
Induction step: Let B be an agent which receives in step n + 1 a message from
one or more neighbors. Assuming, that from step 1 to step n all agents have
received and added the number of agents in all subtrees with a deep ≤ n, what
implies that the currently stored number in C08 is the number of agents from all
subtrees with deep ≤ n, than agent B stores after this step the number of agents
in all subtrees from B with deep n + 1 because of the base induction step.

After receiving all messages from its children, what happens when each at-
tached agent of the RA have sent a message to it, the root adds 1 to the stored
number of agents (see Rule (18.4)), therefore after this step the number of agents
is stored in C08 at the RA.

Rules like Rule (18.6) guarantee, that the RA starts spreading the knowledge
of the number of agents to all attached neighbors. Because of rules like Rule (18.6)
each received message is immediately stored and forwarded to each attached
neighbor at each agent, which is neither the root agent nor a Leaf Agent. Finally
the number of agents of the set is stored in counter C08 at all Leaf Agents, too,
because of rules like Rule (18.8).
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Proof of concept

Proof. Each leaf sends the number of all agents in its subtree to its parent. Since
the Leaf Agent in its subtree is the only one, it sends 1 to its parent. Each
agent, which receives a number, adds this number to its internal counter, which
is initialized with 0. Hence after receiving all values from its children each agent,
which is neither a Leaf Agent nor the RA knows when it has received from all
its children the number of agents in their subtrees. Such an agent then forwards
its stored value +1 to its parent, which is the only agent, from which it has not
received a value. If the RA has received from all attached neighbors the number
of agents in their subtrees, it calculates the complete number of them (including
itself) and spreads the information to all neighbors, which forward them to the
leaves.

Resources

Theorem 18.2. The ruleset to count the number of agents with a given Tree
needs 3k +2 steps to count the number of them and spread this information to all
agents, where k is the length of the longest Path from the RA to any Leaf Agent
in the set. This running time is asymptotically optimal.

Proof. The message from a Leaf Agent with the longest Path to the RA needs 2k
steps because each agent first stores the message and then forwards it immediately
(the message from the most distant agent is the last incoming message at each
crossing). Then the root increments its internal counter. The step after that
the RA starts spreading the complete number of them to all agents, where this
message is forwarded immediately because only one message arrives at each agent.
At the end of the algorithm the leaf must store the received message, what lead
to the claimed runtime of 2 ∗ k + 1 + k + 1 = 3k + 2 steps. Because only the
knowledge of the Tree is given, messages must be sent along the Tree structure.
Therefore the lower bound for the running time is O(k) steps.

Theorem 18.3. The presented ruleset needs constant memory if the number of
agents is not larger than the range of the internal counters of each agent (32767).

Proof. The algorithm just uses a state and two counters. Both are independent
of the number of agents in the set.

Note 18.4. The presented ruleset uses 34 rules.

Proof. The following number of rules are used:

1. Start messages from rules are required for each direction: 4 rules

2. 4 rules to store numeric messages

3. 4 rules to forward the counter value
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4. 1 rule is used to increment the root counter

5. 1 rule is required for a single agent

6. 4 rules are required to start spreading messages

7. 12 rules are used to store and forward spreading messages:

N to W N to E N to S
W to N W to E W to S
E to N E to W E to S
S to N S to W S to E

8. 4 rules are used to store spreading messages at Leaf Agents

Remarks of the algorithm

The presented algorithm benefits of the Tree structure, for which reason mes-
sages can be sent straight forward in both directions - to the root and vice versa.
Nevertheless the runtime of the algorithm is asymptotically equal to the runtime
to create a Tree from scratch just because of the Tree structure in both cases.
Alternatively it would be possible to combine both algorithms. This would work
as follows: Instead of sending the Back_-messages in Algorithm 17.2 alone, addi-
tionally the number of agents in the subtree can be sent to the parents. If the RA
then receives the back messages and the number of agents in the subtree, it can
store this value and spread the message as shown in this section. The runtime of
this algorithm would be also 4k + 2 steps, but now to create the Tree, find a MA
(RA) and additionally count the number of agents.

19 Find a root in a tree

In Section 17.2 an algorithm to create a Tree without a Leader is presented. The
algorithm delivers a RA of a Tree, which is the LTA of the set of agents, as
a byproduct. Moreover it is of interest to compute a RA, if a set of agents is
already given in a Tree structure. The following algorithm delivers a RA, which
is located in the middle of the longest Path of the Tree. Such a RA is a Leader
of the set and has in most of the cases shorter Paths to the leaves than the LTA
of the set.

The Tree structure is once more represented by the attachments between
agents. Further some definitions of Section 17.1 are used in this section. In the
following the idea to find a root in a Tree and the algorithm is presented. Since
this problem is not very hard and because the algorithm provides a good basis
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for the ruleset, the presentation of the ruleset is not done in this section. But
to describe the idea in an appropriate way, some preliminary considerations are
presented first.

Preliminary considerations

Definition 19.1. In this section an agent C is called child of another agent A, if

• an attachment between the two agents exists and

• a message from any Leaf Agent is relayed from agent C to agent B.

Definition 19.2. An agent P is called parent of another agent B, if agent B has
received messages from all its attached neighbors, excepting agent P.

Lemma 19.3. There exist maximal two RC s in a Tree.

Proof. The proof is made by contradiction.
Assume that there exist at least three such candidates. The candidates are called
RC1, RC2 and RC3. Further it is assumed that the longest Path in the Tree has
a length of 2k + 1. For each candidate a Leaf Agent with a path length of k + 1
and a Leaf Agent with a path length of k from the candidate RCi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
to two different leaves exist. Additionally it is assumed that “one” longest Path
of the candidate RC1 goes from the Leaf Agent L1 to the Leaf Agent L2 (it is
possible that more than one Path with the length k from RC1 to Leaf Agents
exist).

Observation 19.4. The candidates RC2 and RC3 are located on the longest Path
from L1 to L2.

Proof. Consider Figure 19.1. The Path L1 −RC1 −X −RC2 −L3 has the length
k + s + d + k + 1 = 2k + 1 + s + d what have to be ≤ 2k + 1. This implies
that d must be 0 because s >= 0 (consider the same example if X is on the left
branch of RC1). Therefore RC2 = X. The same argument can be applied to the
candidate RC3.

Observation 19.5. The candidates RC1 and RC2 are neighbors.

Proof. In Figure 19.2 the two candidates are shown. The blue lines show the
longest Path belonging to the candidate RC1, the green lines show the longest
Path belonging to the candidate RC2. The path length from the Path L1 −
RC1 − RC2 − L4 is k + s + k + 1 (the red −s in the figure is ignored first).
If s > 0, then the length of the path would be > 2k + 1. Therefore the right
branch of the green Path must be k + 1 − s. Furthermore consider the Path
L1 −RC1 −RC2 −L3. Because the length of this Path is k + s + k = 2k + s and
the length of the longest Path is 2k + 1, s must be 1.
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Figure 19.1: Tree with two RCs I

As one can see RC2 in Figure 19.2 is on the longer branch RC1 − L2 of the
longest Path L1 −RC1 −L2. Further the Observation 19.5 is also valid for RC3,
what implies that RC2 = RC3. But this conflicts with the assumption that three
candidates exist.

b

b b

bb b
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s > 0
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Figure 19.2: Tree with two RCs II

Corollary 19.6. The number of RC s in a Tree is 2 if the longest Path is 2k+1.

Proof. Consider Figure 19.2. The Path L1 − RC1 − L2 has odd length, what
implies that the node RC2 is automatically a RC. Because of the tree structure
no further candidate can exist.
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Idea

The idea to find a Centered Root Agent (CRA) has to keep in mind the fact that
more than one RC can exist. Therefore some “immediate states” are required in
the presented idea. In all other concerns the idea works straight forward.

First of all a message is sent from Leaf Agents to parent agents. Each agent,
which receives a message, stores the direction, from which the message comes.
If an agent has received messages from all attached neighbors excepting one of
them, it changes its state to SendP. In the next step it forwards the message
to the remaining neighbor, which is the parent agent on the Path to the CRA.
A forwarding to a northern or western parent is made in any case, however a
forwarding to an eastern or a southern neighbor is only made if the parent agent
has not the state SendP or SendR (where SendR is the state, which an agent
assumes when it forwards the message). This restriction is required, because in
the latter case the parent agent is a RC, which does not fulfill the definition of
a CRA, but the current agent will become the CRA. To reach this, a forwarding
to the wrong candidate is avoided. In such a way messages travel along the Tree
structure, starting at the leaves. Since in each Tree from any agent A to any other
agent B a unique single path exists, the messages from all leaves met on some
unique agent in the Tree. When this happens, the agent, which has received a
message from all its neighbors, declare itself as the CRA.

Proof of concept

Proof of concept. The idea starts at Leaf Agents, which exist for sure in each Tree
of agents.

For a Tree with only two agents the messages are sent to each other. Then
one of the two agents can declare itself as the CRA, where it has only to check if
it has received a message from its parent and whether the current agent is either
the northern or the western neighbor.

For the case if more than two agents in the set exist, the following consider-
ations are valid: Each agent, which receives a message, stores the direction from
which the messages comes. If an agent is not a Leaf Agent, at some time all
children have sent a message to the current agent, no matter whether the agent
is a RC or not (where for an agent is assumed first that it has one parent and
the other attached neighbors are children). This is caused in the Path structure
of the Tree. When this happens, the agent changes its state to SendP because
at this point of time the agent does not know whether it is a RC or not. But
in the next step the agent sends a message to its parent if it is the northern
or the western neighbor. If the parent is the southern or eastern neighbor, the
agent only sends a message to the parent if the parent agent does not have the
state SendP or SendR. If the parent agent in south or east has the state SendP

or SendR, the current agent will be declared as CRA because of Definition 9.11.
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The remote state restriction SendP is required to ensure that the current RC
does not forward the message to its parent when the parent forwards its message
to the current agent. The remote state restriction of SendR is necessary as the
remote RC changes its state to SendR when sending the message to the CRA. In
the next step the CRA just stores the message (but should not forward it to its
neighbor) and in the step after that the CRA knows that it is the CRA. In this
way the CRA can be declared unambiguously and all other agents know this as
they have forwarded the message to their parents.

The fact, that the shown idea delivers the CRA and not only a RA is clear
because each agent, which is not a Leaf Agent, first stores the received message,
then it changes its state to SendP if messages have been received from all chil-
dren, and finally they forward the message to their parents. Hence they work
synchronously and the message on the longest Paths of the Tree met at the CRA,
either in the same step (if the longest Path is even) or the two (or more) mes-
sages arrive the CRA in two successive three-steps cycles (if the longest Path is
odd).

Algorithm

In this algorithm the start state for each agent is Slave. Further all agents in
the set are connected and attached in a Tree structure. Messages are sent from
leaves to their parents until they reach the CRA. Agents, which are not the CRA
and have received messages from all its children change its state to SendP. Every
agent in the set having the state SendP, which has a parent, sends a message to
its parent and changes its state to SendR. An agent having either the state Slave
or the state SendP, which has received a message from all attached neighbors,
changes its state to Root_. In the algorithm the counter C20 is used to store from
which children messages are received. The coding is the same as in Section 17.2.
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1 While (True)
2 I f ( agent i s a l e a f agent and has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ )
3 Send message ‘ ‘ Lea f ’ ’ to the parent agent
4 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ SendR ’ ’
5 End I f

6
7 I f ( agent r e c e i v e s the message ‘ ‘ Lea f ’ ’ )
8 Store the d i r e c t i on , from which the message was sent
9 End I f

10
11 I f ( agent has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ and

12 i t have r e c e i v ed from a l l i t s attached neighbors ,
13 except ing one of them the message ‘ ‘ Lea f ’ ’ )
14 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ SendP ’ ’
15 End I f

16
17 I f ( agent has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ SendP ’ ’ )
18 I f ( the parent agent i s in north or west )
19 Send message ‘ ‘ Lea f ’ ’ to i t s parent agent
20 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ SendR ’ ’
21 Else

22 I f ( the parent agent does not have the s t a t e
23 ‘ ‘ SendP ’ ’ or ‘ ‘ SendR ’ ’ )
24 Send message ‘ ‘ Lea f ’ ’ to i t s parent agent
25 Change the s t a t e to ‘ ‘ SendR ’ ’
26 End I f

27 End I f

28
29 I f ( agent i s a l e a f agent and has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ SendR ’ ’ and

30 i t has r e c e i v ed a message from i t s parent )
31 // set of two neighbored agents
32 Change s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Root ’ ’
33 End I f

34 I f ( agent i s n e i t h e r a s i n g l e agent nor a l e a f agent and

35 i t has the s t a t e ‘ ‘ S lave ’ ’ or ‘ ‘ SendP ’ ’ and

36 i t have r e c e i v ed from a l l a t t . ne ighbors ‘ ‘ Lea f ’ ’ )
37 Change s t a t e to ‘ ‘ Root ’ ’
38 End I f

39 End While

Algorithm 19.1: Find Centered Root Agent in a tree
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Remarks to the algorithm

The presented algorithm delivers the CRA. This is a practical result, particularly
if the Tree is a balanced Tree. Furthermore the described solution only uses
the Tree structure of attachments, therefore it does not use any information,
which is restricted to 2D. Finally the algorithm needs a linear number of steps in
the length of the longest Path in the Tree (without proof).

20 Sort agents

In this section another kind of task is solved. The question, whether our system
can sort a set of agents is clear: Yes it can! But the more interesting question
is, how fast it can sort them. Since agents can work in parallel, the described
algorithm can sort a chain of agents in a linear number of steps. Another aspect
is presented in this section, namely the usage of the swap action in a safe way.
Further the ruleset shown in this section requires a step counter and a “parity
counter” to compare the IDs of agents pairwise.

Note 20.1. In this section the term “position” sometimes is used in a sense that
it means the number of the agent in the chain from west to east. For example
denotes “agent A is at position 3”, that agent A is the third agent in the chain
from west to east.

Idea

The key idea for this solution was developed in the “Agent-System Working
Week” [3]. The set of agents to sort is arranged in a west-east chain at its
starting position. Each agent has stored its ID in counter C00. Since all agents
are equal and the sorting should be executed in parallel, first the agents are
numbered, beginning at the leftmost agent. The leftmost agent sends an initial
numeric message 2 to its eastern neighbor. Each agent, which receives a number
from west, stores the received number in counter C01. Further it relays the
incremented value from west to the eastern neighbor. In such a way each agent
receives its number in the chain. When forwarding the message, each agent
calculates and stores additionally whether its number in the chain is even or odd
(in counter C10).

When the rightmost agent receives the message, it starts sending a back mes-
sage and stores the received value −1 in the so called “countdown counter” C02,
and it changes its state to Back_. Each agent, receiving a back message, copies its
number C01 −1 to the countdown counter C02 and changes also its state to Back_.
Further each agent in the set decrements its countdown counter in each step if
its value is > 0. In this way each agent counts down until it has reached the
value 0. Further all agents decrement their countdown counters in the same step
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to 0. When this happens, each agent changes its state to Sort_, which starts the
synchronized sorting phase.

To realize the sorting phase a synchronously sequence of cycles is chosen.
The idea is to compare agents pairwise in the set, where first the values of the
agents at odd positions (1, 3, 5, ...) are compared with the values of their eastern
neighbors. For example the agent at position 3 compares its value with the agent
at position 4 in the first cycle. In the second cycle the values of the agents at
even positions (2, 4, ...) are compared with the values of their eastern neighbors.
To realize this alternating comparing mechanism, every agent has stored whether
its current position in the chain is even or odd (C10). Further each agent stores
in counter C03 which cycle is currently on the turn. If C03=C10 on an agent, then
the agent initiates the comparing with its eastern neighbor.

A comparing cycle starts by sending the ID of the active agent to its eastern
neighbor. The eastern neighbor then compares the received value with its own
value and answers either with “YES” or with “NO”, depending on the result of
the comparison. Each active agent, which receives a positive answer, exchanges
its position in the third step of the cycle with its eastern neighbor. To ensure
that the oscillating works proper, both swapping partners have to adjust their
positions in the chain (C10).

To realize the oscillating cycles, a step counter is necessary. Since counter C02
is not further required, it is used as step counter. Counter C02 counts from 0− 2
and then it will be reset to 0. The oscillating counter C03 changes its value from 0
to 1 or vice versa if the counter C02 is 2.

Rules

The rules to realize the described key idea are separated in two phases. The
first phase is the initializing phase, which is required to generate the necessary
information on each agent. This is that every agent knows whether it is an even
or an odd number in its starting position as well as that the parallel sorting
process has to be synchronized.

All rules in this section are defined as “Non-priority” rules. This is because the
priority of the rules is neither used to discard any rule on any agent nor is it used
as precondition in any rule. The state Forwd only is used for the presentation, but
is not required in the algorithm. Further the used attachments are not required
to apply the rules; instead of them neighbor conditions are used.

The first Rule (20.1) is applied on the leftmost agent, which has to send
the value 2 to its eastern neighbor and to store its own position in the chain
(which is 1). In counter C10 the value 1 is stored, if the Rule (20.1) is applied.
This denotes that the position 1 is an odd position. The Rule (20.2) realizes
the forwarding of the message for other agents than the leftmost agent, where
counter C10 is calculated by the modulo operator and the received value.
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Send initial agent number

$

SUndef A∗01∗
C001+00000001 #E01+00000002 C010+00000001 SForwd

(20.1)

Forward and store agent number

$

SUndef A∗1∗∗ >#W010000

C001+#W010000 #E01+#W010001 C010M#W010002 SForwd

(20.2)

The back messages are generated the first time from the rightmost agent if it
receives the message from west and therefore applies the Rule (20.3). The action
is to send the text message OK___ to west, initialize the countdown counter and
change the state to Back_. The Rule (20.4) looks similar and has to be applied on
other agents than the rightmost agent. To enable the system to start synchronized
the sorting phase, the Rule (20.5) is required to decrement the countdown counter.
If the leftmost agent has received the back message, all agents have decremented
the countdown counter to 0 and therefore apply the Rule (20.6). This rule changes
the state to Sort_ and initializes the oscillating counter to 1, what denotes that
in the first cycle of the sorting phase the agents with odd positions in the chain
are active agents.

Send initial Back message

$

SUndef A∗10∗ >#W010000

MWOK C002−#W010001 SBack

(20.3)

Forward Back message

$

SForwd MEOK

MWOK SBack C002−C0010001

(20.4)

Decrement starting counter

$

SBack >C0020000

C002−C0020001

(20.5)

Change to Sort

$

SBack =C0020000

SSort C003+00000001

(20.6)
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In the sorting phase the step counter C02 is used. The counter C02 is in-
cremented by applying the Rule (20.7) and reset from 2 to 0 by applying the
Rule (20.8). To alternate between even and odd cycles the Rule (20.9) is used.
This rule changes the oscillator counter C03 to 0 if the step counter C02 is 2 and
the oscillator counter is 1. A similar rule exists to change the counter C03 to 1 if
its value is 0.

Increment step counter

$

SSort∗ <C0020002

C002+C0020001

(20.7)

Reset step counter

$

SSort∗ =C0020002

SSort C002+00000000

(20.8)

Set cycle counter even

$

SSort∗ =C0020002 =C0030001

C003+00000000

(20.9)

An agent, on which C03 is equal to C10, sends its ID and a text message
to its eastern neighbor if the step counter is 0 and the sorting state matches
(see Rule (20.10)). An agent which receives such a message checks if its own
ID is less than the received message and applies the matching rule, either the
Rule (20.11) or the Rule (20.12). Agents, which apply one of these rules, send an
answer to the actively sorting agent. The actively agent, which had sent the com-
pare message, as well as the passively answering agent both apply the Rule (20.13)
to adjust the position counter C10 (even or odd position) and reset the state
to Sort_, but only if the answer was positive. Finally in the case of a posi-
tive answer the active agent applies Rule (20.14) and therefore the two agents
exchange their positions.

Send Compare message

$

SSort =C0020000 =C003C010

MECMP #E01+C0000000

(20.10)

Compare− >Yes

$

SSort MWCMP <C000#W01

MWY ES SSortY

(20.11)
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Compare− >No

$

SSort MWCMP !<C000#W01

MWNO

(20.12)

Change the position modulo

$

!(!SSortY !(SSort MEY ES ))

SSort C010+C0100001 C010MC0100002

(20.13)

Swap with E

$

SSort MEY ES

XE

(20.14)

Proof of correctness for the presented ruleset

First the correctness of the ruleset for a set of only two or three agents is shown.
Then it is proven that it works proper for an arbitrary number of agents to sort.

Lemma 20.2. The presented ruleset starts the sorting process synchronized if
the set of agents is arranged in a west-east chain and every agent has the start
state Undef.

Proof. Under the given assumptions the leftmost agent sends the initial number 2
to its eastern neighbor. Further it stores its own number in the chain, which is 1,
and it stores that its own position is odd (C10=1, see Rule (20.1)). Each agent,
which receives a forwarding number, stores the value, further it increments the
value and forwards the incremented value, and it calculates the even/odd counter
(consider Rule (20.2)). Therefore each agent has stored these values at any time.

The rightmost agent sends the back message OK___ to its western neighbor
and stores the countdown counter, which will be decremented in the following
steps, until it gets 0 (by applying Rule (20.3)), if it receives the forwarding mes-
sage. Each other agent, which receives the message OK___, stores the countdown
counter and relays the message to the western neighbor, by applying Rule (20.4).
Finally the leftmost agent receives the message OK___. In the following step all
agents have decremented the value of counter C02 to 0. Consider for example the
agent at position 3 in the chain. It stores the value 2 in counter C02 if it receives
the message OK___ . In the next step the agent at position 2 receives the message,
and the agent at position 3 decrements the counter C02 to 1. In the following
step the message arrives the leftmost agent and the counter C02 of the agent at
position 3 is decremented to 0. Therefore every agent applies the Rule (20.6) in
the step after that and changes its state to Sort_.
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Lemma 20.3. The presented ruleset realizes an alternating three steps cycle.

Proof. The rules 20.7 and 20.8 increment and reset the step counter in a proper
way. Further the Rule (20.9) and its counterpart change the cycle between
even/odd cycles. The flag counter, which indicates whether an agent is at an
even or an odd position in the chain, is initialized in a proper way when applying
one of the rules 20.1 or 20.2. Finally the Rule (20.13) ensures that the counter C10
is adapted correctly if two agents exchange their positions.

Lemma 20.4. The presented ruleset sorts a number of 2 agents.

Proof. Consider a set of 2 agents. Let A be the left agent, B be the right agent.
Both agents have the state Sort_ Agent A has stored 1 in the counter C10, what
is the same value as C03 in its initializing value (consider Rule (20.6)).

1. Case 1: Assume that agent A has a lower ID than agent B.
Agent A applies the Rule (20.10) in the first step of the first cycle. Hence
agent B receives CMP__ and the ID of agent A in this step. Due to these
messages and because the ID of agent B is greater than the ID of agent A,
agent B returns NO___ to agent A by applying the Rule (20.12). In the third
step agent A and B do not execute any rule, excepting the rules for the cycle
and step counter. Hence in no cycle the agents exchange their positions.

2. Case 2: Assume that agent A has a higher ID than agent B.
If the western agent A has a higher ID than agent B, then agent B sends
YES__ to agent A in the second step, because its ID is lower than the
received value. Therefore agent A applies in the third step the Rule (20.14)
and exchanges its position with agent B. Further agent B has changed its
state to SortY when sending the positive answer and agent A receives the
positive answer in the same step. Therefore both agents apply in the same
step as agent A applies the swap Rule (20.14) the Rule (20.13) to adjust the
even/odd position. In the following cycles the agents work as described in
Case 1, therefore the correct sorting order does not change after the fifth
step.

Lemma 20.5. The presented ruleset sorts a number of 3 agents.

Proof. Now consider the case if three agents have to be sorted. The agents A and B

are equal to the ones used in the proof of Lemma 20.4. The third agent, to the
east of agent B, is called agent C. Assume that agent A is at position (10, 10),
agent B at position (11, 10) and agent C is located at position (12, 10).

The first cycle works equal to the case if only two agents would exist (consider
Lemma 20.4). In the next step either agent A or agent B is at position (11, 10), but
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for sure the agent with the greater ID of them. This is because the two agents
are already sorted (proven in Lemma 20.4). Depending on the ID of agent C the
following combinations of IDs are possible (we assume that agent A has a lower
ID than agent B, otherwise the indexes of the two agents can be exchanged in
the rest of the proof):

1. Case 1: IDA < IDB < IDC :
In the second cycle agent B sends the message CMP__ to agent C (consider
Rule (20.10)). Since the ID of agent C is greater than the one of agent B,
agent C returns NO___. Hence the Agents do not exchange their positions,
which is the desired behavior.

2. Case 2: IDA < IDC < IDB:
If the ID of agent C is less than the ID of agent B, then in the second cycle
the agents B and C exchange their positions similar to Case 2 in the proof
to Lemma 20.4. After that the agents process equal to Case 1.

3. Case 3: IDC < IDA < IDB:
If the ID of agent C is the lowest ID of them all, then in the second
cycle the agents B and C exchange their positions, equal to Case 2. In the
third cycle the agents A and C exchange their positions, because agent A

at position (10, 10) sends the message to agent C (now located at position
(11, 10)) to compare their values. Then agent C returns YES__ and the two
agents exchange their positions in the third cycle. After that the order of
the agents does not change anymore as each comparing message from east
to west contains a lower ID than the receiving agent has.

Theorem 20.6. The presented ruleset sorts each chain of agents if the agents
are initialized correctly.

Proof. Consider a set of agents arranged in a west east line. Call the agents be-
ginning at the leftmost agent A1, A2, ..., An. First the agents are set to their right
even/odd start states. Furthermore the ruleset guarantees the synchronously
starting of the sorting phase, what is proven in Lemma 20.2. In the steps after
that the cycles work proper and the even/odd positions of all agents are adapted,
what Lemma 20.3 proves. In the sorting phase each pair of agents Ai, Ai+1 com-
pare their values and exchange their positions, but for sure only if their IDs are
ordered in descending order. Therefore at any point of time no comparing mes-
sage is answered with YES__, what implies that for each pair Ai, Ai+1 of agents
is valid: IDi ≤ IDi+1, what means that the set of agents is sorted in ascending
order.
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Proof of concept

Proof of concept. The presented ruleset is a straight forward implementation of
the shown idea, because all aspects of the idea are implemented in the ruleset,
but nothing else. Further the ruleset sorts each chain of agents, if each agent
knows its ID and if the helper agents are arranged and initialized as described.
Therefore the idea to sort the chain of agents works proper.

Resources

Lemma 20.7. Each agent exchanges maximal n − 1 times its position with an-
other agent when sorting a chain of agents by applying the presented ruleset.

Proof. Consider agent A, which is number i in the chain of agents to sort at its
starting position. There are n − 1 agents without agent X. If an agent is to the
left of agent X at its starting position and its ID is less than the ID of agent X,
then the agent never exchanges its position with agent X. If another agent to the
left of agent X has a greater ID than agent X at its starting position, then they
will exchange their positions at some time when they compare their IDs. But
they will never exchange their positions after that, as the comparing of their IDs

is always negative. Therefore at most i− 1 exchanges with agents to the left and
n − i exchanges with agents to the right are possible. In sum there are maximal
i − 1 + n − i = n − 1 position exchanges possible for each agent in the set.

Theorem 20.8. The presented ruleset needs a linear number of steps to sort a
chain of agents.

Proof. In this proof the maximal number of cycles to reach its destination position
in the sorted chain is analyzed for each agent. It will be shown that each agent
needs maximal n three steps cycles in the sorting phase to reach its destination
position in the sorted chain. The proof will be made per induction, where the
base step shows that each agent, which has to exchange n− 1 times its position,
has to wait maximal one cycle. Then it will be shown that each agent, which has
to exchange k times its position has to wait maximal n − k cycles, if k < n − 1.

Base induction step:
Assume that Agent X is the leftmost agent in the chain, but it has the greatest
ID in the chain and no other agent in the set has the same ID as agent X.
Then agent X has to exchange n− 1 times its position with its particular eastern
neighbor. This is the minimal number of cycles because it has to move from
position 1 to position n. Due to Lemma 20.7 this is the maximal number of
cycles, too. Consider the presented ruleset. In the first cycle the agents at
positions 1 and 2 are compared and exchange their positions, because agent X

has a greater ID than its neighbor. In the second cycle the agents at positions
2 and 3 are exchanged, where agent X is at position 2. In the third cycle the
agents at positions 3 and 4 are exchanged. This process works until agent X has
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reached its destination position n. Since agent X never has to wait, this process
needs exactly n − 1 cycles.

Now consider another agent Y, located at position 2 in the chain. Assume
that this agent has to exchange n−1 times its position with another agent in the
chain. To the right of agent Y are n− 2 agents at their starting position. Further
each agent exchanges its position at most one time with each other agent in the
set. Hence agent Y has to exchange its position also with its western neighbor,
called agent W. But this implies that agent W must has a greater ID than agent Y.
Otherwise the two agents would not exchange their positions. Because of these
reasons agent W has the greatest ID and agent Y has the second greatest ID in
the set. Therefore agent W is agent X of the already shown example. What now
happens is the following: In the first cycle agent W and agent Y exchange their
positions because of the currently mentioned argument. In the second cycle the
agents W, now located at position 2, and its eastern neighbor compare their values
and exchange their positions. Agent Y has to wait one cycle because it is not its
turn. In the third cycle agent Y, and the agent at position 2, exchange their
positions because the agent at position 2 has a smaller ID than agent Y (agent W
moves in the same step to position 4). In all following cycles agent Y exchanges
its position with its eastern neighbor, without any pause, because of the same
arguments as agent X moves in each cycle.

If, for example, the third agent in the chain has to exchange its position n−1
times, it moves in a little bit different way as agent Y. The agent at start position 3
exchanges its position with its eastern neighbor in the first n−3 cycles because (1)
all agents to the right of this agent have a lower ID than the agent at position 3 in
their start positions and (2) the agent at position 3 already compares its ID with
its eastern neighbor in the first step because of the starting positions of the helper
agents. After these steps the agent either has to wait one cycle or it exchanges its
position with the western neighbor, depending on whether the number of agents
is even or odd. Since agent X has reached the position n − 1 in the chain after
iteration n − 2, the current agent exchanges its position with agent X in step
n − 1. In the following cycle it exchanges its position with agent Y as agent Y

has reached the position n − 2 in the chain after step n − 1. Similar movements
are made from agents at other starting locations. The essential argument for the
maximal waiting cycle is that each agent compares in each step its ID with one
of its current neighbors. If there are n − 1 exchanges required to get the right
order, only at the borders of the chain waiting cycles are possible. This is because
of the alternating comparing mechanism of the presented ruleset.

Induction step:
Assume that for each agent, which has to exchange its position j times with
another agent (1 <= k < j <= n − 1), the number of waiting cycles is maximal
n− j. Now consider an agent which has to exchange its position k = j − 1 times
with another agent. Because of the induction hypothesis the number of waiting
cycles increase to ≤ n− (j − 1) = n− k because of the additional cycle, in which
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the agent does not exchange its position.
If there exist agents with the same IDs, then the number of cycles are either

equal or less than the number of cycles with unique IDs because the comparing
returns a negative answer if the values are equal. In summary the first initializing
phase needs exactly 2n steps because the forwarding and the backwarding mes-
sages are relayed immediately. Since each cycle needs exactly 3 steps, in worst
case the number of steps is 2n + 3n = 5n = θ(n).

Theorem 20.9. The described ruleset to sort a set of agents arranged in a chain
is asymptotically step optimal in worst case.

Proof. In worst case the chain is sorted in descending order. The agent at posi-
tion 1 has to move to position n and vice versa. Due to Theorem 20.8 the running
time is O(n) steps which cannot be smaller if each agent exchanges at most one
position in one step with another agent.

Theorem 20.10. The presented ruleset needs constant memory to sort a chain
of agents.

Proof. In the ruleset only a set of different states and four counters are used.
Therefore the theorem is true.

Remarks to the algorithm

The presented idea to sort a chain of agents is an effective way to do that. Because
the agents can compare their values pairwise in each step, the sorting is executed
in a parallel way. Therefore the running time can be linear. If movements of
agents are restricted to one step per iteration and if they are arranged in a chain,
this “physical” sorting of agents is worst-case step optimal. The same is valid
if the sorting only would be applied per message transfer, if a message could
be sent only to local neighbors and if the agents are arranged in a chain. It is
interesting that our system is not able to sort the chain in a sub-linear number of
steps, although this is possible with n processors in general. But this restriction
is grounded on the physical restrictions of a chain of agents, because they are
only able to exchange information with their local neighbors.

It is possible to decrease the needed number of steps to sort a chain of agents.
This can be realized by using helper agents. The helper agents are positioned
to the south of the chain, where for each two agents in the set one helper agent
is required. Each helper agent can be used as “parity agent”, which decides
whether an agent to sort should actively send the compare message to the eastern
neighbor in the chain or not. Hence the helper agents are used instead of the
self calculated even/odd position on each agent in the chain, and therefore the
counting and calculation of the even/odd position of the agents in the chain can
be avoided. The running time of that algorithm would be 3n steps in the worst
case, but it would need additionally n

2
helper agents if the number of agents to

sort is n.
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21 Escape a maze

The next task, which is analyzed, can be described as a type of path-finding
problem. A solution to find a path for an agent from inside a maze to the exit of
the maze is presented in this section. The agent, which has to escape the maze,
only stores the relative coordinates from its starting position to the exit at the
beginning.

Note 21.1. The agent inside the maze can be localized at one Inner Hole or on
the Outer Hole of the maze. In the first case no path to the exit exists, in the
latter one a path exists (compare Definition 16.6 on page 52).

Definition 21.2. An agent moves by the LHR if it moves along a set (wall) of
agents, where the wall is to the left of the moving agent.

Note 21.3. It is possible that an agent moves by the LHR but a wall to the right
of the agent exists, too.

Note 21.4. If an agent moves by the LHR to the inner of a boundary, then its
movement is globally seen clockwise, otherwise it is globally seen counterclockwise.

Definition 21.5. An absolute position (x, y) in the universe is called Best known
Leftmost-Topmost Position on a Boundary (BLTPB) for an agent A and a bound-
ary B, if the position (x, y) is the leftmost-topmost position, which is already vis-
ited by agent A when circling the boundary B.

Note 21.6. In this section the search agent stores the relative coordinates of
the BLTPB when circling any boundary.

Definition 21.7. An absolute position (x, y) in the universe is called Globally
Leftmost-Topmost Position on a Boundary (GLTPB) for a boundary B and an
agent A, if it is the globally leftmost-topmost position, which can be visited by
agent A when circling the boundary B by applying the LHR.

Note 21.8. The GLTPB is a cell in the same hole of the maze as the considered
agent.

Idea

The idea to find a path to the exit of a maze works in two different phases,
where the phases may be switched several times [3]. At its starting position the
search agent has the state WWEST, which denotes that it should move to west, if
no neighbor exists. In the phase I the agent moves always to west and updates
the relative position of the exit. If a western neighbor at any position of the
search agent exists, then the agent has to change to phase II. Phase II means
that the agent applies the LHR, meaning that it circles the current boundary,
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no matter whether the boundary is an Inner Boundary or an Outer Boundary.
In this phase the agent updates the relative position of the exit, too. Further
it stores the BLTPB. If this boundary is already the Outer Boundary and the
agent moves in the Outer Hole of the Outer Boundary (compare Definition 16.6
on page 52), then the agent sometimes reaches the exit because it circles along
the whole boundary and because the exit has a size of only one cell. At this
position the agent stops. If the agent moves in an Inner Hole, then no exit exists.
To figure this out, the agent stores the relative coordinates of the starting point
on the current boundary, too. If the agent comes back to the starting point and
no better BLTPB than the starting point is found, it knows that no path to the
exit exists.

If the agent moves along the Outer Boundary and in the Outer Hole, but the
current boundary is not connected to the boundary, which is neighbored to the
exit, then the GLTPB along this boundary is more leftmost-topmost than the
starting position of the search agent on this boundary (see for example the two
agents in the middle in Figure 21.1). Assume that the agent started at position S.
The agent moved the shown path until it reaches the shown position. Then it
initializes the counters to store the BLTPB for the last time because the current
position is the GLTPB. After that the agent continues circling this boundary
as long as it reaches the GLTPB once again. The agent denotes this because it
updates the BLTPB counters in each moving step. Then it changes to its starting
state WWEST to move further to west. In such a way the agent moves on the one
hand from east to west and on the other hand it moves around every boundary,
which it finds. Hence it reaches at any time a part of the Outer Boundary, which
is connected to the exit because the size of the exit is limited to one cell. When
circling this boundary it comes to the exit.

Proof of concept

Lemma 21.9. The search agent finds the exit of each maze if no Inner Hole
exists and if only one exit with the size of one cell exists.

Proof. In this case the agent moves to west until it reaches the outer boundary.
Then it moves along this boundary. Because no Inner Hole exists and because
the size of the given exit is only one cell, it reaches the given exit.

Lemma 21.10. The search agent reaches at any time the given exit if only one
exit exists, if its size is one cell and if a path to the exit exists.

Proof. If an agent reaches a boundary which is not connected to the exit and
if the agent is a member of the Outer Hole, it moves along this boundary in
a globally counterclockwise sense. Since it stores and updates the BLTPB, it
stores the GLTPB of the current boundary in the first round, when circling this
boundary. In the following steps the relative coordinates of the GLTPB are
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updated. Hence the agent notices, when it makes the last step to the GLTPB
the second time. Then the agent changes to the first phase of the algorithm. In
this way each “Island” will be circled and the moving process to west will be
continued. If a neighbor exists to the west of the agent and the agent has the
state WWEST, the agent immediately changes to the LHR, but now on the new
boundary, which is represented amongst others by the western neighbor. For
example consider Figure 21.1: The dotted agent first moves from its starting
position (shown in gray) to the current position). If the dotted agent has circled
the two agents in the middle and comes the second time to the shown position,
it changes immediately to the LHR, where the current boundary is now the
part of the Outer Boundary, which is connected to any neighbor of the exit cell.
Therefore the agent moves along this boundary until it reaches the exit.

b

Figure 21.1: Agent changes to the LHR immediately

Because of the described principle the agent reaches the outer boundary for
sure. Lemma 21.9 shows that the agent also reaches the given exit.

Lemma 21.11. The agent notices if no path to the exit exists.

Proof. If no path to the exit exist, then the agent is part of an Inner Hole. Hence
the agent sometimes reaches the GLTPB of this Inner Hole. Because the agent
stores the relative coordinates of the boundary and the relative coordinates of the
starting point on the current boundary, it notices when it comes to the GLTPB
in the second circle and changes its state to NOEXT.

Theorem 21.12. The described idea solves the Task 10.2.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 21.10 and Lemma 21.11.
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Rules

The following ruleset works for an agent, which has stored in counter C00 the
relative x-coordinate and in counter C01 the relative y-coordinate of the exit.
Further it needs to store the relative coordinates to the starting point, where the
agent changes from the first phase (“Move West”) to the second phase (“Move
by the LHR”) in the counters C002,C003. This is required to enable the agent to
decide if no path exists (for details see Rule (21.17)). The starting state of the
agent has to be WWEST, what denotes that it should move to west at its starting
position. Further the “search agent” stores the relative position of then BLTPB
if the LHR is applied for this agent (circling the current boundary).

The Rule (21.1) leads to westward movement in the first phase of the algorithm
if no western neighbor exists. The rule further updates the relative x-coordinate
of the exit.

WWEST WWEST

10

SWWEST N∗0∗∗
P−1, 0 C000+C0000001

(21.1)

If an agent reaches a position where a western neighbor exists, it has to change
to the second phase of the algorithm, namely it has to apply the LHR. There are
three possible cases to change from the “Move West” rule to the LHR. In the
first case the agent has to move to north. This must happen if its state is WWEST
and a western neighbor exists, but no northern neighbor (consider Rule (21.2)
and an example in Figure 21.2a). If additionally a north neighbor exists, it has
to move to east (see Rule (21.3) and Figure 21.2b). The third case is shown
in Figure 21.2c and Rule (21.4).

The three rules show the new state of the agent. Further the agent has to
adapt the relative coordinates of the exit as well as it has to initialize the BLTPB
on the current boundary. Moreover it has to initialize the relative coordinate of
the starting position on the current boundary (counters C02,C03). For example
initializes the agent the counter C04 to −1 and the counter C05 to 0 if the agent
applies Rule (21.3) (consider Figure 21.2b: the agent moves to position E, there-
fore the BLTPB is at the relative position (−1, 0) after the movement). Similar
thoughts are made for the counters C02 and C03.

WWEST NORTH

10

SWWEST N01∗∗
SNORTH P0, 1 C001−C0010001

C002+00000000 C003−00000001 C004+00000000 C005+00000000

(21.2)
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WWEST EAST

10

SWWEST N110∗
SEAST P1, 0 C000−C0000001

C002−00000001 C003+00000000 C004−00000001 C005+00000000

(21.3)

WWEST SOUTH

10

SWWEST N1110

SSOUTH P0,−1 C001+C0010001

C002+00000000 C003+00000001 C004+00000000 C005+00000001

(21.4)

a

b

b

b

E

c

b

Figure 21.2: Starting points for Agent movement with the LHR

For the left hand rule only a set of four rules is presented, where the shown
rules have to be applied if the agent moved to south in the last step. Rule (21.5)
is applied if the agent has no eastern neighbor after a south movement. The
agent has to move eastward in that case (see also Figure 21.3a). If an eastern
neighbor exists, but no southern one, the agent has to move to south once again
(consider Rule (21.6) and Figure 21.3b). If an eastern and a southern neighbor
exist, but no western neighbor, it has to move to west and if additionally a
western neighbor exists, it has to move back to north (see Rules 21.7 and 21.8
and Figure 21.3c, d). The other 12 rules of the LHR after movements to north,
west or east look similar to the shown ones.

SOUTH EAST

10

SSOUTH N∗∗0∗
SEAST P1, 0 C000−C0000001 C002−C0020001

(21.5)

SOUTH SOUTH

10

SSOUTH N∗∗10

P0,−1 C001+C0010001 C003+C0030001

(21.6)
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SOUTH WEST

10

SSOUTH N∗011

SWEST P−1, 0 C000+C0000001 C002+C0020001

(21.7)

SOUTH NORTH

10

SSOUTH N0111

SNORTH P0, 1 C001−C0010001 C003−C0030001

(21.8)

a

b

b

b

c

b

d

b

Figure 21.3: Agent movement with LHR after a “SOUTH” movement

The next part, that has to be taken into account is the fact, that the coordi-
nates of the BLTPB have to be initialized or updated if the LHR is applied on
the search agent. The initializing of the coordinates of a new BLTPB depends on
the current stored value of the coordinates and on the next movement. Further
the initialization has to be performed in the same step as the movement, hence
it is required to distinguish between different cases. The Rule (21.9) shows how
the initialization has to be made. The precondition of the rule covers all possible
cases, which are shown in Figure 21.4. The first line of the precondition matches
with Figure 21.4a, the second line with Figure 21.4b, and so on. The action ini-
tializes the counters C04, C05 for the relative coordinates and the counter C06,
which is later used to decide whether the agent has visited the whole boundary
or not (consider Rule (21.14) on page 128).

INIT BLTPB Coordinates

10

!( !(SNORTH N∗0∗∗ =C0040000)

!( !(!SNORTH !SWWEST ) N01∗∗ =C0040000 =C0050000)

!(SSOUTH N∗011 =C0040000)

!(SWEST N∗0∗1 !(!=C0040000 !(=C004−0001 <C0050000)))

!(SWEST N01∗1 =C0040000 =C0050000) )

C004+00000000 C005+00000000 C006+00000001

(21.9)
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a

b

b

b

c

b

d

b

e

b

Figure 21.4: Cases to initialize the BTLPB

To update the coordinates of the BLTPB, the Rules 21.10 - 21.13 are used.
The preconditions of these rules check which movement is done in the next step,
where a disjunction for the different cases of the LHR is made in these rules.
Further the negations of some parts of the preconditions of Rule (21.9) are re-
quired to ensure that all possible movements in combination with possible values
of coordinates of the BLTPB are handled. For example compare the second pre-
condition line of the Rule (21.9) and the first precondition line of the Rule (21.13).
The according Figures 21.5 - 21.8 are positioned below the rules.

Increment BLTPB X

10

!( !(SNORTH N∗0∗∗ !=C0040000)

!(SWEST N∗0∗1 !=C0040000 !(=C004−0001 <C0050000)) )

!(SEAST N1001) !(SSOUTH N∗011 !=C0040000)

C004+C0040001

(21.10)

a

b

b

b

c

b

d

b

Figure 21.5: Cases to increment the BLTP X coordinate

Decrement BLTPB X

10

!( !(SNORTH N110∗) !(SEAST N1∗0∗)
!(SSOUTH N∗∗0∗) !(SWEST N1101) )

C004−C0040001

(21.11)
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a

b

b

b

c

b

d

b

Figure 21.6: Cases to decrement the BLTP X coordinate

Increment BLTPB Y

10

!( !(SNORTH N1110) !(SEAST N1∗10)

!(SSOUTH N∗∗10) !(SWEST N∗∗∗0) )

C005+C0050001

(21.12)

a

b

b

b

c

b

d

b

Figure 21.7: Cases to increment the BLTP Y coordinate

Decrement BLTPB Y

10

!( !(!(!SNORTH !SWWEST ) N01∗∗ !(=C0040000 =C0050000))

!(SEAST N0∗∗∗) !(SSOUTH N0111)

!(SWEST N01∗1 !(=C0040000 =C0050000)) )

C005−C0050001

(21.13)

a

b

b

b

c

b

d

b

Figure 21.8: Cases to decrement the BLTP Y coordinate
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If an agent moves to the GLTPB the second time, the agent has to change
to the first phase of the algorithm (see Rule (21.14)). This means that it has
to change its state to WWEST. The last condition !=C0060001 ensures that the
agent has visited the whole boundary. To emphasize the necessity of this counter
consider Figure 21.10: The positions to the south of the BLTPB (position B) are
visited after the BLTPB, hence counter C06 is initialized when the agent moves
back to the BLTPB from south to north, but not the whole boundary is visited,
yet. Therefore counter C06 ensures the further movement corresponding to the
algorithm. All possible movements if an agent moves to the GLTPB are shown
in Figure 21.9. The Figure 21.9a shows the case if the agent circles an “Island”
on a boundary. In all other cases the agent reaches at its destination position
the GLTPB of an Inner Hole. If the agent does not find the exit on this boundary,
then there does not exist a path to the exit.

After the first circle counter C06 is initialized at the starting position of the
agent at the current boundary. Rule (21.15) initializes it for the second circle.

CHANGE TO WEST

10

!( !( :!(!SWEST !SSOUTH) N∗0∗∗ =C004−0001 =C0050000

!(=C002−0001 =C0030000)) !( !(!(SNORTH N01∗∗)
!(SWEST N01∗1)) =C0040000 =C0050001

!(=C0020000 =C0030001)) ) !=C0060001

SWWEST

(21.14)

Reset init Ctr

10

!( !( !(!SWEST !SSOUTH) N∗0∗∗ !(=C004−0001 =C0050000)

=C002−0001 =C0030000) !(SWEST N01∗∗
!(=C0040000 =C0050001) =C0020000 =C0030001)

!( !(SEAST N0∗∗∗) !(!(SNORTH N01∗∗) )

!(=C0040000 =C0050001) =C0020000 =C0030001)) =C0060001

C006+00000000

(21.15)

a

b

b

b

c

b

d

b

Figure 21.9: Cases where an agent gets to a GLTPB
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bB

Figure 21.10: Special case for a BLTPB

One rule is required if the agent has found the exit. Rule (21.16) shows
the rule, which simple contains a precondition to check any of the given states
and the current values of C00 and C01. Finally a rule is used to decide that
no exit exists. This decision can be made if an agent starts applying the LHR
on the GLTPB and it comes back to the starting point without finding the exit
(see Rule (21.17)). The precondition of this rule is almost the same as the pre-
condition of Rule (21.14). The difference is that in the Rule (21.17) the value of
the counter C02 has to be equal to the value of counter C04 and the value of the
counter C03 has to be equal to the value of counter C05.

Exit found

20

!( !SWWEST !SWEST !SEAST !SNORTH !SSOUTH )

=C0000000 =C0010000

SFOUND

(21.16)

No Exit found

10

!( !(SWEST N∗0∗∗ =C002−0001 =C0030000 =C004−0001 =C0050000)

!( !(!(SNORTH N01∗∗) !(SWEST N01∗1))

=C0020000 =C0030001 =C0040000 =C0050001) )

SNOENT

(21.17)

Proof of correctness for the presented ruleset

As shown in the Proof of concept on page 121, the idea of the algorithm solves
the Task 10.2, meaning that an agent finds the exit, if it has stored the relative
position of the exit on the Outer Boundary, if the size of the stored exit is only
one cell, if only one exit on the Outer Boundary exists and if a path to the exit
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exists. If no path exists, the agent figures it out, too. What has to be shown is
that the presented ruleset realizes the described idea on page 120.

Theorem 21.13. The described ruleset realizes the presented idea on page 120 to
solve Task 10.2 if an agent has stored the relative coordinates in the counters C00
and C01 and if its starting state is WWEST.

Proof. The agent starts with phase I, meaning that it applies Rule (21.1) as
long as no neighbor exists to the west of the agent. If the agent reaches any
position, where a western neighbor exists, it changes to the LHR by applying
either the Rule (21.2) or the Rule (21.3) or the Rule (21.4). Note that it is
possible that the agent starts at a position that it has to apply immediately one
of those rules (consider the Figure 21.2 on page 124). If the agent has any of the
states NORTH, EAST_, WEST_, SOUTH, it applies the LHR, what denotes that it
moves along the current boundary where the current boundary is to the left of the
moving agent. Rules like Rule (21.5) - Rule (21.8) and similar ones for the other
directions guarantee that. Further the condition !=C0060001 in the Rule (21.14)
and the action C006+00000001 in the Rule (21.9) as well as the Rule (21.15)
ensure that this is also true for the special case shown in Figure 21.10.

If the starting point on the current boundary is not the GLTPB of the current
boundary, the agent reaches sometimes the GLTPB, where it initializes the last
time the counters C04 and C05. After that these counters are only updated when
circle this boundary, depending on the movement of the agent. This can be seen
in the Rules 21.10 - 21.13. If the agent reaches the position to the east or to
the south of the GLTPB and the whole boundary is already visited, it applies
the Rule (21.14) additionally to the moving rule, to change to the phase I. After
changing to the “Move West” rule the agent has to move to west once again if it
is possible. If a western movement is not possible, it changes to the LHR once
again, but now along the new boundary to the west of the agent (consider for
example Figure 21.1 on page 122).

If the starting point on the current boundary is also the GLTPB, then the
agent returns to the starting point without changing the counters of the BLTPB.
Therefore the agent applies the Rule (21.17) instead of the Rule (21.14) because
of the precondition of the Rule (21.17) (the coordinates of the starting point and
the BLTPB are equal: C02=C04 and C03=C05). Hence the rules ensure that the
agent recognizes if no path to the exit exists.

Finally the agent reaches sometimes the exit if a path exists, because it is
ensured that it reaches the Outer Boundary and therefore it reaches the exit by
applying the LHR when the agent circles the Outer Boundary.
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Resources

Theorem 21.14. The presented ruleset finds the exit of any maze or determines
that no path to the exit exists in O(n) steps, if the number of agents in the maze
is n.

Lemma 21.15. The total number of boundary cells in any set of agents is limited
to O(n) if the number of agents is n.

Proof. The number of boundary cells can be counted by assigning each boundary
cell to one specific agent. Then the phrase “a boundary cell belongs to an agent”
is used for this assignment.

Consider a single agent. The length of the boundary cells belonging to this
agent is ≤ 8 (see Figure 2.1 on page 15).

Next consider an agent with a neighbor to the north. The number of bound-
ary cells belonging to this agent is at most 5 (west, east, south, south-west,
south-east), because the cells to north-west and north-east belong to the north-
ern neighbor. The same is valid for each agent with one neighbor (see Figure 16.9
on page 62).

Now consider an agent with two neighbors, for example an agent with a north
and a west neighbor (see Figure 16.8 on page 61). The number of boundary cells
belonging to this agent is limited by 3 (east, south, south-east), where the cells
in north-west, north-east and south-west belong to the neighbors of the observed
agent. The number of boundary cells therefore is ≤ 3 for the configurations
shown in Figure 16.8a - Figure 16.8d on page 61. For an agent with two opposed
neighbors the number of boundary cells belonging to such an agent is ≤ 2 what
is shown in Figure 16.8e and Figure 16.8f on page 61.

For an agent with three neighbors the number of boundary cells belonging to
it is at most 1 cell, because the other cells belong to the neighbored agents.

A similar aspect is valid for an agent with four neighbors. The number of
boundary cells which are assigned to the current agent is 0. This is true, because
if any of the corner-adjacent cells of the observed agent is empty, then this cell
is counted by any of the neighbors of the observed agent.

This thoughts prove that the total number of boundary cells of each set of
agents is ≤ 8 ∗ n if the number of agents is n.

Proof of Theorem 21.14. The ruleset works in two phases. In the first phase the
agent moves to west. The agent is inside the maze. Further the west-east size
of the Outer Boundary (“width” of the boundary) is restricted by the number of
agents. Hence the number of steps to west when applying Rule (21.1) inside the
maze is linear in the number of agents. In the second phase the agent circles any
boundary in the set. Lemma 21.15 proves that the total number of cells belonging
to any boundary is ≤ 8n if the number of agents in the maze is n. Further each
boundary is circled at most two times. Hence the total number of steps to circle
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all boundaries of the set of agents is limited to O(n) steps. All in all the number
of steps to find a path to the exit or to decide that no path to the exit exists is
O(n) steps.

Theorem 21.16. The presented ruleset to find a path to the exit or to decide
that no path exists needs constant memory on the search agent.

Proof. The search agent needs an internal state to realize the described algorithm.
Further it has to store relative positions of the exit, the BLTPB and the starting
point when applying the LHR. For that the agent uses six counters. Further
it needs a flag (counter C06) to handle the special case shown in Figure 21.10
on page 129.

Most of the rules to solve the described task are used to realize the LHR. For
each possible combination of the last and the current movement a single rule is
used. This is because of the next state of the agent, the required moving action
and the update of the relative coordinates of the exit. Therefore the number
of rules to realize the LHR is 16. For the western movement 1 rule is required.
To change from the “Move west” rule to the LHR 3 rules are needed. When
applying the LHR, the BLTPB has to be initialized (1 rule) and to be updated
(4 rules). Further the ruleset must handle the case when changing from the LHR
to the “Move west” rule (1 rule). To handle the special case, which is shown
in Figure 21.10 on page 129, the counter C06 has to be reset (1 rule). Finally
2 rules are required to stop the movement and change to the final state of the
agent. In sum the number of used rules is 16 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 4 + 1 + 1 + 2 = 29

Note 21.17. The number of rules to solve the described task is 29.

Remarks to the algorithm

In this section an idea and a ruleset to find a path to an existing exit or to decide
that no path exists is presented. The idea is a very simple solution to solve the
task. Hence the number of rules is relatively small. Further the described ruleset
needs only a linear number of steps and constant memory to solve the task.

But the task has two essential restrictions. The first one is that the number
of exits is limited to 1. This restriction could be extended to ⌊ c−5

2
⌋ exits in 2D

if the number of counters on an agent is c. This is because the presented ruleset
uses two counters for the relative coordinates of the exit. For the rest of the
algorithm the ruleset uses 5 counters. Therefore each agent could store at most
⌊ c−5

2
⌋ exits in its counters. Further the ruleset has to be adapted to update the

relative coordinates of all stored exits. But the agent must know all possible
exits. Otherwise the idea would fail (see for example Figure 21.11a where the
known exits is marked as E).

The second restriction is the size of the exit. Because the idea moves along a
boundary and then changes to the “Move west” rule, this restriction is required.
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bE

Figure 21.11: Escape a maze: Irregular start configurations

Without this restriction the idea would not work for each configuration of agents.
An example where the idea would fail is shown in Figure 21.11b. The known exit
is marked as E.

The described idea is an asymptotical good solution to find a path outside
a maze, although better algorithms to solve this task are known (for example
the Pledge-Algorithm [2]). But our solution is not applicable in 3D because the
boundary is much more complex than in 2D.

22 Create a rectangle from a strip of agents

In the Sections 16.1 - 20 fundamental tasks for each set of indistinguishable agents
are presented. Section 21 describes a solution of a path-finding problem. In this
section the first task of shape-changing problems is described and analyzed. The
task “Create a rectangle from a strip of agents” had already been solved by K.
Kotay and D. Rus, where they use a sequential execution model [22]. Hence the
straight forward implementation of their rules leads to collisions in our system.
Some extensions in this ruleset solve these collisions. In this section a similar
ruleset as the set from K. Kotay and D. Rus is presented, where our set consists
of only 11 rules (as opposed to 19).

Task 22.1. A chain of agents, arranged from west to east, is given. Each agent
in the chain has stored the westernmost and the easternmost relative position of a
resulting rectangle. The task is to move each agent in the chain until all of them
are arranged in a rectangle according to the given relative x-coordinates.

Note 22.2. If the number of agents does not match the number of agents to create
a full rectangle, then the northernmost row of the agents can be incomplete. All
rows to the south of the topmost row have to be filled.
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Idea

The idea to solve this task works a little bit different depending on the position
of the resulting rectangle. If the position of the rectangle is between the leftmost
and the rightmost agents in the chain, then the idea uses all aspects to solve the
task. Hence this possibility is described in this section. The solution simulates
the system presented by K. Kotay and D. Rus and was developed in the “Agent-
System Working Week” [3, 22].

The easternmost agent starts moving to north-west and then it moves further
to west. The agent moves to west as long as agents to the south and to south-
west, but not to the west of the agent exist, and as long as the agent is located to
the east of the westernmost position of the resulting rectangle. The westernmost
agent moves to east in the same way as the easternmost agent moves to west. But
additionally the westernmost agent does not move to east if the cell two steps
to the east moves to west in the same step (to prevent a collision). If an agent
globally moves to west, but agents to the west and to north-west exist as well
as no agent to the north and to the east exists, then the agent moves to north.
The same happens with an agent, which globally moves to east and the inversed
west-east conditions are fulfilled. Further a north-east movement happens if
neighborhood conditions as shown in Figure 22.1a on page 136 are given, if the
agent is to the west of the westernmost position of the resulting rectangle and
finally if an existing agent at the relative position (2, 1) does not move to west in
the same step (collision prevention). A north-west movement happens if exactly
the inverted west-east conditions of the last described movement are fulfilled.
But it is also possible that an agent gets a position in the x-range of the resulting
rectangle although the southern row is not filled completely. For that case south-
east and south-west movements are necessary. If an agent moves globally to east
and it has a southern neighbor, but no neighbors to the east and to south-east
and if it is to the west of the easternmost position in the resulting rectangle,
then the agent moves to south-east. The south-west movement is performed if
inverted neighborhood conditions are fulfilled. Finally two stopping rules are
required. The first one changes the state of an agent, which globally moves to
east but has reached the easternmost position of the resulting rectangle, to the
inactive state. The second rule ensures the same for an agent globally moving to
west, if it has reached the westernmost position of the resulting rectangle.
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Rules

Every agent starts with the state “Inactive (I****). Further each of them must
have stored the relative x-coordinate of the leftmost position of the rectangle
(counter C01), which should be created, as well as the relative x-coordinate of
the rightmost position of the resulting shape (counter C02). For example an agent
two cells to the left of the resulting rectangle stores the value −2 in counter C01
and −2 − d in counter C02 if d is the width of the resulting rectangle [3].

First of all activation rules for all agents are required. To activate an agent to
the east of the resulting rectangle the Rule (22.1) will be applied. The “Activate
West” rule contains the condition >C002 0000.

Activate East

1

SI∗∗∗∗ <C001 0000

SE∗∗∗∗

(22.1)

If an activated agent has no neighbor to the west but an eastern one, it starts
moving to north-east by applying the Rule (22.2). The whole neighborhood
condition is shown in Figure 22.1a. But the movement is only performed if
the state matches to E**** and if the agent is to the west of the westernmost
position of the resulting rectangle. Further the condition T2,1,W**** ensures
that the agent does not move to north-east if an agent moves from west to the
destination position (consider Figure 22.2a). The rule for north-west movement
is exactly the inversed rule of the north-east movement.

North East

1

SE∗∗∗∗ <C001 0000 E−1, 0 E0, 1 E1, 1 F1, 0 !T2, 1,W∗∗∗∗
P1, 1 C001 + C001 0001 C002 + C002 0001

(22.2)

The rule for western movement contains neighborhood conditions of the cur-
rent agent (see Figure 22.1b). Further the state of the agent and the current
relative coordinates of the westernmost position of the resulting rectangle are con-
tained in the precondition of the Rule (22.3). The rule for the eastern movement
contains similar inverted neighborhood conditions, but additionally the condi-
tion !T2,0,W**** to provide a collision if the agent two cells to the east of the
current agent moves to west in the same step (see Rule (22.4) and Figure 22.2b).

West

1

SW∗∗∗∗ >C001 0000 F0,−1 F−1,−1 E−1, 0

P−1, 0 C001 − C001 0001 C002 − C002 0001

(22.3)
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East

1

SE∗∗∗∗ <C002 0000 F0,−1 F1,−1 E1, 0 !T2, 0,W∗∗∗∗
P1, 0 C001 + C001 0001 C002 + C002 0001

(22.4)

a

b

b
b

Figure 22.1: Create rectangle: Neighborhood conditions for the rules “North
East”, “WEST”

a
b

b

b
b b

Figure 22.2: Create rectangle: Cases for collision prevention. The movements
along the gray arrows do not happen

For the north movement of an agent, which globally moves either from east to
west or from west to east, the Rule (22.5) will be applied. Hence this rule contains
a disjunction in the precondition of the rule for the two different movements (the
lines 3 and 4 in the rule). The two neighborhood conditions for this rule are shown
in the Figures 22.3a and b. The south-east movement only happens on an agent,
globally moving to east, if the neighborhood conditions shown in Figure 22.3c are
fulfilled and if the agent is to the west of the easternmost position of the resulting
rectangle (see Rule (22.6)).

North

1

!( !(SE∗∗∗∗ =C001 −0001 E0, 1 F1, 0 F1, 1 E−1, 0)

!(SW∗∗∗∗ =C002 0001 E0, 1 F−1, 0 F−1, 1 E1, 0) )

P0, 1

(22.5)

South East

1

SE∗∗∗∗ <C002 0000 F0,−1 E1, 0 E1,−1

P1,−1 C001 + C001 0001 C002 + C002 0001

(22.6)
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Figure 22.3: Create rectangle: Neighborhood conditions for the rules “North”,
“South East”

To stop the movement on an agent, globally moving to east, the Rule (22.7) is
required. The agent changes to the state I**** if it has reached the easternmost
position of the resulting rectangle. Because the same can happen if an agent
moves globally to west and if it reaches the westernmost position of the rectangle,
a disjunction is used in the “Stop” rule. Finally a rule to change to a consistent
inactive state is used (see Rule (22.8)). This rule is not required to stop processing
but it is only used to change the state. The possibilities, where this rule has to
be applied, are if two active agents, globally moving to the opposed direction, are
neighbored (conditions (SE**** T1, 0,W****) and (SW**** T1, 0,E****)), or
if an agent globally moves to east and has reached a position in the range of the
rectangle, but to the east of it an agent has already reached the inactive state
(see line 3 in the Rule (22.8)). The last possibility exists for an agent moving
globally to west if it has reached a position, where the western neighbor is in the
inactive state and the agent is already in the range of the rectangle (see line 5 in
the Rule (22.8)).

Stop

1

!( !(SE∗∗∗∗=C002 0000) !(SW∗∗∗∗ =C001 0000) )

SI∗∗∗∗

(22.7)

Deactivate

1

!( !(SE∗∗∗∗ <C002 0000 >C001 −0001 T1, 0, I∗∗∗∗)
!(SE∗∗∗∗ T1, 0,W∗∗∗∗)
!(SW∗∗∗∗ >C001 0000 <C002 0001 T−1, 0, I∗∗∗∗)
!(SW∗∗∗∗ T1, 0, E∗∗∗∗) )

SI∗∗∗∗

(22.8)
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Proof of correctness

Lemma 22.3. Each chain of agents will be reconfigured to a rectangle if the
absolute position of the resulting rectangle is to the west or to the east of the
chain of agents, if every agent in the chain has the state I**** and has stored
the relative x-coordinates of the resulting rectangle.

Proof. First of all some declarations are made:
Let Rxw be the x-coordinate of the westernmost position of the resulting rectangle
and Rxe be the x-coordinate of the easternmost position of the rectangle. Further
let Cxw be the x-coordinate of the leftmost agent in the chain and Cxe be the
x-coordinate of the rightmost agent in the chain.

Further assume that the resulting rectangle is to the east of the chain. Then
follows that Cxw < Cxe < Rxw < Rxe. All agents change their states in the first
step to SE**** by applying the Rule (22.1) because they are to the west of the
resulting rectangle (an agent has stored in C01 Ax−Rxw, if Ax is the x-coordinate
of the agent; this is < 0). Then the leftmost agent performs the Rule (22.2) to
move to north-east. After that it moves further to east by applying the Rule (22.4)
until it reaches the position to the north of the rightmost agent. At this position
it moves to south-east because it is to the west of the easternmost position of the
resulting rectangle (see Rule (22.6)). Then it stops because an eastern neighbor
exists.

The agent, which is at its starting position to the east of the leftmost agent,
applies the north-west rule at the step number 5, because this is the first step,
where the precondition of the Rule (22.2) if fulfilled. After this step the agent
follows the path of the first agent. This process will be continued until any agent
has reached the rightmost-bottommost position of the resulting rectangle.

Now assume that the first row of the rectangle is filled completely by agents.
The agent which follows, reaches the position to the north of the rightmost-
bottommost position of the resulting rectangle some steps later. There it stops.
The following agents continues filling the second row of the rectangle.

Now assume that an agent has reached the position to north-west of the
westernmost-bottommost agent of the resulting rectangle. The agent immediately
moves to north-east by applying the Rule (22.2). After that it moves further to
east until it reaches the easternmost position of the rectangle. The following
agents also move by the same path and fill the third row of the rectangle in the
third row.

If the third row is filled and an agent reaches the position to north-west of the
westernmost-bottommost agent of the resulting rectangle, it performs a northern
movement by applying the Rule (22.5). After that it moves to north-east and
further to east. In such a way each row of the rectangle is filled by agents from
east to west.

Every agent, reaching the easternmost position of the rectangle, stops this
process by applying the Rule (22.7). Every agent to the west of the rightmost
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position of the resulting rectangle applies the Rule (22.8) to change its state
to I****. In this way every agent reaches any position in the resulting rectangle
and changes to the inactive state. Further each row of the rectangle if filled,
excepting the topmost row, which could be incomplete.

Because only globally eastern movements are performed, no collisions can
happen in this case. Further all conditions to avoid collisions do not have any
effect, which implies that the inverted case, if the resulting rectangle is to the
west of the starting chain, also works proper.

Theorem 22.4. Each chain of agents will be reconfigured to a rectangle if every
agent in the chain has the state I**** and has stored the relative x-coordinates
of the resulting rectangle.

Proof. The declarations made in the proof to Lemma 22.3 are used in this proof,
too. Further the width of the rectangle is declared as dr, what implies that
dr = Rxw−Rxe +1. The number of agents to the west of the rectangle are named
with dw, the number to the east with de and the complete number of agents are
labeled with n. It follows that dw + dr + de = n.

As shown in Lemma 22.3, the presented ruleset creates a rectangle if the
chain in its starting position and the destination position of the rectangle are
without intersections. To prove that the ruleset also works proper if the resulting
rectangle has to be located between the leftmost and rightmost agent of the chain
at its starting position, it has to be shown that collisions do not happen in that
case.

The activating Rule (22.1)) for the agents to the west of the resulting rectangle
works equal to the case shown in Lemma 22.3. For the easternmost agent of the
chain the inverted rule changes the state to W***. The agents, located between
the easternmost and westernmost positions of the resulting rectangle, do not
perform any of the activation rules.

In the next step the leftmost agent performs a north-east movement and then
east movements equal to the already proven case. The rightmost agent performs
a north-west movement and then west movement as shown in Lemma 22.3. For
the further behavior three possibilities exist:

1. Case 1: |de − dw| ≥ dr

Assume that de − dw ≥ dr. Further label the x-positions of the agents
from west to east, meaning that the leftmost agent is at position 1 and the
rightmost agent is at position n. The leftmost agent (label it as agent L)
moves to north-east in step 2. Hence it is to the north of position 2 in the
chain after step 2. In the step number 3 it moves to the north of position 3
and so on. It reaches a location to the north of the agent k in step k.
Because de−dw ≥ dr, the agent also reaches the position to the north of the
rightmost position of the resulting rectangle after the step dw +dr. Hence it
applies the Stop-rule (Rule (22.7)) in the step dw+dr+1. In the step dw+dr
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the rightmost agent of the chain (label it as agent R) reaches the position
n+1−(dw+dr) = dw+dr+de+1−(dw+dr) = de+1 ≥ dw+dr+1 > dw+dr.
This denotes that it is to the east of agent L. Further it means that the
agents, which followed the leftmost agent, fill the rest of the chain from
east to west. The following agents from the left part of the chain move
than to the third row by north-east and east movements. If agent R reaches
the position to the east of agent L and the agents from left have not filled
the third row from west, then agent R moves to north-west (consider the
inverted rule of Rule (22.2)). Because the agents from the west part of the
chain move further globally to east, agent R meets at some location any
agent from the west part of the chain. A collision of the two agents is not
possible because of the conditions !T2,0,W**** in the Rule (22.4).

If an agent of the left part of the chain reaches at the same step as agent R
the position to the right of the rectangle in the second row, then agent R

moves to north in the following step and after that it moves to north-west
and further to west (in the fourth row). The following behavior varies
depending on dw. If dw is large enough to fill the third row of agents, then
agent R reaches either the leftmost position of the rectangle or a position
to the east of an agent, which moves globally from west to east. If dw is
too small to fill the third row, agent R has to move to south-west. This is
the desired behavior because the agents from westward of the rectangle all
are consumed and the agents from east have to fill this row. Agent R moves
further to west if it has not reached the leftmost position of the rectangle.
The further behavior is the same as described in the proof to Lemma 22.3,
meaning that each row is filled from west to east by moving agents from
east to west. Noticeable is that the south-east step only can happen, if all
agents from any of the two parts of the chain have reached a correct position
in the rectangle. One exception is given in the proof to Lemma 22.3 if the
chain and the rectangle are disjunct.

If agent R reaches in the same step the position directly to the east of the
rightmost position of the rectangle as any agent from west part of the chain
reaches the relative position (−2, 1) to agent R, then agent R does not move
in the following step, because the north-west movement is prevented by the
condition !T-2,1,E****. Hence an agent moves from east to the east of
agent R in the next step. Further the agent from the left part of the chain
moves to the rightmost position in the rectangle. What follows is that
neither agent R, nor its eastern neighbor can move in the following step.
But the neighbor to the east of both (if an agent has reached this position)
can move to north-west and further to north for sure. This happens until
all agents from the east part of the chain had been moved to north-west.
After that the eastern neighbor of agent R can move to north-west, and so
on.
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2. Case 2: |de − dw| < dr

In this case the agents from east and west meet at any position of the
rectangle. A collision prevention is made with the condition !T2,0,W****

in the Rule (22.4) (eastern movement is prevented if the agent at the relative
position (2, 0) moves to west in the same step). The following behavior is
similar to the one described in Case 1.

What further has to be noticed is that the values of the relative coordinates of
the resulting rectangle are adapted if a east, west, north-east, north-west, south-
east or south-west movement happens. Hence the consistency of these values
is guaranteed. Further it is ensured, that all agents stop, either by applying
he Rule (22.7) or because no further movement is possible. Finally the state I****
is reached on all agents either by applying the Rule (22.7) or Rule (22.8).

Proof of concept

Proof of concept. The Theorem 22.4 on page 139 shows that the presented ruleset
creates a rectangle from each west-east chain of agents, if every agent has an initial
inactive state I**** and if it has stored the leftmost and the rightmost relative x-
coordinates of the resulting rectangle. The presented ruleset is a straight forward
implementation of the shown idea. The only aspect, which the ruleset additionally
uses, it the Rule (22.8), shown on page 137. But this rule does not influence the
movement behavior, because this rule will only be applied, if no further movement
for an agent is possible (it has reached a position either to the east or to the west
of an agent, which has reached the inactive state in the resulting rectangle and
therefore it cannot move further to this direction). Therefore the presented idea
on page 134 works for each set of agents arranged in a west east chain under the
mentioned preconditions.

Resources

The resources, which are needed by the described ruleset are constant in the
needed storage. The required number of steps vary a little bit, hence the anal-
ysis of the time consumption of the presented ruleset is structured in different
steps. First the required number of steps is analyzed if the complete filling of
the rectangle runs in a “synchronous” way (compare Definition 22.8). Then the
asynchronous case is explained. But first a definition and some declarations are
made.

Definition 22.5. The height of the resulting rectangle is the maximal number of
agents in any column of the rectangle (h = ⌈ n

dr
⌉).
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Note 22.6. In the following lemmas the declarations of Lemma 22.3 on
page 138 and Theorem 22.4 on page 139 are used once again (Rxw, Rxe, Cxw,
Cxe, dr, de, dw, n). Further let h be the height of the resulting rectangle. Finally
the number of cells, which are not filled in the topmost row of the resulting rect-
angle, are named as e.

Definition 22.7. Let agent L be an agent from the left part of the chain and
agent R be an agent of the right part of the chain in their starting positions.
Further the agents L and R are neighbored in any row of the rectangle in their
destination positions. The sum of the number of cells, which are visited from the
agents L and R until they have reached their destination positions, excepting the
starting cells of both, is called the CRM-path-distance (Chain-Rectangle moving
path-distance) between agent L and agent R.

Definition 22.8. The process to reconfigure a chain to a rectangle using the
presented ruleset is called synchronized, if no agent has to avoid a collision by
dropping any of the Rules 22.2 (north-east movement) or the rule for north-west
movement or the Rule (22.4) (east movement).

A synchronous process of movement is shown in the Figure 22.4. The attached
agents in dark-green color mark the x-range of the resulting rectangle. The
leftmost and the rightmost agent of the chain in their starting positions reach
their destination positions in the rectangle in step 20. Both agents perform a
movement in this step. This behavior results because the CRM-path-distance of
the leftmost and the rightmost agent of the chain is even. In the following steps
some agents from the left part of the chain fill the second row of the rectangle.
Then an agent from the left part of the chain, named as agent L, moves to north-
east and reaches its destination position two steps to the north of the leftmost-
bottommost agent of the rectangle (see Figure 22.4c). In the same step an agent
from the right part of the chain moves to the east of agent L. One can see that
the two movements in step 20 and in step 27 are mirrored on the rectangle. This
results, because every two following agents in the chain move in a distance of
two cells. If one row is filled, each two agents from the left and the right part of
the chain have to move one step more than the agents from the last row. Hence
the CRM-path-distance of the two agents reaching their destination positions in
step 27 is exactly two cells greater than they would meet one row lower and is
therefore even. A similar synchronous behavior happens if |de − dw| ≥ dr and if
the first two agents from the two parts of the chain, which are neighbored in their
destination positions, have an even CRM-path-distance, no matter in which row
this happens. Noticeable is that in a synchronized reconfiguration either each row
is filled with agents from the left and the right part of the chain or if each row is
filled completely from one part of the chain, but this is done alternatively from
the two parts of the chain. In the latter case the term CRM-path-distance is not
the right word because no agent is west- or east-neighbored to an agent of the
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other part of the chain (see Figure 22.5: the red agents have already reached their
destination positions). This fact ensures that the CRM-path-distance between
the west-east neighbored agents from different parts of the chain remains even
for the rest of reconfiguration.

Observation 22.9. A synchronized process to build a rectangle from a strip of
agents never changes to an asynchronous behavior.

(a) Step 19

(b) Step 20

(c) Step 26

(d) Step 27

(e) Step 35

(f) Step 54

Figure 22.4: Build synchronously a rectangle from a chain
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Figure 22.5: Rectangle to chain - Synchronized reconfiguration: Special case

Lemma 22.10. With the presented ruleset the number of steps until every agent
has reached any fixed position in the resulting rectangle and has changed its state
to I**** needs 3 ∗ (max(dw, de) − 1) + h + e steps if the reconfiguration runs
completely synchronized, the height of the rectangle is ≥ 3 and the last row is
filled completely either from west or from east.

Proof. As already shown in Observation 22.9, a synchronized reconfiguration does
not change to an asynchronous behavior. This means that no agent in the chain
has to drop any rule of the Rules 22.2 (north-east movement) or the rule for
north-west movement or the Rule (22.4) (east movement). Hence it is enough to
consider the agent, which reaches last its destination position in the rectangle.

Consider, for example, Figure 22.4f. The figure shows the synchronous recon-
figuration from a chain to a rectangle if all agents, excepting one of the agents,
which have to change its positions during reconfiguration to a rectangle, have
already leaved their starting positions. The remaining agent moves to north in
the next step. The number of steps which are required to reach this state of
reconfiguration, is calculated as follows: In the first step every agent to the left
or right of the resulting rectangle applies either the Rule (22.1) or the inversed
rule to get an active state (E**** or W****). In the following steps the left-
most agent moves to north-east and the rightmost agent moves to north-west.
In the third and the fourth step the two agents either move to east or to west.
Then the set of agents has reached the configuration shown in Figure 22.6. The
two dotted agents either move to north-east or to north-west in the step num-
ber 5. Hence the number of elapsing steps, from the first movement of an agent
in the chain until the next neighbored agent in the chain starts its movement,
is 3. But there exists one exception, namely the number of steps which are
elapsed from the first movement of the last agent but one (label it agent E) un-
til the last agent starts moving. In that case the number of elapsing steps is 2
because the agent E must not move to north-east, but to north in its first move-
ment. Therefore the number of steps until the shown configuration is reached is
1 + 3 ∗ (max(dw, de) − 2) + 2 = 3 ∗ (max(dw, de) − 1).

After that, agent E has to move h − 2 steps to north and then one step
to north-west. Hence the number of globally north-steps is h − 1. Finally the
agent has to move e steps to west until it reaches its destination position. After
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a

b

b

b

Figure 22.6: Synchronous reconfiguration: Left and right parts of the chain after
step 4

that the agent E has to change its state to I****. Because its western neigh-
bor has already changed its state to I**** in the step of the last movement of
agent E, agent E changes its state to I**** in the step after the last movement
by applying Rule (22.8). All in all the number of required steps until all agents
have reached their destination positions and changed their states to I**** is
3 ∗ (max(dw, de) − 1) + (h − 1) + e + 1 = 3 ∗ (max(dw, de) − 1) + h + e.

Lemma 22.11. The number of waiting steps to the left or the right of the result-
ing rectangle is ≤ 3. Further each set of agents, which reconfigures from a chain
to a rectangle synchronizes itself at some point of time, if the first two agents
from different sides of the chain, which meet in some row of the rectangle, have
an odd CRM-path-distance and if the number of agents to the left and the right
of the chain is long enough to change into the synchronized “phase”.

Proof. To show that the lemma is true, all possible cases where agents have to
wait because of collisions prevention are analyzed.

One case where an agent from the western part of the chain (name it agent L)
drops a rule from its rule list is given, if it has reached a position in the range of
the rectangle and another agent, which moves to west has reached the position
two steps to the east of agent L. Such a configuration is shown in Figure 22.7a.
The red agents in the figure have already reached their final positions in the rect-
angle. The black agents have to move in the direction of the arrows, where the
movement, shown by the gray arrow, is not performed because of the precondi-
tion !T2,0,W**** in the Rule (22.4). Figure 22.7b shows the configuration one
step later. The agents to the left and to the right of agent L both moved beside
agent L. Further all other agents from the left and the right parts of the chain
moved one step. No agent from the chain, which has not reached its destination
position, has to wait because of the stopping of agent L. Further the rest of the
row will be filled immediately in the following steps. After that the next agents
of the chain move to the next row, where the same behavior happens. The only
thing what would be possible is that if the agent L and its eastern neighbor meet
each other at the borders of the rectangle. If this would happen, then the first
two agents, which meet each other in the next row, would do that mirrored to the
shown case (mirroring on the rectangle, what means that they would meet at the
other border of the rectangle). This would happen because the “old” row must
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be filled with agents on one side of the rectangle, where on the other side of the
rectangle the agents already move to the next row of it. But two rows over the
current row exactly the same behavior as the shown one would happen. The ex-
ample illustrates that the required precondition !T2,0,W**** in the Rule (22.4)
does not lead to any delay in the reconfiguration of the chain to the rectangle.

a
L

b
L

Figure 22.7: Build Rectangle: Collision prevention horizontal does not lead to
waiting cycles

But now consider the two remaining rules with collision prevention conditions.
The concerning rules are the north-west rule and the rule to perform a north-east
movement (Rule (22.2)). Because the two rules are symmetrically, it is enough
to consider the north-west rule. There are two possible configurations, where
waiting cycles result:

1. Case 1: The first waiting cycle happens if the second row is already filled,
but not the third row (consider the Figures 22.8 and 22.9). The figures
show a section of the whole configuration, where only the 3x4 rightmost-
bottommost area of the resulting rectangle as well as the 3x4 cells large
area to the right of the resulting rectangle is shown. Further each picture
shows the configuration after a step number, for example shows the picture
“Step k” the configuration after step k.

The red agents have already reached their destination positions in the rect-
angle. The black agents have to move. Assume that the east part of the
chain is longer than the right part of the chain (otherwise a waiting of an
agent does not lead to a delay on the reconfiguration). Further assume that
the CRM-path-distance between the agents L and R, shown in Figure 22.8,
Step k, is odd. Moreover assume that such a configuration is given that
the agents reach the positions shown in Figure 22.8 in Step k. The agent L
moves in the step k + 1 to east, but the agent R has to wait (the black
arrows show movements, which will be performed, where the movement
indicated with the gray arrow does not happen because of the precondi-
tion !T-2,1,E**** in the north-west rule. This waiting cycle in the east
part of the chain leads to the case, that the next agent from the right part
of the chain, which is neighbored to the east of an agent from the left part
of the chain, gets agent C. Agent C is shown in Figure 22.8, Steps k + 1
until k +5. Because the second and third row will be filled completely with
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agents from the left part of the chain, the CRM-path-distance between the
following agents from the two parts of the chain gets even. Therefore all
following steps run synchronized, what implies that either each row is filled
from agents belonging to both parts of the chain or each row is filled from
one part of the chain, but alternatively!

In the step k + 2 the movements, indicated by the arrows in the figure of
step k + 1, are done. Agent B does not move to north-west because agent L
does not have the state I****. The following steps happen as shown in
Figure 22.8. The same displayed cells to the right of the rectangle are filled
with agents in the steps k + 3 and k + 5. This circumstance, and the fact
that the reconfiguration is already synchronized at this point of time, leads
to a behavior that the cells to the right of the rectangle are filled as shown
in the steps k + 3 and k + 4 alternatively. Further noticeable is the fact,
that no agent from the rest of the right part of the chain has to wait in the
shown steps, because of the delay on agent R. The waiting cycles, which
finally result, happen in later steps of the reconfiguration.

Step k

L

R

Step k + 1

L

B C

Step k + 2

C

Step k + 3

C

Step k + 4

C

Step k + 5

C

Figure 22.8: Build Rectangle: Agent movement with waiting cycles I

Now consider those steps in the reconfiguration (see Figure 22.9). The
shown steps m until m + 12 are the relevant steps, which result in delay.
The proof to Lemma 22.10 on page 144 shows that the number of steps
between the first movement of an agent in the chain and the first move-
ment of the following agent in the chain is 3. An exception exists for the
last agent, which starts its movement 2 steps after its predecessor in the
synchronized case. The agents until step m all have started 3 steps after
their predecessors. The agent W (shown in Figure 22.9, Step m+1) performs
in step m + 2 its first movement three steps after its predecessor. Agent X,
which is to the west of agent W in its starting position, moves the first time
in step m + 7 instead of step m + 5. This is because agent X cannot move
to north-west in these two steps. In a similar way agent Y, located to the
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west of agent X in its starting position, is blocked one step from the agent
to north-west of it (consider the Figure 22.9: Agent Y cannot move to north
west in the step m + 10 because after step m + 9 an agent is located to
north-west of agent Y). Therefore agent Y performs in the step m + 11 its
first movement and agent Z moves to north in step m + 13.

Step m Step m + 1

W

Step m + 2

Step m + 3 Step m + 4 Step m + 5

X

Step m + 6

X

Step m + 7

X

Step m + 8

Step m + 9 Step m + 10

Y

Step m + 11

Step m + 12

Z

Figure 22.9: Build Rectangle: Agent movement with waiting cycles II
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2. Case 2: The first waiting cycle happens if the three bottommost rows are
already filled. Figure 22.10 shows the first waiting step for agent M because
of the condition !T-2,1,E**** in the north-west rule. The following steps
are shown in Figure 22.10. Similar to the behavior shown in the Case 1
two alternating masks of agents on the cells to the right of the rectangle
happen. In the steps l + 2 and l + 4 the same cells are covered by agents.
Hence the picture of the step l+2 and l+3 alternate in the following steps.
Equal to the Case 1 the following agents are not delayed because of the
waiting step of agent S.

Step l

M

S

Step l + 1 Step l + 2

Step l + 3 Step l + 4

Figure 22.10: Build Rectangle: Agent movement with waiting cycles III

The Figure 22.11 shows the relevant waiting step. Agent T, shown in the
figure, moves in the step p + 1 three steps after its predecessor. Agent U

moves in the step p+5 instead of the step p+4, because the agent to north-
west blocks it (consider the step p+3 in Figure 22.11). The last agent of the
row, which is at its starting position located to the west of agent U moves
two steps after agent U. Hence the sum of waiting cycles, which results from
the first collision prevention of agent S, is 1. The CRM-path-distance after
step l is even as one can see, for which reason the rest of the process runs
synchronized.
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Step p

T

Step p + 1 Step p + 2

Step p + 3

U

Step p + 4

U

Step p + 5

Figure 22.11: Build Rectangle: Agent movement with waiting cycles IV

All in all the number of steps, which are delayed because of collision avoidance,
is ≤ 3 because the Rule (22.3) (move west rule) does not lead to any delay for the
following agents. Further the two presented cases (Case 1 on page 149 and Case 2
on page 146) prove that not both cases can happen in the same step. Finally
the process runs synchronized after the first waiting step, for which reason the
lemma is proven.

Lemma 22.12. The number of steps can be increased by maximal dr steps, where
dr is the width of the resulting rectangle, if the position of the resulting rectangle
is between the leftmost and the rightmost agent of the chain.

Proof. Consider the Figure 22.12. In Figure 22.12a the two parts of the chain
are visible, where from the left part of the chain only two agents remain. Fig-
ure 22.12b shows the configuration some steps later and Figure 22.12c shows
step 46 of the reconfiguration. The agent to the east of the rectangle has to move
to north-west in step 47, then 5 steps to west and finally one step to south-west.
If the two agents of the right and left part of the chain would meet one cell more
west, then the agent has to move 7 steps less than the shown case, because it
would not move the south-west step, the 5 west steps and the last north-step
before moving to north-west. Hence the maximal number of steps, which are
required in such a case are the width of the rectangle (dr). Moreover noticeable
is that a south-east or south-west step only is required, if all agents from any
part of the chain have reached their destination positions in the rectangle.
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(a) Step 39 (b) Step 43 (c) Step 46

Figure 22.12: Build rectangle: later steps

Lemma 22.13. The number of steps to reconfigure a chain of agents cannot be
decreased by more than ⌊dr

2
⌋ − 1 steps.

Proof. This lemma is used to prove the lower bound of the required number of
steps. Since an “asynchronous” behavior leads to waiting cycles, the upper bound
cannot be reached. Hence the synchronous case is analyzed. Figure 22.13 presents
a case, where only the three topmost rows are shown. The topmost agents of the
rectangle meet each other in the middle of the rectangle. They need 2 steps less
than they would move until the leftmost-topmost or rightmost-topmost position
of the rectangle. In general they need ⌊dr

2
⌋−1 less than the case if the last row is

filled completely from one part of the chain. If on the east part of the chain one
agent more would exist and the process would also run synchronized, then the
two agents would meet each other at the same position, because the two agents
would have an odd CRM-path-distance, for which reason in the last step the
western agent has to wait and the eastern agent moves to west. In the next step
the last agent from the east part of the chain moves to its destination position. If
instead of the first analyzed case on each part of the chain one agent more would
exist, the agents would meet in the middle, too.

Figure 22.13: Build rectangle: special final configuration

Theorem 22.14. The number of steps s to reconfigure a chain of agents to a
rectangle is either

• 3 ∗ (max(dw, de) − 1) + h + e − (⌊dr

2
⌋ − 1) ≤ s ≤ 3 ∗ (max(dw, de) − 1) +

h + e + 3 + dr: if the rectangle is positioned between the leftmost and the
rightmost agent or

• 3∗(n+2k−2)+h+e, if k = min(|Rxw−Cxe|, |Cxw−Rxe|) (compare Note 22.6
on page 142), if the cells occupied by the set of agents in their starting
positions and the cells occupied by the set of agents in their destination
positions are disjunct.
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Proof. If any cell occupied by the resulting rectangle is already occupied by an
agent at its starting position in the chain, then the already analyzed case is
given. The number of steps is 3 ∗ (max(dw, de) − 1) + h + e, if the process runs
synchronized (proven in Lemma 22.10). The lower bound is grounded on the
special case, handled in Lemma 22.13. The upper bound is grounded on the
Lemmas 22.11 - 22.12, because waiting cycles to the top and to the east or west
of the rectangle can happen.

To prove the last case consider the following configurations: The first config-
uration is given, where the chain is directly neighbored to the resulting rectangle,
for example Cxw = m,Cxe = n,Rxw = n + 1, Rxe = p. The reconfiguration
for that case runs completely synchronized but only from one side and with the
difference that each agent, which has its destination position in the first row,
must perform one south-east movement. But this movement does not delay the
reconfiguration. Hence the number of steps for the reconfiguration is exactly
3 ∗ (max(dw, de) − 1) + h + e. If, for example Rxw = n + 2 instead of n + 1,
then first the leftmost agent of the chain has to fill the hole at the x-coordinate
Cxe + 1. Since the eastern neighbor of the leftmost agent starts 3 steps after the
leftmost agent its movement, the number of steps in that case increases by 3.
This argument, continued by induction, implies that the number of steps for
the second case, shown in the theorem, is 3 ∗ (n − 1) + h + e + 3 ∗ (k − 1) =
3 ∗ (n + k − 2) + h + e.

Corollary 22.15. The number of steps s to reconfigure a chain of agents to
a rectangle is θ(n) if the rectangle is positioned between the leftmost and the
rightmost agent and θ(n + k) if the cells occupied by the set of agents in their
starting positions and the cells occupied by the set of agents in their destination
positions are disjunct.

Theorem 22.16. The required memory to reconfigure a chain of agents into a
rectangle with the presented ruleset is constant.

Proof. The ruleset needs a state and two internal counters to reconfigure the set
of agents.

Finally it will be shown how many rules are used to reconfigure the chain
of agents into a rectangle of agents. To activate the agents to the left or right
of the resulting rectangle two rules are required, because agents on different
sides have to move either to east or to west. To distinct between these cases
two different states and therefore two rules are necessary. For north-west and
north-east movements two rules are required. The east and west movements also
require two rules. Further necessary is the northern movement, where one rule
can be used for the east and the west part of the chain. The unusual south-west
and south-east movement further requires two rules. Moreover used is a rule to
stop the movement if an agent has reached its destination position in any row
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either on the left or on the right side of the rectangle. Finally one rule is used
to deactivate agents, which have reached their destination positions, but not at
easternmost or westernmost locations of the rectangle. The last two rules could
be combined, because they have the same actions, but to distinguish between the
two cases the rules are split. Further the deactivation rule is not required to stop
the movement, but just to enable consistent states on all agents.

Note 22.17. The number of rules to reconfigure a chain of agents into a rectangle
with the presented ruleset is 11.

Remarks to the algorithm

The idea to reconfigure any chain of agents into a rectangle was already presented
by K. Kotay and D. Rus [22]. The main difference of their implementation is,
that they use a full sequential evaluation model of rules, meaning that in each
step only one agent can apply one rule. Therefore our implementation of their
rules lead to collisions in our system. Due to this reason and because our model
is a little bit different to their model, our own ruleset is implemented, but their
key idea is used. In our model multiple agents are able to apply rules in the same
step. Hence some conditions to avoid collisions are required. These conditions
make it harder to proof the correctness and the needed number of steps of the
algorithm, because possible delays by reason of collision prevention have to be
taken into account.

23 Compute the Minimum Bounding Box

of a connected set of agents

In Section 22 the first reconfiguration task is solved. To facilitate other tasks of
reconfiguration, the knowledge of the bounding box of a connected set of agents is
required. If, for example, two bounding boxes of different sets of agents overlap,
then a reconfiguration of any of the two sets could lead to collisions. Another
application of the knowledge of the bounding box can be to decide whether an
agent is a member of the topmost row in the whole set of agents or not.

The connectivity of agents is represented by the attachments between them
in this section. Since the idea to solve this task works similar to the idea to
solve the task “Find the master with the knowledge of their number”, the rules
to realize the idea is not presented in this section (compare Section 16.3).
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Idea

The main idea to compute the MBB of a connected set of agents benefits of the
knowledge of their number. The number of agents is counted before computing
the MBB; therefore the starting state of every agent is either RFin_ (the root
agent) or SlFin (the slave agents). To ensure that no information is lost dur-
ing computing the MBB, the state is recovered by storing the value 0 or 1 in
counter C00. The final state for the root agent is RBoun, for the slave agents it
is SBoun.

Agents start by initializing all their bounding counters with 0, as the agent
does not know the coordinates of the MBB when starting the computation. Fur-
ther every agent changes its state to WorkI and initializes the step counter with
the number of agents n − 1. In the following steps the step counter is decre-
mented on all agents in each step. The process runs in two phases, where in the
first phase the minimal values and in the second phase the maximal values are
computed. Each agent sends its own relative coordinates to its local neighbors.
Further each agent compares the value received on channel 1 with the stored
value of xmin and the value received on channel 2 with the stored value of ymin.
If the received value(s) are less then the stored one(s), the agent stores the better
value(s) and forwards those value(s) to the other attached neighbors. But the
agent only stores the best received coordinates. If the step counter has reached 0
(after n − 1 steps), every agent changes its state to WorkA and sends once again
its own coordinates to all attached neighbors. In the following steps every agent
compares the received values with the stored values of xmax and ymax, analogous
to the first phase. If the received value(s) are greater that the stored one(s),
the received value(s) will be stored and forwarded to the other attached neigh-
bors. After the next n− 1 steps all agents have stored the relative coordinates of
the MBB (xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax).

Proof of concept

Proof of concept. In the first step every agent initializes the coordinates of the
bounding box (four counters). Further at the beginning every agent has stored the
number of them in any counter. Hence this number can be used as step counter
and works proper for this job. Moreover every agent sends its own coordinates
to each attached neighbor (for example each agent sends (x,y)=(-1,0) to its
western neighbor, but only if this neighbor is attached). Every agent, which
receives a value, compares the x- and y-coordinates with the stored values and
overwrites “worse” values with better ones (for example xmin is overwritten if the
stored value is −2, but the received value is ≤ −3). In such a way the xmin and
ymin values are sent along the attachments of agents. Since the set is connected
and the longest path in each connected set of n agents is ≤ n − 1, both minimal
coordinates reach each agent in the set at the latest until step n − 1. Hence
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the agent can store this value in the step number n. Additionally every agent
can send once again its local coordinates in this step. In the following steps each
agent compares received values with the xmax and ymax coordinates and overwrites
worse values with better ones. After the step 2n − 1 each agent has received the
coordinates of the topmost, bottommost, leftmost and rightmost agent and has
stored the values of their extremal relative coordinates in the set.

Resources

Theorem 23.1. The presented idea to solve Task 9.17 needs exactly 2n−1 steps
to compute the MBB of each set, if the number of agents is n.

Proof. Already proven in the Proof of concept.

Theorem 23.2. The lower bound to solve Task 9.17 is Ω(n) steps in worst-case
if message exchanging is only possible between local neighbors.

Proof. This fact is grounded on the longest path in the set of agents, which can
be n − 1.

Corollary 23.3. The described idea to compute the MBB of a connected set of
agents is worst-case step-optimal.

Theorem 23.4. Every agent needs only constant memory to solve Task 9.17.

Proof. Every agent needs a state to realize the work flow. Further it needs one
counter to store the number of agents, one step counter and four counters to store
the coordinates of the bounding box (xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax).

Remarks to the algorithm

The described idea to compute the MBB of a connected set of agents sends on
the one hand messages, containing relative coordinates, to all attached neighbors.
This aspect is used and required in some described algorithms. Since all agents
in the set work in parallel, the linear running time to solve the task is possible.
On the other hand the algorithm uses a step counter, which will be initialized by
the number of agents. Hence the number of agents has to be calculated before
computing the MBB. But this fact is not a hard restriction, as the algorithm to
count them needs also a linear number of steps. Therefore this task is another
example, where the number of agents is helpful to solve it - even more - it is re-
quired, because the algorithm needs the knowledge when it has to stop forwarding
the coordinates of the agents. Alternatively a tree could be created, where mes-
sages are sent along the tree structure (similar to the task Count agents in a tree
in Section 18). But the algorithm would be more complicate as the shown one.
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24 Create a comb

Section 23 presents a solution to compute the Minimum Bounding Box of any con-
nected set of agents. In this section the knowledge about the extend of the MBB
is used. The following task to create a comb from a connected set of agents can
be solved a lot easier with the knowledge of the MBB. If each agent knows the
relative coordinates of the MBB of the set of agents, the topmost row in the set
can be decided in one step. Further every agent can compute the “height” of
the set in the same step. Our solution to reconfigure a connected set of agents
into a comb works on the key idea similar to the solution of G. Aloupis, et al.,
where their system supports broadcasting of messages [4]. The required number
of parallel steps in their solution is O(n), which is remarkable. Our solution
to reconfigure any connected set of agents to a comb also needs O(n) paral-
lel steps in the worst-case, but with the prerequisite of the knowledge of the
bounding box. As shown in Section 23, the MBB can be computed in O(n)
number of steps, too. Finally in our idea to compute the MBB every agent
has to know the total number of them in the set. But this information can
be computed via the algorithms Create tree, Find Master from scratch (see Sec-
tion 17.2) and Count agents in a tree (compare Section 18), both in O(n) steps.

Preliminary considerations

To solve the described task different methods of movement are possible. Some
steps during reconfiguration are shown in the Figure 24.1 on page 158. In the
figures red agents are marked as moving agents. The correct way of movement
would be to move each connected neighbored part of red agents in one moving
step by the movement of just one agent. This would be possible by sending
messages between possible “moving candidates” (for example the outer agents
of a neighbored part of red agents) from east to west and vice versa. Further
each “moving candidate”, which has not to move, has to detach itself before the
movement happens and has to attach to its new neighbors after the movement.
Since our system perform actions on agents as the agents are listed in the agents
file, the order of the actions ’detaching the “moving candidate” which does not
move’ and ’moving of the “moving candidate” which moves’ can not be decided
a priori. Hence it would be required to detach the passively moved “moving
candidate” one step before the movement happens. But this would lead to lost
connectivity on the set of agents. To avoid this incorrect behavior, it would
be required to send messages from an agent, which has to be detached before
movement, during the whole set of agents to the south to decide whether a subset
of agents, which does not move in the current step, is attached elsewhere to the
rest of the set. If the message comes back to the sender along a circle path of
agents, where just one detaching has to happen, then the detaching could happen
without connectivity lost. Otherwise the component, which has to detach, has
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to move with the moving component, and then has to move back to north.
The described behavior would be very complicate to implement. Further a

simulation of the “Create comb” task could be solved much easier. Therefore the
following the key idea of creating a Comb is described. Movements happen on all
red agents, shown in the Figure 24.1 on page 158, where each moving agent moves
itself with the whole set of agents to the north of it. This movement leads to the
case that during performing the movements of neighbored agents an agent could
move to south and does not have any neighbor to the east during the moving
step. But after the step all red agents are moved to south and attached to all
existing neighbors. Therefore the set is connected after each step.

In such a way the movement of the red agents happen, where during one step
the connectivity is lost, but before and after each step the connectivity is ensured.

Idea

Definition 24.1. In the algorithm to reconfigure a connected set of agents into
a Comb, the union of agents in the current processing row is called WALL of
agents.

As already mentioned, the key idea prerequires the knowledge of the relative
coordinates of the MBB (xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax). These values are stored in the
counters C21-C24 in the given order. The idea uses a two steps cycle to perform
southern movement, where the process works similar to the solution of G. Aloupis,
et al. [4]. In general the reconfiguration starts in the topmost row of the set of
agents.

The first four steps will be described in the following because they work a
little bit different to the following ones. In general the even steps are called
“Detaching steps”, the odd steps are called “Moving steps”. First of all each
agent attach to every existing neighbor to ensure connectivity during the following
steps. Moreover every agent decides whether it belongs to the current WALL
or not in the first step, where a WALL agent changes its state to WALL_ and
a non-WALL agent to NWALL. In the second step every agent of the WALL,
which has no southern neighbor, attach to its eastern and western neighbor, to
ensure connectivity when moving to south. Further each such “moving candidate”
changes its state to Move_. In the third step every moving candidate moves to
south and attach immediately to all its existing western, eastern and southern
neighbors. Moreover each agent decides once again if it is a member of the
new WALL or not. Additionally each agent of the old WALL, which does not
move to south, changes its state to SW_OLD. The fourth step works similar to the
second one, with the exception that every agent with the state SW_OLD detaches
itself from its eastern and western neighbor. The partially detaching ensures
that the current wall can move to south in the following step and moreover the
moving WALL agents entrain the elements from the northern row, but only the
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ones which are neighbored to the moving agents. After that the same actions as
in the steps 3 and 4 are repeated until the wall reaches the bottommost position
in the set of agents. Then the WALL elements change their states to SW_Fin.

An example of the first four steps of reconfiguration is shown in Figure 24.1.
In the first step the elements of the WALL are chosen, where WALL agents are
shown in black color and non-WALL agents are shown in gray color. In the
second step the moving candidates are marked with red color. The third step
displays agents of the new WALL and additionally elements of the old WALL,
which do not move to south, with yellow color. The step number 4 shows the new
moving candidates and the agents of the old WALL. The latter ones are detached
from the western and eastern neighbors, what can be considered in Figure 24.1d,
where the leftmost-topmost agent and its eastern neighbor are detached from
each other. In the step number 5 the red agents move to south and entrain their
northern neighbors. If the detaching of the yellow agents would not happen, then
the red agent to the south of the leftmost-topmost agent could not move to south
and entrain the leftmost-topmost agent as desired in the step number 5, because
it is attached to its eastern neighbor.

(a) Step 1 (b) Step 2 (c) Step 3 (d) Step 4

Figure 24.1: Create a comb: first four steps

Proof of concept

Definition 24.2. The set of agents to the north of any agent in the current
WALL is called Tooth of agents.

Lemma 24.3. The described idea reconfigures every connected set of agents to
a Comb of agents.

Proof. Consider, for example the Figure 24.1. The figures show the described
behavior of the key idea. In the first step the wall elements are chosen. In
the second step the moving components are identified, where every agent of the
topmost row of agents without a southern neighbor is a moving candidate. In the
third step all moving candidates move to south. Moreover all stationary agents
of the old WALL are identified in this step. In the fourth step the stationary
agents of the old WALL detach from their eastern and western neighbors to
enable a southern movement of the new WALL agents and entrain the agents of
the old WALL (the Teeth). In the step number 5 the new moving candidates
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move to south and entrain their Teeth, where each Tooth consists of one agent.
In the following two-steps-cycles the moving candidates of the current WALL
move to south and entrain all their Teeth. If in any step a moving agent gets a
new southern neighbor, then the moving agent attach to the southern neighbor,
but does not move in the following step. Instead of this agent a southern agent
further moves actively to south some steps later. The considered agent then is
a Tooth element. Finally the WALL reaches the bottommost row of the set, where
the WALL can be considered as the “Handle” of the Comb (see, for example
the Figure 24.2).

Figure 24.2: Agents set reconfigured to a comb

Lemma 24.4. The set of agents stays attached during reconfiguration to a Comb.

Proof. When the agents start processing, the set of agents is connected. In the
first step each agent attach itself which all existing neighbors. This attachment is
one preliminary action to ensure that the existing north-south attachments never
get lost in the following steps. Further the WALL elements are chosen in the first
step, but this action does not change any attachment. Hence they stay attached
in the first step. In the second step the moving candidates attach immediately to
their eastern and western neighbors. Since no detaching happens and the set stays
attached in the step number 2, too. In the third step the movement happens,
where all moving agents attach to all existing western, eastern and southern
neighbors after the movement, but in the same step. Consider, for example, the
Figures 24.1b and 24.1c. The two agents in the middle of the topmost row, shown
in Figure 24.1b in red color, move to south and attach to all new neighbors in the
step number 3. The left part of the set stays attached. Further the two red agents
attach to the left part and to the gray agent of the right part of the set. The
same happens with the rightmost agent in Figure 24.1b, also shown in red color.
It moves to south and attach immediately to its new western neighbor. Due to
the shown arguments, the connectivity for every moving component of the set is
ensured after the movement in the step number 3. In the fourth step the agents
of the old WALL, which did not move to south, detach from their eastern and
western neighbors, if there exist any. But they all stay attached to their southern
neighbors, hence they stay attached in the step number 4, too. The following
steps follow the shown pattern of actions. For example, all red agents, shown
in Figure 24.1d move to south in the step number 5 and attach immediately to
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the southern neighbor of the black agent in Figure 24.1d. But they additionally
entrain the green agents, which are connected to the red agents. The agents in
the current WALL are connected to their eastern and western neighbors all the
time and the agents to the north of the current wall are connected by south-north-
attachments to the current WALL. If the WALL finally reaches the bottommost
row of the set, the WALL elements change to the state SW_Fin and do not change
any attachment.

Theorem 24.5. The described key idea solves Task 11.4.

Proof. Follows from the Lemmas 24.3 and 24.4.

Rules

The ruleset, which will be presented in this section, is a straight forward imple-
mentation of the presented idea to solve Task 11.4. But there are some counters
required to enable the described behavior. In the following rules the counter C09
is used as a flag to switch between the two steps in each cycle. If the value of
the counter C09 is 1, then the moving components as well as the agents of the
old WALL, which did not move in the last step, will be identified (the “Detach-
ing step”). If the value of counter C09 is 0, the movement and the identification
of the agents belonging to the next WALL is done (the “Moving step”). The
counter C10 indicates the current row, where the topmost row has the number
0, the row to the south of the topmost row the number 1, and so on. The
counter C11 stores the next row (C11=10+1). Finally the counter C12 has stored
the bottommost row, which is required to stop the movement. Some rules contain
the condition <C010C012, what denotes that the current WALL may not be the
bottommost row to ensure that the processing stops.

The first action to reconfigure a set of agents to a Comb is to attach all existing
neighbors on all agents. This action happens by applying the Rule (24.1) on every
agent. Further in the first step the current WALL has to be chosen, where the
starting state of every agent can be either RBoun or SBoun (the final states of the
ruleset to compute the MBB, presented in Section 23 on page 153ff). Further
all described counters must be initialized in the first step. On WALL and non-
WALL agents either the Rule (24.2) or the Rule (24.3) has to be applied to
perform all those actions.

Attach all neighbors

10

!(!SRBoun !SSBoun)

A1111

(24.1)
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Choose Topmost Row and Init

10

!(!SRBoun !SSBoun) =C0240000

SWALL C009+00000001 C010+00000000

C011+00000001 C012−C024C022

(24.2)

Choose Non-Topmost Row and Init

10

!(!SRBoun !SSBoun) !=C0240000

SNWALL C009+00000001 C010+00000000

C011+00000001 C012−C024C022

(24.3)

In the following steps these counters have to be incremented to realize the
described processing. Therefore the Rule (24.4) is created. The precondition of
this rule contains the condition of the flag C09=0, what ensures that the rule will
be applied in the “Moving step”. Further the condition <C010C012 denotes, that
the current row is to the north of the bottommost row. Moreover different possible
state conditions are required. Consider, for example, Figure 24.1d on page 158.
The agents to the north of the current wall (shown in green color) are already
detached from their western and eastern neighbors. Hence they will only be
moved to south passively by any southern agent and it is not required to initialize
any counters. The agents, shown in red color in Figure 24.1d are moving agents
(state Move_) and have to initialize their counters in the next step. The stationary
agent in Figure 24.1d (state WALL_), shown in black color, has to initialize the
counters because in the next step it has to detach from its western and eastern
neighbors (in the considered example in the step number 6 a detachment is not
required, but other configurations are possible). And finally the gray agents have
to initialize the shown counters. Their state is NWALL.

The counterpart rule for the step flag counter C09 is the Rule (24.5). This
rule will be applied in the “Detaching step”, where only the agents of the WALL
and agents to the south of the WALL have to change the flag (state NWALL).

Init step counter and Row Number

10

=C0090000 !(!SWALL !SNWALL !SMove ) <C010C012

C009+00000001 C010+C0100001 C011+C0110001

(24.4)

Change Flag

10

=C0090001 !(!SWALL !SNWALL)

C009+00000000

(24.5)
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In the same step as the initialization of the counters happens, the WALL
elements have to be identified. An agent can be a member of the new WALL
if it was a non-WALL agent in the last cycle and its counter value C11 is equal
to the value of the counter C24, because in counter C24 the relative y-coordinate
to the topmost agent(s) in the set is stored. An agent, which fulfills all those
conditions, applies the Rule (24.6). But the moving agents are WALL agents
after the movement, too. Hence the moving Rules 24.8 and 24.9 change the
state of the moving agents to WALL_, too. To identify them as non-WALL agents
no rule is required for the agents to the south of the new WALL, because they
did not change their states in the last cycle. But the agents of the old WALL,
which did not move to south have to change their states to W_OLD, to ensure
that they will detach their eastern and western neighbors in the following step
(see Rule (24.7)).

An agent, which moves to south, can either have a northern neighbor or not.
If a northern neighbor exists, then the agent has to move to south and entrain
the northern Tooth of agents. Hence it applies the Rule (24.8) (consider the
action A+111, where the northern Tooth moves with the current agent). If no
northern neighbor exists, then a moving candidate performs its movement by ap-
plying the Rule (24.9). In both cases the relative y-coordinates of the MBB have
to be adapted because of their movement and the counter C24 is used to decide
the bottommost row. Hence the two rules contain actions to adapt the values of
the counters C22 and C24. But additionally all y-coordinates of the Tooth agents
to the north of an actively moving agent have to be adjusted. This case is shown
in the following paragraph. What have to be mentioned is that the MBB can
change the topmost row of agents when reconfiguring to a Comb. If the rela-
tive ymax value of the MBB is required after combing, then the MBB has to be
computed once again.

Choose Wall Element

10

=C0090000 SNWALL =C011C024 <C010C012

SWALL

(24.6)

Choose Non-Wall Element above

10

=C0090000 SWALL =C010C024 <C010C012

SW OLD

(24.7)

Move to S teeth

10

SMove N1∗∗∗ <C010C012

SWALL P0,−1 A+111 C022+C0220001 C024+C0240001

(24.8)
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Move to S single agent

10

SMove N0∗∗∗ <C010C012

SWALL P0,−1 A0111 C022+C0220001 C024+C0240001

(24.9)

In the “Detaching step” the flag of each WALL and each non-WALL agent
will be changed to 0 by applying the Rule (24.5) on page 161. Further the
identification of the moving candidates for the next step is done by applying
the Rule (24.10). A moving candidate changes its state to Move_ but addition-
ally it sends a message to its northern neighbor to inform the Tooth about its
movement. The latter action is necessary because the Tooth agents otherwise
are not aware of their passively movement. If a Tooth agent receives such a
message, it adapts the relative y-coordinates of the stored MBB by applying
the Rule (24.11). Another activity in the “Detaching step” is the detaching of
temporary stationary WALL agents. Those agents have to detach from their east-
ern and western neighbors to ensure a proper southern movement in the following
steps (consider Rule (24.12)).

Change to Move state

10

SWALL E0,−1

SMove MNMove

(24.10)

Adapt the MBB y-coordinates

10

MSMove

C022+C0220001 C024+C0240001 MNMove

(24.11)

Detach teeth agent

10

SW OLD

SNWFIN A∗00∗

(24.12)

Finally the Rule (24.13) is created to change to the state W_Fin on all WALL
agents of the bottommost row. The movement of the agents stops without this
rule, but this rule ensures a consistent state on all agents after reconfiguration
(each agent has either the state NWFin or W_Fin).

Stop

20

!(!SWALL !SNWall) =C010C012

SW Fin

(24.13)
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Proof of correctness

Theorem 24.6. The presented ruleset reconfigures any connected set of agents
into a Comb of agents.

Proof. The proof that the ruleset works proper will show that the ruleset realizes
the presented idea and therefore solves the Task 11.4.

In the first step the Rules 24.1, 24.2 and 24.3 on page 161 are applied on the
agents, where the first rule is applied on all agents of the set and ensures that they
are attached to all existing neighbors when the reconfiguration starts. From the
other two rules just one rule is applied on each agent, but that for sure because
their preconditions are the same, with exception of the condition =C0240000

in Rule (24.2), which is the inverted condition of Rule (24.3). Further just the
states are checked, where every agent has either the state RBoun or SBoun when
the bounding box is computed. The two rules decide for each agent whether it
belongs to the WALL or not in the first step. Because every agent stores in
the counter C24 the relative ymax-coordinate of the topmost agents in the set,
the value of this counter for each agent of the topmost row is 0. Therefore the
agents of the topmost row compose the first WALL when the ruleset will be
applied. Further the step flag counter C09, the WALL counter C10, the next row
counter C11 and the bottommost row counter C12 will be initialized correctly by
applying the Rule 24.2 or 24.3.

In the second step every agent changes its flag counter to 0 (see Rule (24.5)).
Further each agent without southern neighbor changes its state to Move_ by
applying the Rule (24.10) on page 163. In the third step and in every follow-
ing odd step each agent with the state Move_ applies either the Rule (24.8) or
the Rule (24.9), depending on an existing northern neighbor or not. Both rules
perform southern movement, where the Rule (24.9) only moves the according
agent, but every agent, which applies the Rule (24.8), entrains additionally the
whole Tooth to the north of itself. Further the new WALL elements are chosen
in this step, where moving agents change their states to WALL_, when applying
one of the presented moving rules. Temporary stationary agents of the next
row, which has northern neighbors in the current step, apply the Rule (24.6) to
change their states to WALL_. Further all agents, which were WALL elements in
the last step, but did not move to south in the current step, change their states
to W_OLD. Finally every agent initializes its counters by applying the Rule (24.4)
on page 161.

In the fourth and all following even steps the same as in step number 2
happens, but additionally every agent with the state W_OLD detaches its eastern
and western neighbor. This activity ensures that all moving agents, which move
to south and entrain northern attached agents can do that properly.

In this way the presented set of rules realizes the described processing of
movement and its stopping in the last row because of the condition <C010C012

in the Rules 24.4, 24.6 and 24.7.
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Observation 24.7. Every agent of the ruleset has stored the relative coordinates
of the MBB of the starting configuration of the set after reconfiguring to a Comb.

Resources

Lemma 24.8. The number of steps to reconfigure a set of agents is ≤ 3∗∆y − 1
with the presented ruleset, if ∆y is the difference between the y-coordinate of the
topmost agent(s) and the bottommost agent(s) in the set.

Proof. Consider Figure 24.3. The figure displays the reconfiguration of a set of
agents in different steps, where the movements, which will follow in the next step
are shown with double lined arrows, however the single arrows display messages,
which are sent in the shown step. All agents of the topmost row of the set perform
their first movements in the third step. Figure 24.3 shows the step number 2,
to illustrate that the rightmost-topmost agent moves to south in the third step.
The same agent moves the next time to south in the step number 5. Therefore
it follows that the observed agent has reached the shown position in Figure 24.3
after the step number 2 ∗ ∆y − 1. In the following step the rightmost agent
and its western neighbor, named agent S, both declare themselves as moving
agents and move to south in the step number 2 ∗∆y. Furthermore agent S sends
the message Move_ to its northern neighbor in this step. Every agent of the
bottommost row applies the Rule (24.13) in the step number 2 ∗ (∆y + 1) (The
“Stop” rule). In the same step the northern neighbor of the leftmost-bottommost
agent applies the Rule (24.12) to detach itself from its eastern neighbor. With
the Tooth of agents the following happens: The first message from agent S to
its northern neighbor is sent in the step number 2 ∗ ∆y. This message reaches
the topmost agent in the set in the step number 3 ∗∆y − 2 because the distance
from the northern neighbor of agent S to the topmost agent is ∆y − 2. In the
step 3 ∗∆y − 1 the topmost agent applies the Rule (24.11) to adapt its values of
the MBB. After this step no rule will be performed on any agent.

The shown example is a worst-case example because the number of required
north-south movements is O(n) steps. Further the last movement in this ex-
ample happens in a row with maximal north-south-distance, meaning that this
movement implies that messages are relayed a maximal number of steps along
a Tooth of agents. The rightmost agent in this example is just chosen to present
the first movement. Without this agent the behavior would be the same, with
the exception, that the first movement happens in the step number 2 ∗ ∆y + 1.
But the proven runtime would not change for that configuration.

Corollary 24.9. The worst-case running time to reconfigure any connected set
of agents into a Comb is O(n) number of steps with the presented ruleset. This
is worst-case step-optimal if in each step every agent can move maximal one cell.
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Step 2 ∗ ∆y

b b

Step 3 ∗ ∆y − 2

Figure 24.3: Worst case example for combing

Proof. Figure 24.3 shows such an example. If the north-south range ∆y of
the MBB is Θ(n) cells, then the first statement of the corollary follows directly
from Lemma 24.8. Since in that case the number of movements is O(n), the
corollary is true.

Theorem 24.10. Every agent needs constant memory to reconfigure any chain
of agents with the presented ruleset.

Proof. As every agent only needs a state and 8 counters (C09,C10,C11,C12,C21,
C22,C23,C24) the theorem is proven.

Note 24.11. The number of rules to solve Task 11.4 is 13.

Proof. See the Rules 24.1 - 24.13.

Extensions

The presented task creates a Comb from any set of agents. But this task is not
practiced as an end in itself. However it is used to clone a shape, which will be
described in detail in Section 27. To clone a shape two different shapes first create
a Comb. Then the set of agents, which has to clone the other shape reconfigures
to the remote Comb and finally both combs reconfigure to the desired shape.
To realize that behavior, the following extensions of the presented ruleset are
necessary:

1. Store the original relative position of every agent before combing. This
information is required to reconfigure the Comb of the reference shape to
its original shape.

2. Realize a synchronized start of computation of the remote Comb on the
cloning Comb.

3. Distinguish between the reference set and the cloning set by defining dif-
ferent end states on handle agents (the bottommost agents of the set) and
non-handle agents.
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4. Adapt the relative coordinates of a preliminary stored reference position (a
reference agent of a remote set) in a proper way during combing.

5. Compute the number of agents to the north of each agent, including its
own.

To store the relative position of every agent, each moving agent adapts its
coordinates in the same step as it moves. Further each moving agent sends a
message to the Tooth agents and the Tooth agents adapt their coordinates when
receiving the message and relay the message to their northern neighbors.

A synchronized start after combing can be realized by computation of the
number of required steps to reconfigure and adapting the relative coordinates.
Lemma 24.8 shows the number of required steps in the worst case. This number
will be used as step counter (countdown) to realize the synchronized final state
on every agent of the set.

The distinction between the different sets can be made by storing a value in
a counter. Chosen is the counter C03, where an agent of the reference set has
stored the value −1 in this counter, but an agent of the cloning set has stored
the value 1 in this counter. What follows is, that the final states of the agents
are:

• WFINS on an agent of the final WALL of the reference set.

• WFIND on an agent of the final WALL of the cloning set.

• NWFI_ on a final tooth agent of the reference set.

• Nwfin on a final tooth agent of the cloning set.

The adaptation of the relative coordinates of a reference position can be in-
cluded in the ruleset. In the same rules as the values of the MBB are adapted,
the relative coordinates of the reference position have to be adapted. Finally the
number of agents to the north of any agent can be computed relatively simple. At
the beginning each WALL agent initializes the value by 1. A WALL agent which
moves, has not to adapt the value. A WALL agent, which does not move sends
its stored value to south and the southern neighbor stores the received value. In
this way each agent stores the desired number because each agent is at any point
of time a member of the WALL.

Remarks to the algorithm

Our solution to reconfigure any connected set of agents into a Comb is a fast so-
lution to do that. First of all our key idea benefits of the knowledge of the MBB.
Because the computation of the MBB needs also a linear number of steps, this
prerequisite does not imply a drawback in an asymptotical sense. But as one
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can imagine, the stored information about the MBB is wrong after reconfigura-
tion in most of the cases (just the maximal y-coordinate of the MBB). If this
information is required after reconfiguration to a Comb, then the MBB has to be
computed once again. Another benefit of our solution is the idea to choose the
current WALL in one step, which is possible with the knowledge of the extremal
coordinates of the MBB. This simple idea leads additionally to a relative small
number of rules. G. Aloupis, et at, solve this problem by enabling broadcasting
of messages [4]. Since our system does not support broadcasting, instead of using
the information of the MBB a message transfer from east to west and vice versa
would be required in the current WALL of agents.

25 Reverse combing

The task Create a comb generates a Comb of any set of agents. Further the
extension, described in Section 24 on page 166, computes the relative coordinates
of the original position on every agent. With this information the reverse combing
will be realized. The ruleset, which realizes the key idea will not be presented in
this section because it works very similar to the one described in Section 24.

Preliminary considerations

The key idea to realize the reverse combing works similar to the combing idea in
reverse mode. To create a Comb it is possible to move every Tooth of agents in
the same step to south. If the reverse combing would be processed in a similar
way, then the behavior would not be as desired. This is because of the internal
sequential application of rules on agents. The system applies rules on agents as
the agents are listed in the agents file in ascending order. Hence a movement of
two neighbored teeth of agents with the additionally moving action A+110 would
lead to the following irregular behavior, if the two moving agents both would
have northern neighbors: The first of the two moving agents moves to north with
its whole Tooth of agents. Further it attach either to the east or to the west of
the northern neighbor of the second moving agent. After that the second moving
agent moves to north with the whole connected subset to the north of it and
entrains the first moving agent with its movement. Therefore the first moving
agent is moved twice.

To avoid this irregular behavior and present a simple simulation of reverse
combing, a three steps cycle is chosen for reverse combing, where the neighbors
to the east and west first are detached on moving agents. In the second step the
moving agents move to north and in the third step the moving agents attach to
their eastern and western neighbors. The three steps cycle has to be interpreted
as one common step and therefore the connectivity is ensured at the beginning
and at the end of each cycle.
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Idea

The detailed description of the idea works as follows:
The starting state of WALL agents is WFINS (bottommost agents). The starting
state of every other agent is NWFI_. The relative y-coordinate of the destination
position is stored in counter C13, where 0 means that the agent is already in its
destination position and a value > 0 means that the agent has to move to north.

In the first step each agent in the state WFINS changes its state to WA_LL and
each agent in the state NWFI_ changes its state to WALLN. All following steps work
always on the three steps cycle as described now:

• Step 1: Identify all agents, which have the state WA_LL and the value of
counter C13 > 0. Each such agent changes its state to MoveN, detaches
from its eastern and western neighbors and sends the message IMove to
the northern neighbor. An agent with the same state, but a value of 0 in
counter C03 changes its state to WOOLD and sends the message WALL_ to its
northern neighbor.

• Step 2: Each agent, which receives the message WALL_ from its southern
neighbor changes its state to WaNew. Every agent with the state MoveN

moves to north either by the attachments action A0000 or A1000, depending
on an existing northern neighbor or not, and changes its state to Moved.
Moreover every agent with the state WOOLD changes its state to WALLN.
Finally every agent, which receives the message IMove from south, adapts
the value of the counter C13 (decrement it) and forwards the decremented
value to its northern neighbor. But this happens in all following steps,
not only in the Step 2, to ensure that all Tooth agents adapt their relative
coordinates in a proper way.

• Step 3: Each agent with the state WaNew changes its state to WA_LL. Each
agent with the state Moved changes its state to WA_LL, too, but additionally
decrements the value of the counter C13.

The described three steps cycle first detaches the neighbors of moving can-
didates, then moves the moving candidates and finally chooses the new WALL
agents. Further it realizes a proper adaptation of the value of counter C13 to
ensure that each agent moves to its destination position.

Proof of concept

Proof. The set of agents is connected at its starting position. Further each agent
has stored the relative y-coordinate of its destination position at the beginning.
In the first step only the WALL agents are identified. Hence the connectivity
is not lost in this step. Further the values of the counter C13 are not modified
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in this step. For each of the following three steps cycles the set is connected at
the beginning and at the end of each cycle. This is on the one hand ensured by
the three steps cycle. On the other hand Lemma 24.4 on page 159 ensures that,
because the reverse combing makes the reverse moving steps of the Create a comb
algorithm. Moreover each moving candidate will be identified correctly if the
stored value of counter C13 has stored the correct value at the beginning. This is
grounded on the proper adaptation of this value on moving agents and on their
northern neighbors by messages, which initiate the adaption.

Resources

Theorem 25.1. The presented key idea enables a linear running time when re-
configuring a Comb to its destination shape.

Proof. The presented idea uses a three steps cycle of movement. In each cycle
the WALL gets one position more north than the cycle before. Because the y-
range of the set is limited by the number of agents, the number of cycles, until
the WALL reaches the northernmost position in the set is ≤ 3 ∗ n + 1.

Theorem 25.2. It is possible to realize the reconfiguration from a Comb to its
destination shape with constant memory.

Proof. The key idea only uses one counter and a state on every agent. Therefore
the needed resources are independently of the number of agents in the set.

Extensions

The described idea to reconfigure a Comb to its destination shape works for each
local set of agents. To clone a set of agents, first the reference set as well as the
cloning set both create a Comb. After that the cloning Comb reconfigures from
its own Comb to the remote Comb (consider Section 26). Finally both combs
have to reconfigure from the Comb to the reference shape. To enable this shape
changing, the cloned Comb has to reconfigure to the remote shape. This can be
realized by the following steps:

A precondition to realize this behavior is that each agent in the cloned Comb
has stored the relative coordinates of the reference remote agent. This can be
realized by the algorithm Comb to remote comb on page 171. Then the refer-
ence Comb reconfigures from the Comb to the reference shape. At the earliest
one cycle after beginning the reconfiguration on the reference Comb the recon-
figuration on the cloned Comb can start. The cloned Comb can reconfigure to
the remote shape by similar steps as by reconfiguring to a local shape. The dif-
ference between the remote reverse combing and the local reverse combing is the
comparing activity. Instead of looking for the value of counter C13, each agent
of the current WALL can look at the reference remote position. If there is an
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agent at the reference position, the WALL agent does not move to north. If there
does not exist an agent at the reference cell of a WALL agent, then the agent
has to move further to north. Furthermore every moving agent has to inform its
northern neighbors of its movement, so that the northern neighbors can adapt
their relative coordinates of the reference positions in the remote set.

In such a way the cloned Comb can reconfigure from the Comb to the reference
shape by looking to the remote cells and movements, depending on the result of
the equation. The description of the “Clone a 2D shape” algorithm is presented
in Section 27 on page 44ff.

Remarks to the algorithm

The described algorithm uses similar aspects as the combing process. Because
the combing works proper without losing connectivity, the reverse combing can
simulate the reverse process, but now with a three steps cycle instead of a two
steps cycle. The connectivity is only ensured at the beginning and at the end of
every cycle. Since this processing should only simulate such a reconfiguration, this
is an appropriate way of reconfiguration. In a real system, the moving components
would have to communicate a lot with the whole wall of agents to decide the
agents which have to slide to south along components, that are connected to the
ground (think to 3D systems). Further from those moving candidates agents,
which really have to move and entrain the neighbored subset of agents, have
to be identified. This would require many communication between the agents.
Moreover imagine that a “non-grounded” agent will be moved passively to south.
After the movement this agent gets “grounded” because any indirectly connected
agent gets grounded. That means that the agents have to communicate whether
they are grounded or not after each moving cycle. Such a much more complicate
implementation would lead at least to O(n2) number of communication steps but
only to O(n) number of moving steps.

26 Comb to remote comb

In this section the intermediate task to clone a shape is described. This task is
already solved from G. Aloupis, et al. [4]. They presented a solution to reconfigure
from a Comb to a remote comb in O(n) time, where their solution needs O(n)
memory on each meta-module if it will be implemented in a distributed way.
Their concept of reconfiguration uses an intermediate structure, called “Common
comb”, which is a subset of cells of the union of the reference comb and the
local comb. The “Common comb” contains n cells if n is the number of meta-
modules in both sets, where the bottommost row of the “Common comb” contains
kcommon = max(kref , kclone) meta-modules, if kref is the number of meta-modules
in the bottommost row of the reference comb and kclone is the number of meta-
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modules in the local comb. The remaining number of meta-modules n− kcommon

fill the columns of the union of both sets from east to west. This structure
leads to a reconfiguration in two phases. In the first phase only globally eastern
movements happen, until the “Common comb” is created. In the second phase
the “Common comb” is reconfigured to the reference comb, where only globally
western movements are required.

This key idea of an intermediate configuration is also used in our concept of
reconfiguration. But as the idea of G. Aloupis, et al., cannot be implemented (the
required memory resources are not available), a simpler intermediate structure
is used. The Figure 26.1a shows an example of a local comb, which has to be
reconfigured into the remote comb, shown in Figure 26.1b. The following Fig-
ure 26.2 presents steps during reconfiguration to the reference comb. Figure 26.2e
shows the intermediate structure, which contains the highest number of agents
in the three rightmost columns, matching to the three highest columns of the
local comb. To the west of these columns two columns with the same height as
the maximal height of the remote comb are shown. In the next column the rest
of agents is arranged from east to west. From this intermediate structure the
reconfiguration to the remote comb can be realized relatively simple.

In this section only the key idea is presented, because the reconfiguration needs
six different phases to realize a proper preprocessing on agents in the bottommost
row of the set, as well as to realize the required moving steps. The proof of the
key idea would exceed the scope of this thesis.

Definition 26.1. The union of agents in the bottommost row of a Comb is
called Handle.

Note 26.2. The number of agents in the Handle of the RComb is called kref and
the number of agents in the Handle of the CComb is called kclone in this section.

(a) Clone comb (b) Reference comb

Figure 26.1: Cloning comb and Reference comb
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(a) Clone phase 1 (b) Clone phase 2a

(c) Clone phase 2b (d) Clone phase 3 init

(e) Clone phase 3 Fin (f) Clone phase 4

Figure 26.2: The cloning comb in different phases
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Preliminary considerations and activities

The key idea to solve Task 11.8 needs a set of preconditions to solve the described
task. The reconfiguration from the CComb to the RComb is solved to clone any
shape. Therefore at least one agent of the shape, which has to clone the reference
shape has to know the relative coordinates to one of the agents of the reference
shape. As of this reason it can be assumed that one agent has stored the relative
coordinates of one reference agent of the reference shape. Furthermore both
shapes are connected all the time and contain n agents. Hence it is possible to
spread the information of the reference agent to all agents in the local shape
in O(n) number of steps (compare with Section 23, where the information of
the MBB is spread to all agents in O(n) time). Therefore it is assumed that each
agent has stored the relative coordinates of the reference agent of the reference
shape, before the combing process starts on both sets.

Another precondition during reconfiguration is made to simplify the process.
Consider the Figure 26.1 on page 172. The CComb, shown in Figure 26.1a, is
smaller than the RComb, shown in Figure 26.1b. Because the CComb has to
enlarge its width during reconfiguration to the RComb, enough cells to the east
of the CComb have to be empty when starting the reconfiguration. Further it is
assumed that enough cells to the north of the CComb are empty to enable an
enlargement of the CComb to the north. The required space around the CComb
has to be at least as much cells as the union of the MBB s of the RComb and
the CComb require, plus additionally one column to the east and to the west
and one row to the north of the union of the two MBB s have. This enables
the possibility to check empty and filled field conditions during reconfiguration
properly.

Definition 26.3. The RComb and the CComb are given. Number the agents
in the Handle of the RComb as R1, ..., Rkref

and the agents in the Handle of
the CComb as C1, ..., Ckclone

. The agent Ri, i ∈ 1, ...,min(kref , kclone) is called
the Comb Reference Agent (CRefA) of Ci.

To enable the process of comb cloning, the algorithm to reconfigure the
CComb to the RComb is extended with a preliminary phase 0. In this phase
each agent of the Handle of the CComb computes the relative coordinates of the
leftmost RComb-Handle agent, as well as the relative coordinates of the right-
most Handle agent of the RComb. Furthermore in phase 0 the relative coordinates
of the CRefA for each Handle agent Ci, i ∈ 1, ...,min(kref , kclone) is computed in
this phase.
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Idea

The key idea to reconfigure the CComb to the same shape as the RComb has
requires some preconditions to fulfill the Task 11.8:

• The MBB s of the RComb and the CComb are disjunct and have addi-
tionally at least one empty column to the west and east of their MBB s
as well as one empty row to the north of their MBB s. Furthermore at
least max(kref , kclone) − kclone + 1 columns have to be empty to the east of
the CComb.

• Each agent of the CComb has stored the relative coordinates of the MBB of
its starting shape before the combing process starts (the MBB of the CComb
has the same width as the MBB of the starting shape as well as the same
ymin value, but the value ymaxCComb

≤ ymaxstart
). The values have to be

stored in the counters C21 - C24.

• Every agent of the CComb has stored the relative coordinates of one and
the same reference agent of the reference shape before the combing process
starts. This is because the Task 11.8 is used to clone a shape, where at
least one reference agent has to be known. The relative coordinates to
the reference agent can be adapted in a proper way during combing as the
extension of the combing process describes (see the pages 24f). The values
have to be stored in the counters C14, C15.

• Every agent of the CComb has stored the number of agents to the north
of it plus 1 in the counter C07. The computation of this value can also be
realized during the combing process (see the pages 24f).

• The state of every Handle agent of the RComb has to be WFINS.

• The state of every non-Handle agent of the RComb has to be NWFI_.

• The state of every Handle agent of the CComb has to be WFIND.

• The state of every non-Handle agent of the CComb has to be Nwfin.

The key idea uses six phases to reconfigure from the CComb to the same
shape as the RComb has. The phases enforce the following subtasks:

• Phase 0: Compute information about the RComb on every Handle agent
of the CComb (the relative coordinates of the leftmost-bottommost agent,
the rightmost-bottommost agent and the CRefA).

• Phase 1: Fill the Handle to the right of the CComb, until the width of
the CComb matches to the width of the RComb. This phase is only required
if the width of the CComb is less than the width of the RComb.
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• Phase 2a: Compute the number of agents in the column of the CRefA on
each Handle agent of the CComb and spread the number of agents in the
highest column of the RComb to all Handle agents of the CComb.

• Phase 2b: Move all non-Handle agents to east as long as it is possible
without leaving the MBB of the CComb. The result of this phase is a
staircase-like structure.

• Phase 3: Fill the columns from east to west until each column, which
contains Tooth agents, has at least as much agents in its columns as the
highest column of the RComb (excepting is the westernmost column, which
contains more than one agent; this column is filled by the remaining Tooth
agents).

• Phase 4: Fill the columns from west to east, where the number of agents
in each column has to match to the number of agents in the column of
the CRefA.

Phase 0:
The preprocessing phase is used to compute relative coordinates to the RComb-
Handle on each Handle agent of the CComb, where

• the relative x-coordinate of the leftmost Handle agent of the RComb has to
be stored in the counter C17 on each Handle agent of the CComb,

• the relative x-coordinate of the rightmost Handle agent has to be stored in
the counter C19 on each Handle agent of the CComb,

• the relative y-coordinate of the Handle of the RComb has to be stored in
the counter C18 on each Handle agent of the CComb and

• the relative x-coordinate of the CRefA of each Handle agent of the CComb
has to be stored in the counter C16 (C16 = C17 − C21).

Moreover the following counter values have to be stored on every Handle agent
of the CComb at the latest when changing to phase 1 to initialize the required
values for the next phases:

• The counter C00 is used to store the width of the remote set minus 1
(C00 = C19 − C17).

• The counter C01 is used to store the relative x-coordinate to the rightmost
position of the RComb on each Handle agent of the CComb (C01 = C19−
C16).

• The counter C02 just stores C16+1 (the relative x-coordinate to the position
to the right of the rightmost Handle agent of the RComb).
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A graphical view of those values is shown in Figure 26.3. Consider agent C

in the figure. Agent R is the CRefA of agent C, agent S is the CRefA of agent D.
To decide the bounding box of the remote set and reconfigure to the RComb, all
those values have to be computed for each Handle agent of the CComb.

Counter values for agent C

MBB of the CComb

C D

MBB of the RComb

R S

C21 C23

C01

C00

C
22

=
0

C
24 C16

C17 C00

C16 C01

C19

C
18

Figure 26.3: CComb and RComb Handle counters after phase 0

The work flow for the computation of these values is as follows: First of
all each Handle agent of the RComb changes its state to SLMBM_ and initializes
the values of the counters C17 = C14, C18 = C15, C00 = C14 − 1, C01 =
C15 − 1. The counters C00 and C01 first are used to indicate the next row and
the next column when searching the leftmost Handle agent of the RComb. In the
following steps the counters C18 and C01 are decremented until an agent with the
state WFINS is detected at the relative position (C17, C01). When this happens,
the value of the counter C18 is stored. Further the state changes to SLMBMW. In this
state each Handle agent of the CComb decrements the values of the counters C00
and C17 until the leftmost Handle agent of the remote set is detected (at the
position (C17, C18) an agent with the state WFINS is located, but on the position
(C00, C18) = (C17−1, C18) is an empty field). Now the value of the counter C17
is stored on each Handle agent of the CComb. After that the same searching
process sustains on the eastern part of the RComb to find the rightmost Handle
agent of the RComb. When this happens, every Handle agent of the CComb
changes its state to BMFil to change to phase 2a and stores the values for the
counters C19, C16, C00, C01, C02 and C07.
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Phase 1:
The first phase of reconfiguration from the CComb to the same shape as the
RComb has is dedicated to fill empty cells to the right of the rightmost agent of
the CComb. This phase is not required, if the width of the CComb is greater than
or equal to the width of the RComb (such a configuration is shown in Figure 26.3
on page 177). But it is necessary if the two combs look like the ones shown in
the Figure 26.1 on page 172.

The following mode of reconfiguration is chosen to fill the Handle row: Each
agent of the Handle of the CComb has already stored the relative x-coordinate of
the rightmost position, which has to be filled after reconfiguration to the RComb
(the value of the counter C01). Hence each of them can decide if this position is
filled. If it is filled, every Handle agent changes to the next phase by changing
the state to BMCom. If the position at (C01, 0) is not filled, every Handle agent
sends a message to its northern neighbor, if there exists one and if the position
to north-east is empty. The northern neighbor then either has move to east or
to south-east. The rightmost Handle agent sends the message MovSE to north to
indicate that the northern Tooth of agents has to move to south-east. In parallel
it sends the adapted values of the counters C17 and C18 to its northern neighbor
and changes the value of the counter C07 to 1 (after the movement no agent to
the north exists). The northern neighbor stores the received values and changes
its state to MovSE in the following step. Furthermore the rightmost Handle agent
sends the adapted values of the counters C16 and C19 to the northern neighbor
in the following step. In the step after that the northern neighbor moves to
south-east and stores the received values. Each Handle agent, which is not the
rightmost one, sends its northern Tooth to east, if it is required and possible.
Further it changes the value of counter C07 to 1. The northern Tooth of agents
then move in the following step to east. Additionally the moving agent sends
its stored counter value C07 + 1 to the new southern neighbor, which stores the
received value. In this way an eastern movement of teeth of agents happens.
Essential during this reconfiguration is that the required values, which refer of
the remote comb are consistent during this phase. Further each agent has stored
the number of agents to the north of it plus 1 in counter C07 at the beginning
and at the end of the phase because it is adapted properly.

An example for this movement can be considered in Figure 26.2a on page 173,
where the agents, shown in green color, move to east with their teeth.

Phase 2a:
The next phase is dedicated to compute the number of agents in the column of

the CRefA. Further in this phase the information of the highest known column
of the remote set is spread to all Handle agents of the CComb. The number of
agents in the remote column has to be stored in the counter C04. Further the
number of agents in the highest column −1 of the remote set has to be stored in
the counter C06. The counter C12 is used to temporarily store the value for the
counter C06, if in the same step the value of the counter C06 is changed by the
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agents own processing on counter C04. Finally in the counter C05 the relative
y-coordinate of the next remote row is stored (C05 = C18 + C04 in each step).

When this phase starts, each agent of the Handle has the state BMCom. Each of
them first changes the state to CNoRA and initializes the counters C04 = 1, C05 =
C18 + 1, C06 = 0, C12 = 0. For each agent the following happens: If an agent
exists on the relative position (C16, C05), the value of the counters C04 and C05

are incremented. If additionally the value of the counter C04 is greater than
the value of the counter C06, then the value of the counter C04 − 1 is stored
in the counter C06. In this case the agent spreads this information to its east-
ern and western neighbors by sending the text message ReMax and the value of
counter C06. Each agent, which receives this text message, checks whether the
received numeric message is greater than its stored value in counter C06, and if
no other greater value is received from the opposed neighbor. If all these con-
ditions are fulfilled, the value will be stored in the counter C12. If the state of
the agent still is CNoRA, then the value cannot be better than the own computed
information; hence it will not be stored in the counter C06.

Each agent, which has finished the computation of the number of remote
agents in the reference column, changes its state to CNo_F by a stopping rule
with higher priority than all other rules of the ruleset. But the stopping rule
contains preconditions that the current agent not receives messages from the
eastern or western neighbors (ReMax) and that it does not receive a message from
the northern neighbor (the message New__ can be sent in the phase 2b, which
indicates that an agent moved to the position to the north of the agent and sends
the number of agents to the north; therefore the stopping rule would avoid the
adaptation of the counter C07).

Each agent, which has stored a greater value in counter C12 than in counter
C06, copies this value to the counter C06 and relays this information to the eastern
and western neighbors.

The leftmost Handle agent changes its state to MoEMa if it has finished its com-
putation of the counter C04. This state initiates the phase 2b. All other Handle
agents change their states to CNo_F if they have finished the computation of the
counter C04. The relaying and storing of the value of the counter C06 can be
finished in the phase 2b, because in that phase no messages are sent from east
to west or vice versa. Additionally no modification of the counters C06 and C12

are performed in the phase 2b. Finally the phase 2b needs at least 2 ∗ ∆x steps.
Therefore all messages are relayed during this phase to all Handle agents.

Phase 2b:
The phase 2b has the same number as the phase 2a because the two phases can
run in parallel. This phase is intended to move all non-Handle agents to east until
none of them can move further to east without leaving the MBB of the CComb.
An example of the movement is shown in the Figure 26.2c, the Figure 26.2d
presents the result of this phase, which is a staircase-like structure (both figures
on page 173d).
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The phase starts when the leftmost Handle agent has reached the state MoEMa.
In this phase the leftmost Handle agent is used as “trigger” for Tooth agents
to move to east. All other Handle agents just finish their computation of the
number of agents in the column of the CRefA and relay this information to all
other Handle agents, if they have not finished it yet. The leftmost Handle agent
changes its state from MoEMa to MoEMb, further to MoEMc and MoEMd, and back
to MoEMa. To end this process the leftmost Handle agent uses the counter C01

as step counter in this phase. The counter will be initialized by C01 = 2 ∗
max(C23, C00) = 2 ∗ ∆xCComb. In all steps in this phase the value of this
counter will be decremented on the “trigger” agent. As the eastern movement of
every Tooth needs at most ∆xCComb cycles until it reaches the rightmost position,
the initialization value of the step counter is correct.

Every Tooth agent changes its state to MoETo if it has the state Tooth (in
phase 2a) and if the leftmost Handle agent has the state MoEMa. Hence each of
them changes to this state if the master has initialized this phase. Every Tooth
agent additionally initializes the counter C10 with the value C10 = C21mod2, to
compute whether it is an agent of an even or an odd column. The value of this
counter is changed in the following steps, if the leftmost Handle agent has either
the state MoEMa or MoEMc, but if the agent does not move to east in this step.

The movement happens as follows: If a Tooth agent has stored the value 0 in
the counter C10 and the “clock” agent either has the state MoEMb or it has the
state MoEMd, then it changes its state to Mo__E, but only if the field to the east is
empty and the field to south-east is filled. If the agent changes to the state Mo__E
it sends the message New__ and the value 1 to its southern neighbor, to indicate
the southern neighbor that the Tooth of agents will move to east in the following
step. Therefore the southern neighbor changes its stored value of counter C07

to 1. Moreover each agent having the state Mo__E moves to east either as single
agent or as Tooth of agents, depending on an existing northern neighbor. After
the movement the agent attach to the southern neighbor and sends New__ and
its stored value of the counter C07 + 1 to its new southern neighbor, which can
store the received value in the following step.

In parallel to the movement of each agent, which moves actively and of each
passively moved agent, the values of the MBB have to be adapted on these agents.
This is possible, because each agent, which moves or is passively moved, knows
that. In the step when the movement happens the cell to the east is empty.
Furthermore the value of the counter C10 is 0 and the “clock” agent has either
the state MoEMa or MoEMc. The agent decrements the values of the counters C21

and C23 in that case.
Moreover the value of the counter C10 has to be adapted from 0 to 1 on

each Tooth agent, if the “clock” agent has one of the states MoEMa, MoEMc,
but the agent does not move in this step (what can be checked by the condi-
tions !(E1,0 F1,C22)). The adaptation from 1 to 0 happens, if the “trigger”
agent has also one of these states and the value of the counter C10 = 1.
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Phase 3:
Phase 2 ends, if the leftmost Handle agent fulfills the condition MoEM* and the
value of its counter C01 has reached 0. The agent then changes its state to FilTF

to switch to phase 3. Further it sends an initial message FToot to its eastern
neighbor and the message ChFil to its northern neighbor. These messages ini-
tialize the third phase. Every agent of the Handle receiving the message FToot

relays this message to its eastern neighbor and sends the message ChFil to its
northern neighbor. Each agent, which receives the message ChFil from south,
changes its state to ToFil. Furthermore the following counters are initialized:
C12 = 0, C15 = 0 (the usage of those counters will be explained later). The
switching process from east to west can be considered in Figure 26.2d, where
Handle agents, shown in magenta color, as well as Tooth agents, shown in yellow
color, have already changed to the third phase.

The phase number 3 is dedicated to fill all columns from east to west at least
to the height of the highest column of the RComb. This is required to ensure that
in the fourth phase only westward movements have to be performed. An example
for the result of that phase is presented in Figure 26.2e on page 173e. Figure 26.1
on the same page shows the RComb, where the highest column of the RComb
consists of 7 agents. The resulting configuration in Figure 26.2d contains more
than 7 agents in the five rightmost columns, hence in phase 3 no movements of
agents to this columns are required. The column number six, counted from east
to west, will be filled in this phase by agents from west, until either the height
of 7 agents is reached or no Tooth agents to the west of this column are available.

The process in this phase works as follows: If the rightmost Handle agent has
changed its state to FilTF, it starts to fill its column to the minimal height of
C06 + 1 (the number of agents in the highest column of the RComb). Hence
it changes its state to FillC. Further it computes C13 = C07 − C06. In the
following step the agent checks whether the value of the counter C13 > −1 or
not. The condition is true if too less agents are in the current column. If it is
fulfilled, the agent requests the remaining number of agents from west by sending
the message EReqA and the value C13 + 1 (the number of required agents) to the
western neighbor. Additionally it sends on channel 2 the message 1 to the western
neighbor, what denotes, that the western neighbor has to sent agents one column
to east. An agent, which receives these messages, stores the number of agents,
which cannot be sent to east by its own Tooth of agents, in its counter C13 (C13 =
#E01 − C07 + 1). Further it stores the value of channel 2 in the counter C12.
Moreover an agent, which receives that messages and has Tooth agents in its
column, stores in its counter C14 the value of the counter C07 and adapts the
counter either to C07 = C07−#E01, if there are more Tooth agents as requested
in the current column, or it adapts the counter to 1. Furthermore it changes the
state to FwdRq and finally it requests the computed number of agents from its
northern neighbor by sending the text message EReqA, as well as the numeric
messages C07 − #E01 on channel 1 and the message #E02 on channel 2 to its
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northern neighbor. Because the message to north has to be relayed further to
the “right” agent, the Handle agent has to wait a number of steps until its Tooth
agents are moved to east. This waiting is realized by the step counter C14 in this
phase and is necessary to ensure that requested agents from west do not collide
with the own Tooth agents.

If the number of agents in this column is too less, the agent relays the request
from its western neighbor by forwarding the value of its counter C13 on channel 1
and the value of the counter C12 + 1 on channel 2. To realize adequate waiting
cycles until the current agent has filled its column to the right number of agents,
each agent, which has relayed an agent request, changes to a waiting state WaiC1

and further to WaiC2. An agent, which has sent its own agents to east and the
agent request was less than or equal to its number of Tooth agents, changes its
state back to FilTE. In the following steps each agent, which has the state WaiC2
and the western neighbor either has the state FilT* or does not exist, changes
its state to FilTE. In such a way all agents, which have relayed an agent request,
change back to this state and the Handle agent, which requested agents, can also
change to the state FilTE and send the message Next to its western neighbor to
give it the turn to fill its column.

A Tooth agent, which receives the text message EReqA and a numeric message
> 1 from south, relays the received messages from south to north, where on
channel 1 the received value first will be decremented by 1 and then relayed to
the northern neighbor. The agent, which receives the EReqA message from south,
but the numeric message 1 on its channel 1, changes its state to MoveE. Further
it stores the received value on channel 2 in its counter C15. In the following steps
the agent moves to east, north-east, south-east, south and/or north along the
teeth of agents globally to east until it reaches its destination position. During
this movement it adapts the value of its counter C15 on each east, north-east and
south-east step, to decide its destination position (C15=0, F0,-1). If the agent
has reached this position, it sends the message New__ and its stored value of the
counter C07 + 1 to its southern neighbor. The southern neighbor can adapt its
value of the counter C07 in the following steps and relay the received message.

If the leftmost Handle agent receives an agent request, but there are too less
agents in its column, it sends the message NoAgt and the remaining number
of agents back to the eastern neighbor. This message will be relayed to the
requesting agent, which decrements the value of its counter C07 by the received
number. Further the leftmost Handle agent changes its state to ReE_A to change
to the fourth phase. But these actions happen on the leftmost Handle agent if it
receives the message NextE from its eastern neighbor, too.
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Phase 4:
The leftmost Handle agent sends the message CpyC7 to its eastern neighbor and
stores in its counter C13 = C04−C07, if it either has sent the message NoAgt to its
eastern neighbor, or if it has received the message NextE from the same neighbor.
Each agent receiving the message CpyC7, stores in the counter C05 = C07 − 1,
what is required in the fourth phase.

The phase number 4 works on its principle similar to the phase number 3.
But instead of moving agents to east, they are moved to west. The process starts
on the leftmost Handle agent, which requests the required number of agents
from west (the value, stored in the counter C13, which is exactly the number of
required agents to match to the number of agents in the column of the CRefA).
The relaying of the agent request works equal to the relaying in the phase 3.
The adaptation of the number of agents in the current column is also realized by
the same principle as in phase 3. Finally the turn is given to the next agent by
sending the message NextW to west. The agent, which gets the turn, computes
first the value of the counter C13 = C04 − C07 and changes to the state ReE_A.
The further processing works equal to the described one.

If a Handle agent has filled its column and sent the message NextW to the
eastern neighbor, it changes to its final state FINNN. The rightmost agent, which
receives the message NextW just has to change its state to FINNN, because the
remaining number of its Tooth agents already match to the number of Tooth
agents in the rightmost column of the RComb, if all other columns have filled
their columns proper and if the complete number of agents in the RComb and
in the CComb are equal to each other. The process ends if the rightmost Handle
agent of the RComb has changed to the state FINNN.

Remarks to the algorithm

The presented key idea uses different phases to realize the reconfiguration from
a comb to a remote comb. Two of the phases are used to compute required
information about the RComb (phases 0 and 2a). The phase 1 is necessary to fill
the Handle of the CComb proper. The phase number 4 is used to simplify the
required movement steps. If the filling of the columns, matching to the height
of the columns of the RComb, would be solved in one phase, it would be more
complicate to do that. A column of the CComb either has too less agents, or it
has the right number of agents, or it contains too much agents. If there exist too
less agents in the current column, then the column has to request agents from
any other column. If the column contains too much agents, then it has to move
agents to another column. Therefore east and west movements are required to
fill a column (global view). To realize such a behavior properly, synchronization
and collision prevention aspects would have to be taken into account.

The number of required steps of the presented key idea is O(n2), where mes-
sages to request agents need that time, as well as movements also require O(n2)
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number of steps, because agents have to move beside one Tooth of agents to
south, then to east or west and finally to north. In the worst case this leads to
this number of steps (without proof). The question for our system is, whether it
is possible to improve the worst-case running time or not. By using our key idea
of movement two things determine the worst case running time. The first one is
the required message transfer to request agents. To improve the message transfer,
a broadcasting mechanism could improve the running time to O(n) number of
steps. But because in a real system the effort to exchange messages is less than
the effort of movement, the running time to exchange messages is not significant.

The more interesting question is whether it is possible to reduce the number
of moving steps with our system or not. G. Aloupis, et al., presented in their
system a solution to solve this task by a tunneling mechanism [4]. If it is possible
to simulate the tunneling mechanism with our system, the number of moving
steps could be reduced to O(n) steps in worst case.

27 Clone a 2D shape

A very interesting scenario of reconfiguration of a set of agents is the following
task. Two different connected sets of agents are given, each of them having
different shapes, but the same number of agents. One of them should reconfigure
itself to the same shape as the other set of agents has. First of all both sets
have to know which of them is the “static shape” or “reference shape” for the
other one. The reason for this restriction is that the reference shape may not
execute another job during the cloning process, because the cloning shape has to
compute how the reference shape looks like. This information can be stored by
using a flag. The second precondition for this task is that at least one agent in the
“cloning set” has to know the relative coordinates to one agent of the “reference
shape”. This knowledge of the relative coordinates can be spread simply to all
agents of the “cloning set” by using the same principle as described in Section 23.
Therefore it can be assumed that each agent of the “cloning shape” has stored the
relative coordinates of one and the same reference agent of the “reference shape”.
Another precondition has to be fulfilled, namely that the “cloning shape” has
enough place to clone the “reference shape”. This is that the width of the needed
area has to be big enough. If the “cloning shape” is smaller than the “reference
shape”, the area to the east of the “cloning shape” has to be empty (consider
the Figure 26.1a on page 172). The additional 2 rows and columns are needed
around the two MBB s to enable proper conditions on the rulesets.
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Note 27.1. Our solution to clone a reference shape uses only the place of its MBB
plus one empty row to the south and north, as well as one empty column to the
east and the west for the RShape. The CShape needs one empty row to the
north and the south of the union of the MBB s of the CShape at its starting
position and after cloning the RShape. Moreover the CShape needs one empty
column of cells to the east and one to the west of the union of the the two MBB
s (consider Figure 27.1).

MBB CShape
MBB RShape

1Cell

1
C

e
ll

Figure 27.1: Required spaces for cloning (green areas)

Idea

To realize the described task, the two sets work together on the cloning process.
That means that first both sets create a comb. The resulting RComb waits after
that as long as the worst case running time for the combing and the phases 0-2a
of the task “Comb to remote comb” may take (including preliminary computa-
tions of their number and its MBB). After that the RComb reconfigures itself
to the RShape, by using the algorithm described in Section 25 on page 168ff.
The CShape reconfigures to the CComb in parallel. Then it changes its shape to
the same shape as the RComb has, by applying the ruleset to realize the algo-
rithm, described in Section 26. If the RComb has already started its reverse comb-
ing at this point of time, the CComb can start its “remote reverse combing” by
using the adapted algorithm, described in Section 25 on page 170. If the RComb
did not start the reverse combing process, yet, the agents of the CComb has to
wait until the agents of the WALL of the RComb has reached at least the first
row to the north of the RComb. After that it can start the remote combing.
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Detailed description:
Before the reconfiguration starts, all agents on both sets have stored in counter
C03 to which set they belong (each agent of the RShape has stored the value −1,
each agent of the CShape has stored 1). Agents on both sets have the state Undef
at the beginning. Agents of the CShape have stored the relative coordinates of
one agent of the RShape. Both sets first make the following steps:

1. Create tree, Find Master from scratch (consider Section 17.2)

2. Count agents in a tree (see Section 18)

3. Compute the Minimum Bounding Box (presented in Section 23)

4. Create a comb (is shown in Section 24)

After that the resulting RComb waits 16 ∗ n steps, where the counter C09 is
used as step counter. Then it reconfigures to the RShape by using the reverse
combing algorithm (presented in Section 25).

The resulting CComb clones after combing the RComb by using the algorithm
Comb to remote comb, described in Section 26. If the cloning of the RComb has
been finished, the CComb starts immediately its remote reverse combing pro-
cess (see the adaption of the local combing to the remote combing in Section 25
on page 170), but only if the RComb has already started its reverse combing
process. This can be checked on the Handle agents of the CComb by the condi-
tions !(!EC16,C18 !TC16,C18,WALLN) (either the cell, where the reference agent
was in its comb position, is empty, or it has already changed its state to WALLN -
a non-WALL element).

The result of both sets after these reconfiguration tasks is the same shape,
namely the RShape.

Resources

The described idea of reconfiguration to clone any shape is not proven in this
section, because the correctness of the subtask Comb to remote comb was not
proven in Section 26. But to show that the mentioned number of 16 ∗ n waiting
steps is high enough, an approximation of the best-case and worst-case running
time for the required tasks and phases is done in the following.

Lemma 27.2. The minimal number of steps, which are required to create a tree,
count agents in the tree, compute the MBB of the set and reconfigure to a Comb
is ≥ 2 ∗ n + 19 ∗ √n − 12, if n is the number of agents in the set.

Proof. Theorem 17.31 on page 95 says that the running time to create a tree
from scratch needs exactly 4k steps if k is the length of the longest path in the
resulting tree. Consider a connected set of agents, where they are arranged as a
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square and every agent is attached to all neighbors. The algorithm creates the
tree beginning at the LTA. The tree structure looks as shown in Figure 27.2. The
length of the longest path in the tree is 2 ∗ √

n − 1 as one can see. This is the
shortest path in each set with n agents if n ≥ 4. Therefore the algorithm needs
4 ∗ (2 ∗ √n − 1) = 8 ∗ √n − 4 steps.

Figure 27.2: Clone shape: Resulting tree of a squared set

The counting for the same set needs 3k + 2 steps, what is proven in Theo-
rem 18.2 on page 103. But to realize a synchronized start after the counting, the
ruleset also needs 2k steps instead of k steps to spread the message to all agents
and start synchronously. Therefore the smallest number of steps to count them
all and end synchronously is 4k + 2 = 4 ∗ (2 ∗ √

n − 1) + 2 = 8 ∗ √
n − 2. To

compute the MBB, exactly 2n − 1 steps are required, independently from their
shape (proven in Theorem 23.1 on page 155).

The minimal number of required steps for the combing process of the shown
configuration is 3 ∗ ∆y − 2 = 3 ∗ (

√
n − 1) − 2 = 3 ∗ √n − 5. It is clear that the

running time to create a comb only can need 2 steps if the set is a horizontal chain.
But as this best case configuration for the combing leads to higher computation
effort to create a tree and count them, a horizontal line is not the best case for
the whole process. In sum the minimal number of steps is for sure ≥ (8 ∗ √n −
4) + (8 ∗ √n − 2) + (2n − 1) + 3 ∗ √n − 5 = 2 ∗ n + 19 ∗ √n − 12.

Lemma 27.3. The maximal number of steps until a set of agents has created a
tree, counted them, computed the MBB of the set, created the comb and finished
the phases 0,1 and 2a of the algorithm to clone a remote comb is 18n − 12.

Proof. The longest path in a tree is given by a chain of agents. The path length
then is 2n−1. Hence the algorithm to create a tree needs 4∗(n−1) = 4n−4 steps
for such a configuration. The counting for this configuration needs 4(n−1)+2 =
4n − 2 steps. The computation of the MBB requires 2n − 1 steps. The combing
for a vertical chain of agents needs 3 ∗ ∆y − 1 = 3 ∗ (n − 1) − 1 = 3n − 4 steps
(proven in Lemma 24.8 on page 165).

Phase 0 in the algorithm to clone a comb computes the leftmost and rightmost
agent of the set, where it starts from the reference position, changes further to
south until a bottom agent of the RComb is detected. Then it searches further to
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west to find the leftmost-bottommost agent. After that it searches the rightmost
remote agent, starting at the current position. Now consider a set of agents
as RComb, which is arranged in a horizontal line. Furthermore every agent of
the CComb has stored the relative position of the rightmost agent of the RShape,
which is also the rightmost position of the RComb. The first phase to search to
the south of the reference position needs 1 step to change to search direction.
To detect the leftmost agent and change the search direction, ∆x = n steps are
necessary. After that also n steps are required to detect the rightmost agent. In
sum this phase needs 2n + 1 steps in the worst-case.

Phase 1 moves the tooth of agents to right until all columns in the bottommost
row of the CComb are filled, matching to the RComb. If the CComb is arranged
as a vertical chain and the RComb as a horizontal chain, this phase needs 3 ∗
(n − 1) + 1 = 3n − 2 steps, because each moving step is initialized by a Handle
agent, which sends a message to the northern neighbor. The northern neighbor
than changes to the moving state and stores the remaining information about
the remote set. In the third step the agent moves with its Tooth to the north.
Finally one step is required to change to the next phase, because each agent
checks, whether the rightmost-bottommost field is filled.

Phase number 2a is used to compute the number of agents in the reference
column of the remote set for each Handle agent. In the worst case the number
of agents in one column can be n (if the RComb would be a vertical chain). In
that case the number of steps to compute them would need n steps. Because an
example, where the RComb is shaped as a horizontal line, is considered, there is
only 1 step required, to compute the number of agents in the remote column.

All in all the maximal number of steps to do all that jobs is (4n− 4) + (4n−
2) + (2n − 2) + (3n − 4) + (2n + 1) + (3n − 2) + (1) = 18n − 12 steps.

Theorem 27.4. The maximal number of steps to wait for the RComb until it
can start its reverse combing process is 16n − 19 ∗ √n − 24.

Proof. To show that it is sufficient to consider the difference of the maximal and
minimal number of required steps (see the Lemmas 27.2 and 27.3):

(18n − 12) − (2n + 19 ∗
√

n − 12) = 16n − 19 ∗
√

n − 24 (27.1)

This result is usable, where the number of waiting steps can be set to 16 ∗ n

on every agent of the RComb to ensure that the agents, belonging to the RComb,
wait long enough. This waiting time can be decreased if the number of agents is
in a predefined range. Our system does not support the square root operation,
therefore it is of interest to compute an appropriate number of linear waiting
steps, lower than 16 ∗ n.
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The formula, which has to be solved to compute a lower number of waiting
steps, is 16n − 19 ∗ √n − 24 ≤ k ∗ n, where k ∈ 1, ..., 16. It is equivalent to

(16 − k) ∗ n − 19 ∗
√

n − 24 ≤ 0 (27.2)

⇐⇒ (16 − k) ∗ n − 24 ≤ 19 ∗
√

n (27.3)

If the left side of the inequality 27.3 is ≤ 0 and n ∈ N
+, then it is fulfilled for sure

(19 ∗ √n > 0∀n ∈ N
+). Therefore it can be assumed for the following thoughts,

that the left part of the inequality is ≥ 0. Some operations lead to:

(16 − k) ∗ n − 24 ≤ 19 ∗
√

n |2 (27.4)

(16 − k)2 ∗ n2 − 48 ∗ (16 − k) ∗ n + 242 ≤ 192 ∗ n ⇐⇒ (27.5)

(16 − k)2 ∗ n2 − [48 ∗ (16 − k) + 192] ∗ n + 242 ≤ 0 (27.6)

Now consider the function

f(n, k) := (16 − k)2 ∗ n2 − [48 ∗ (16 − k) + 192] ∗ n + 242 (27.7)

The roots of the function f(n, k) and the type of this function is of interest.
Therefore the derivations of f(n, k) is computed:

df(n, k)

dn
= 2 ∗ (16 − k)2 ∗ n − [48 ∗ (16 − k) + 192] (27.8)

d2f(n, k)

dn2
= 2 ∗ (16 − k)2 > 0 (27.9)

The second derivation is > 0, therefore the function f(n, k) is convex. Hence
the inequality 27.6 is fulfilled for all n ∈ N, n1 ≤ n ≤ n2, if n1 and n2 are the
roots of f(n, k). The last column in Table 27.1 shows valid numbers of agents,
depending on k.

k n1 n2 Range

16 0 - 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞
15 1.41 407.59 2 ≤ n ≤ 407

14 1.27 112.98 2 ≤ n ≤ 112

13 1.16 54.95 2 ≤ n ≤ 54

12 1.08 33.49 2 ≤ n ≤ 33

11 1.00 23.04 1 ≤ n ≤ 23

10 0.94 17.09 1 ≤ n ≤ 17

Table 27.1: Clone shape: The table shows the valid number of agents to reach
correct behavior, depending on the chosen parameter k
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Remarks to the algorithm

The sophisticated task to clone a shape of agents by another set of agents requires
a set of precomputations. The knowledge of the remote shape is one of them.
This information is stored in each agent as relative coordinates to an agent of the
remote shape. Our process of reconfiguration is an in-place solution, because it
only requires one empty column to the west and east, as well as one empty row to
the north and south around the union of the MBBs of both shapes. An interesting
aspect of our solution is that both shapes work together on the reconfiguration.
This simplifies the process of information collection on the “cloning shape”.

The runtime of our solution is O(n2) number of steps, if n is the number of
agents in the set (without proof). This is on the one hand because agents have
to be requested from one column of the CComb to another one to reconfigure
from the shape of the CComb to the shape of the RComb. Because agents are
not able to broadcast messages in our system, this communication effort could
not be reduced to O(n) number of steps. On the other hand agents have to
move from one position in one column to another position in another column.
In the presented key idea they move from their old positions along their old
columns to south until they reach the Handle of agents. Then they move to the
destination columns and further along the new columns to north until they reach
their destination positions. These steps require in sum also a quadratic running
time. To avoid that, our system would have to be able to simulate a tunneling
mechanism, as described in [4].
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Chapter 5

Realization of 3D tasks

This section presents an overview of the tasks, which are already solved in
2D. One difference between a 2D and a 3D set of agents is that the boundary in
three dimensions is more complicate than in 2D. It consists of a union of planes
in different directions, for which reason our ideas using the simpler structure of a
2D boundary are not applicable in a straightforward sense on a 3D set of agents.
Examples, where the adaption of the 2D solutions does not lead directly to a 3D
solution are the tasks “Find Master along the boundary” (see Section 16.1) and
“Escape a maze” (see Section 21).

Another aspect when realizing solutions for a 3D set of agents is the fact
that the number of rules in 3D is higher than in 2D in most cases, because, for
example, received values from neighbors have to be compared with each other.

28 Find a Master Agent (Leader)

The task to Find a master agent is solved for 2D in a proper sense by different
solutions. In Section 28.1 is explained that the adaptation of the key idea to Find
a master along the boundary in a straightforward sense does not solve the task.
The other two solutions to find a MA work in 3D, too, because they benefit of
the independence of a graph from the dimension.
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28.1 Find a Master Agent along the boundary (Open)

Section 16.1 presents a solution to find a MA of any 2D set of agents. The
solution is realized by a concept, which benefits of the structure of the boundary
of connected two-dimensional sets of agents. In that section the LTA of the set is
declared as the MA. To decide, which agent the LTA is, each candidate without
southern and western neighbor is defined as a LTC. Every LTC sends a message
in a counterclockwise sense along the boundary it belongs to. Moreover it sends
a flag, which indicates, whether the message has already visited an agent at a
“better position” than the root sender has. The flag is initialized by 1. Due
to the connectivity of the set and the uniqueness of the LTA, each message of
every LTC, belonging to the Outer Boundary, visits sometimes the LTA. When
this happens, the flag is changed to 0 (if it did not happen earlier). If the message
reaches the original sender, it knows whether it is the LTA or not, because it reads
the relative coordinates (0, 0) and the flag, which is either 1 or 0. For each LTC
on the Inner Boundary the message sometimes reaches a position, which is more
leftmost-topmost than the position of the original sender. In this way the LTA
can be decided in a straightforward sense. Essential on this solution is that a
candidate, which is not the LTA, never supposes that it is the MA.

To find a MA of a three-dimensional set of agents, a similar definition for
a MA has to be made:

Definition 28.1. Let A1, ..., An be a set of connected agents in a 3D space, where
the coordinates of the agent Ai are (xi, yi, zi). The agent Ar, r ∈ 1, ..., n, for
which is valid that ∀Ai, i ∈ 1, ..., n, i 6= r : xr ≤ xi and yr ≥ yi and zr ≤ zi, is
called Leftmost-topmost-frontmost agent (LTFA).

For example, the LTFA for the set of agents, shown in Figure 28.1 is the
agent, labeled as L31.
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Figure 28.1: Simple 3D set of agents
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In three dimensions the process to decide the LTFA cannot be realized in
such a simple manner as the decision of the LTA in two dimensions is done.
Consider, for example the Figure 28.1, which shows a simple 3D set of agents.
First assume that the set of agents is divided in subsets, where agents, having the
same y-coordinate, belong to the same subset. The subsets are called S1, S2, S3,
where the subset S1 only contains the agent L1, the subset S2 consists of all
agents on the middle plane and the subset S3 contains the agents in the topmost
plane. Further assume that first each such subset tries to compute the “leftmost-
frontmost” agent of its subset. To realize that, the candidates on each plane,
parallel to the x− z− plane have to be chosen, where the agents L1, L21, L22 and
L31 are candidates in the shown configuration. Now consider the plane with the
two candidates L21 and L22. They are members of the same subset S2, but they
are not connected on this subset, but over the subset S3. If these candidates
send their messages along the boundary of the subset S2, both candidates of this
subset assume after this process that they are the “leftmost-frontmost” agent of
this x−z−plane. They would have to send messages to all agents in the whole set
to decide which of them is the better candidate. Of course it would be possible
to decide in a similar kind the LTA of subsets parallel to the x − y−plane. But
then the agents L32 and the agent to the north of agent L1 would have to decide,
which of them wins. Finally there exist much more complicate configurations (for
example think to a 3D-spiral).

28.2 Create tree and Find Master from scratch

In two dimensions the solution for this task is presented in the related section to
create a tree from scratch. This order is observed for 3D, too, for which reason
the 3D solution is presented in Section 29.2.

28.3 Find master with known number of agents

The first task, which is solved by using the information about the number of
agents in a set is the task to Find a MA. In the 2D solution of this task each
agent spreads its relative coordinates to the whole set of agents. Each agent,
which receives relative coordinates from its neighbors, stores the best received
information and relays it to all its neighbors, excepting the sender of the message.
After n + 1 steps each agent has received the message from the LTA and can
change its state either to Mastr or to Slave. In 3D this solution also works
in each connected set of agents with the same running time and storage, where
instead of the LTA the LTFA is computed. The minimal number of rules in 2D
is 22 (proven in Theorem 16.26 on page 73 in Section 16.3). This number is the
sum of d+2+2+2d+2d∗(2d−1), where d is the dimension of the set. Therefore
the minimal number of rules in 3D is 43. The straightforward implementation
of the key idea in 3D leads to 199 rules. This is due to the fact that received
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messages have to compared with each other to decide the best one, where the
number of required comparisons depends on the number of possible neighbors.
This number can be computed by

2d−1∑

i=1

(
2d

i

)
∗ (2d − i) (28.1)

similar to the computation of the number of rules to Create a tree from scratch
(compare Section 29.2). This number of rules is exponential in the dimension,
because:

2d−1∑

i=1

(
2d

i

)
∗ (2d − i) >

2d−1∑

i=1

(
2d

i

)
≈ 22d ∀d ∈ N (28.2)

This fact can be proven on the binomial theorem. Although the minimize ruleset
would decrease the number of rules, the total number of conditions in all rules
would not be improved, because the conditions are just combined by logical ORs.
But the internal computation resources on each agent (“CPU”-time) can be de-
creased, because, for example, less rules have to be discarded if they do not have
to be applied on an agent.

29 Create a tree

The reason, why the task to create a tree from any set of agents is considered, is,
because a tree is independent of the dimension of the set of agents. If a tree is
given, information transfer along the paths of the tree is predictable. Since our
solutions to create a tree solve that by simply detaching agents, which close a
cycle, the key ideas are independent of the dimension of the set of agents, too.
Therefore these solutions work proper for 3D.

29.1 Create a tree with a given Leader

A task, which is solvable in 3D, is the task to create a tree with the knowl-
edge of a Leader. Section 17.1 presents a solution for this task for any two-
dimensional set of agents. The key idea in that section only uses aspects of
a Graph of a set of agents, which is not restricted to 2D. If a tree has to be
created in 3D with a predefined MA, the difference to the 2D task is just the
number of possible neighbors for every agent, which may be 6 instead of 4 be-
cause the VNNH is used in our system. Therefore the key idea works in three
dimensions as well as it could work in d dimension, too.

The ruleset, presented on page 75ff, is a straightforward implementation of
the key idea. Therefore it can be adapted in a simple manner for 3D. The number
of rules for the 2D task is limited by 8 rules, where one rule is required to send the
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initial message from the RA to its neighbors, 4 of them are used to relay messages
to all neighbors and the remaining 3 rules are required to detach neighbors, where
the northern neighbor is never detached, because of the chosen “priority” of the
neighborhood (see Section 17.1 on page 74). That means that the ruleset in 3D
needs 1+6+5 = 12 rules at a minimum. In d dimensions a similar ruleset would
require at least 1 + 2 ∗ d + (2 ∗ d − 1) = 4d rules.

The upper bound for the required number of steps with the adapted ruleset
is also O(n) steps, if n is the number of agents in the 3D set, because the longest
path in each tree is limited by the number of agents in any dimension if the set
is connected. The lower bound is Ω( 3

√
n) steps, where a similar set of rules as

shown in Figure 17.4 on page 79 can be constructed in 3D (consider Section 17.1
on page 77ff).

29.2 Create tree and Find Master from scratch

In Section 17.2 our 2D solution for this task is presented. In 2D a set of agents
build a tree simultaneously, starting at all LTC s. In three dimensions the same
process is possible, where the “candidates”, which start the process, are agents,
without neighbors to the north, east and above. Such agents are called “Leftmost-
topmost-frontmost candidates”. The process to build the tree can work by the
same key idea, because the difference on the neighborhood between 2D and 3D
from the view of one agent is just the number of maximal possible neighbors,
which is limited to 4 in 2D and 6 in 3D. (compare the VNNH in Definition 2.7
on page 15). The maximal number of neighbors of an agent influences the num-
ber of possible circles, which could exist in a connected set of agents. All these
circles can be removed by using the principle of tree creating, as presented in Sec-
tion 17.2.

The proof that our idea works proper in 2D shows that the required number
of steps only depends on the depth of the resulting tree, what leads to a linear
running time. This is also true in three dimensions, because the longest path
of each tree is limited by the number of nodes in it. But what follows for our
system is that the implementation of the presented key idea needs much more
rules in 3D than in 2D. Our idea consists of three phases, where in the first phase
the tree is created, in the second phase the confirmation messages are sent back
from the leaves to the root of the tree, and in the third phase the messages about
the finished tree creation are spread to all agents. In the first phase each agent,
which receives messages, has to compare all incoming messages with each other to
decide which agent the parent agent is and to detach agents, about which different
paths to the root exist. In the second phase every agent has to compare received
messages with each other to know when a confirmation message is received from
all its children and to relay the confirmation message to the parent agent. The
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forwarding and backwarding rules therefore contain

2 ∗
2d−1∑

i=1

(
2d

i

)
∗ (2d − i) (29.1)

rules, where d is the dimension (if messages are received from i neighbors, then
the best message has to be forwarded to the remaining d − i neighbors). To
detach agents, when circles are detected,

2d∑

i=2

(
2d

i

)
(29.2)

rules are required. This is because each agent can have at most 2d neighbors,
where an agent has to detach one or more neighbors, if messages from at least 2
different neighbors are received in the same step. In 2D these three parts of the
implemented ruleset therefore contain 67 rules. The 3D implementation needs
429 rules for these parts of the algorithm. The complete number of rules of
the straightforward implementation of the presented key idea requires 94 rules
in 2D (shown in Section 17.34 on page 95), but in three dimensions 480 rules.
This follows from the exponential dependency of incoming messages from the
dimension (the number of possible combinations).

In summary the presented key idea is a fast solution to create a tree from
scratch. The idea enables a straightforward implementation of the ruleset in 2D
and in 3D. The required storage on each agent does not depend on the number
of agents, what is proven in Section 17.2. But the number of rules depends on
the number of dimensions, what leads to higher memory resources for 3D agents
than for 2D agents.

30 Count agents in a tree

The task to count a number of nodes in a tree is independent from the maximal
number of vertices between the nodes of the tree. Hence the implementation of
the key idea, presented in Section 18 can be adapted directly to 3D. Furthermore
the proof of correctness and the needed number of steps to count any 3D set of
agents is equivalent to the 2D version. Unlike the implementation of the key idea
to create a tree from scratch, the number of rules to count agents in a tree is just
doubled. This is grounded on the already given tree structure, which enables the
possibility to relay messages along the paths of the tree. The number of rules for
the 3D implementation is 62 (34 rules in 2D).
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31 Find a root in a tree

The last task, which is solved in 2D and supports a tree structure, is the task to
decide a root agent in a given tree. If a set of agents is already arranged as a
tree of attachments, a root agent can be destined by sending messages from the
leaves to its attached neighbors. The messages then are relayed to the “inner”
of the tree until they meet at one agent in the middle of the longest path of
the tree. This process works in any dimension, because the CRA is uniquely in
each tree. The required number of steps depends on the longest path in the tree,
for which reason the worst-case runtime is linear. The number of rules in its
minimal version is linear in the dimension, because of the three-steps cycle (store
received messages, change to the “parent state” if required, forward the message
to the parent) and the unique parent of each agent in a tree (excepting the root
agent, which does not have a parent agent). But the number of conditions in
the precondition of the rules depends exponential on the dimension, because all
possible parent-children-combinations have to be included in the ruleset.

32 Escape a maze

We solved in Section 21 this task for 2D. The task was solved in 2D by a type
of “Wall following”. The agent goes to west until it meets a wall (the direction
is arbitrary chosen). If this happens, it surrounds the detected boundary, where
the agent stores the starting point and the BLTPB on this boundary to recognize
if the current boundary is completely cycled and to move further to west. If
the current boundary is an Inner Boundary and a path from the starting point
to the given exit exists, the GLTPB is more leftmost-topmost than the starting
point on the current boundary, for which reason the agent moves globally to west
after surrounding an Inner Boundary. If the agent reaches the Outer Boundary,
then it detects the exit by surrounding this boundary. The described algorithm
therefore escapes each 2D maze if the size of the exit is limited to 1 cell, if the
agent knows the relative coordinates to the exit and if a path to the exit exists.

If the presented solution was adapted to 3D by using the same key idea,
it would fail. To see that, consider Figure 32.1. The three subfigures present
three layers, where agent E is positioned in the middle layer (Figure 32.1b) and
has to find the path outside of the maze, which is a hole in the middle of the
top layer (see Figure 32.1a). If the agent applied the 2D solution on the x −
z−plane, it would not find the exit, because it would surround the boundary,
shown in Figure 32.1. If it applied the 2D algorithm on the x−y−plane, it would
move to west and back to its starting position. If it applied the algorithm on
the y − z−plane, the agent would move to back and would come to its starting
location without finding the hole. The 2D algorithm therefore does not work in
3D by a straightforward adaptation.
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Figure 32.1: Escape a maze 3D: 2D algorithm does not work

33 Create a cube from a rectangle of agents

The task to build a cube from a rectangle of agents can be solved by strictly
adapting the idea to create a rectangle from a strip of agents (compare Section 22).
Given is a rectangle of agents with the size w ∗ d, where d ∗ d ≤ w < d ∗ (d + 1).
The task is to reconfigure the rectangle to a cube, where the topmost row can
be incomplete. The rectangle is arranged on the x − z−plane, where the west-
east size is w, and the front-back-size is d. The rectangle can be reconfigured to
the cube equivalent to the reconfiguration of the strip to the rectangle, because
the connectivity is ensured by each west-east strip of agents. Furthermore no
collisions can appear by using the key idea, presented in Section 22, because each
agent only moves on its x − y−layer and because of the correctness of the task
to reconfigure a strip of agents to a rectangle.

34 Compute the Minimum Bounding Box

of a connected set of agents

The MBB of a connected set of agents is the box with the smallest measure, which
all agents lie within (compare Definition 9.14 on page 42). In three dimensions
the MBB is shaped as a cuboid. This shape is uniquely identified by its length,
depth and height. The MBB can be represented by the minimal and maximal
x−, y− and z−coordinates of all agents (compare Section 23). These data contain
the length, depth and height of the minimal cuboid of cells, which all agents lie
within, but additionally the information about the position of every agent in the
cuboid of the MBB. Therefore every agent knows the x−, y− and z−distance to
the outermost agents in the set, which can be useful to fulfill any job.

The key idea to compute the MBB in 2D uses the information about the
number of agents in the set, which has to be computed preliminary. After that
the MBB is computed by spreading the relative coordinates from every agent to
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its neighbors, where every agent, which receives new coordinates, updates the
relative coordinates of the best known outermost agents if the received informa-
tion is “better” than the stored one. In that case the “better” information is
relayed to its neighbors. Due to the connectivity of the set, the length of the
longest path in the set is limited by the number of agents, for which reason ev-
ery agent has received and stored the information about its relative coordinates
to the outermost agents after 2n + 1 steps, if n is the number of agents in the
set (new “best” information about an outermost agent will be stored first and
after that relayed to its neighbors). The message transfer uses the structure of
attachments; therefore the key idea works proper in 3D.

35 Clone a 3D shape (Combing, Reverse comb-

ing, Comb to remote comb)

Section 27 presents a solution to clone any 2D shape of agents. Due to the
complexity of this compound process of reconfiguration and because of the extent
of the thesis, this task and the subtasks “Create comb”, “Reverse combing” and
“Comb to remote comb” are not considered completely in the thesis. But an idea
of reconfiguration is presented.

The 2D cloning process uses an intermediate shape of a 2D Comb, which
simplifies the reconfiguration of the set into the “Reference shape”. In three
dimensions this process of reconfiguration could be realized by using a similar
intermediate shape, namely a 3D Comb of agents. The intermediate shapes
when reconfiguring to a 3D Comb of a connected set of agents can be consid-
ered in Figure 35.1. Figure 35.1a shows the starting configuration. The Fig-
ure 35.1b presents the first intermediate structure, called a “3D Terrain”, which
could be constructed by an adapted “Create comb” algorithm (compare Sec-
tion 24). All agents would have to move to south (−y direction) until they are
arranged in vertical towers of agents, with all of the bottommost agents with the
same y−coordinates. After that a similar adapted algorithm could be used to
reconfigure from the “3D Terrain” to the “3D Comb”. The agents would have to
move, for example, to the direction “Back” (−z direction) until the “3D Comb”
is build (consider Figure 35.1c). The 3D Comb consists of a “Handle”, which is
a chain of agents from west to east. The “Teeth” of the 3D Comb can be chains
of agents from the handle to the directions north (+y) or front (+z).

In the same way as the “Cloning shape” reconfigures to the “3D Cloning
Comb”, the “Reference shape” could be reconfigured to a “3D Reference Comb”.
The Shape cloning process further could be realized by reconfiguring from the
“3D Comb” to the same shape as the “3D Reference Comb” has, what could be
done by an adapted algorithm of the 2D key idea to reconfigure from the “Comb
to the remote comb” (see Section 26). After that both shapes could reconfigure to
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Figure 35.1: Reconfiguration to a 3D Comb

the “Reference shape” by using adapted “Local Reverse Combing” and “Remote
Reverse Combing” algorithms (compare Section 25).
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Chapter 6

Discussion, Future Work

The thesis describes a novel system of Self-Reconfiguring Agents. In the ho-
mogeneous SRRS modules can be specialized to generate heterogeneous behavior.
The main capabilities are based on local information and the thesis shows that
global computation and reconfiguration is possible. To reach such behavior, the
system is able to compute collective information by local communication. Recon-
figuration tasks are solved by the most popular motion primitives “translation
on a plane” as well as “convex and concave transition into a different plane”,
but additionally modules are able to swap their positions. To reach connectivity,
the modules are equipped with connectors on all their faces. Path finding tasks
can be solved by gathering information about the structure. Additionally to the
popular reconfiguration and locomotion tasks, the system is capable to benefit
from the distributed computation power to solve problems like “sort numbers”.

The complexity of tasks, which are solvable by the presented system, varies
from simple locomotion tasks without obstacles to complex reconfigurations of
arbitrary shapes. This all is possible with constant sized memory resources per
agent and local communication. However, the complexity of 3D structures is
higher than the complexity of 2D structures, for which reason some tasks are
easier in 2D than in 3D. Remarkable results of this thesis are the tasks presented
in Section 9. That section presents tasks to collect global information about
a given structure of agents on the one hand and on the other hand a task to
restructure a given set of agents. These considered tasks are not only interesting
with regard to their solvability, but also in concerns of their complexity. Most
of the presented solutions of these tasks are independent from the dimension,
mainly because they create and use a tree structure of modules. Therefore the
according implementations in 2D and 3D only vary in their number of rules, which
sometimes grows exponential with the dimension. Finally the time complexity of
most of the presented solutions is linear because they benefit from the previously
created tree structure.

The evaluation model of the system realizes parallel execution of a given set of
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rules on all agents. Furthermore the order of “rule checking” and “rule execution”
is deterministic and enables the application of an arbitrary number of rules in
each discrete time step. Moreover the system supports the usage of priorities in
rules, which can influence local and remote agents. Finally a collision detection
mechanism is implemented in the used Framework, which completes an abstract,
but realistic SRRS. All in all the chosen evaluation model supports sophisticated
solutions of tasks, but complicates the analysis of the solutions and asks for well-
considered implementations.

A limitation of the system is the lattice-based approach, which discards physi-
cal aspects of a hardware system of Self-Reconfiguring robots. This simplification
implies that modules are aligned on the lattice. Furthermore all tasks solved in
this thesis prerequire an orientation of agents. The orientation has to be globally
equal for all agents in such a way that, for example, the directions north and
west denote the same absolute physical directions. Instantiations of SRRS have
to address these aspects, but the compass-like-alignment is a challenge for future
work. The agents of the system are equipped with constant memory size, for
which reason some tasks are eventually not solvable by the system. Moreover the
agents are only able to communicate with their local neighbors, for which rea-
son the communication effort is considerable. There exist systems, which enable
“broadcasting” of messages and therefore simplify solutions of tasks [4, 6, 16].
Another aspect is the usage of fixed rulesets for agents. This approach is chosen
by the most popular SRRS, but does not enable learning aspects in this field of
research. The deterministic evaluation model of the system extends the abilities
of the system by the usage of priorities. The evaluation of rules according to the
usage of priorities requires a bit of “global communication” between the agents.
These aspects have to be taken into account when building a hardware prototype
of the system.

The challenges for future work are multifarious. The “compass-alignment
task” is of interest and should extend the “Tasks of general interest” (see Sec-
tion 9). Another important question is whether our system is able to simulate a
“tunneling” of agents. The tunneling of modules would speed up reconfiguration
tasks, such as the task “Clone shape” (see Section 11.5). Furthermore the im-
plementation of the “Clone shape” task in 3D has to be done as well as its proof
of correctness and proof of complexity in two and three dimensions. Another
more theoretical open question is whether a solution of the task “Find a Master
Agent”, dependent on the size of the boundary, also exists for a set of 3D agents.
A solution for a two-dimensional set of agents is presented in Section 16.1. An-
other point of interest is the simulation of foreign systems. Since this thesis only
presents a simulation of one task from a foreign system (consider Section 11.1),
this point should be addressed in more detail. The final question of our system is,
whether the presented system can be realized with a hardware prototype. As this
thesis does not address physical, mechanical and electrical aspects, this question
cannot be answered by now.
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Glossary

Agent

An agent is a rectangular- (cubical-) shaped entity in a lattice-based uni-
verse with connectors on all its faces. It has an internal state and a number
of internal registers (counters) which it can read and write. Moreover it
is able to change its position, relatively to its current location, to change
its connectivity to neighbored agents and to communicate with its neigh-
bors. These activities are steered by a set of rules, containing conditions
concerning its neighborhood, connections, its internal storage and received
messages. See page(s) 3, 16

Best known Leftmost-Topmost Position on a Boundary

An absolute position (x,y) in the universe is called “Best known Leftmost-
Topmost Position on a Boundary (BLTPB)” for an agent A and a boundary
B, if the position (x,y) is the leftmost-topmost position, which is already
visited by agent A when circling the boundary B. See page(s) 120, 121, 123,
125, 128, 130, 132, 197

Cellular Automata

A Cellular Automata (CA) is a “state machine that consists of an array
of cells, each of which can be in one of a finite number of possible states.
The cells are updated synchronously in discrete time steps, according to
a local, identical interaction rule. The state of a cell at the next time
step is determined by the current states of a surrounding neighborhood of
cells” [36]. See page(s) 3, 4, 8, 15, 16, 29

Cellular Robotic System

“Cellular Robotic Systems (CRS) employ large numbers of autonomous
robots of relatively simple complexity that collectively cooperate to perform
a given global task. They are characterized in having no centralized control,
no synchronous clock and no shared memory” [24]. See page(s) 3
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Centered Root Agent

The Centered Root Agent (CRA) of a tree of agents is the agent exactly
in the middle of the longest path, if the longest path is even. Otherwise
the CRA is the northern Root Candidate if the candidates are north-south-
neighbors and the Centered Root Agent is the western Root Candidate if
the candidates are west-east neighbors. See page(s) 41, 107–109, 197

Clone comb

A Comb, which has to clone the RComb is called Clone Comb (CComb).
See page(s) 44, 172, 174–179, 183, 185–188, 190

Clone shape

A connected set of agents, which has to clone a RShape, is called Clone
shape (CShape). See page(s) 44, 185, 186

Comb

A connected set of agents, where the connections are given by attachments,
is given. The set is called a Comb if it consists of a set of horizontal adjacent
columns of agents, with all of the bottommost agents in the same row. See
page(s) 43–45, 157–160, 162, 164–168, 170–172, 186, 199

Comb Reference Agent

The RComb and the CComb are given. Number the agents in the Handle
of the RComb as R1, ..., Rkref

and the agents in the Handle of the CComb
as C1, ...,Ckclone

. The agent Ri, i ∈ 1, ..., min(kref , kclone) is called the Comb
Reference Agent (CRefA) of Ci. See page(s) 174–176, 178, 179, 183

concave transition

A module motion is called concave transition if the module moves on the
surface of other modules by changing the plane in a concave sense. See
page(s) 6, 8

convex transition

A module motion is called convex transition if the module moves on the
surface of other modules by changing the plane in a convex sense. See
page(s) 6, 8

CRM-path-distance

Let agent L be an agent from the left part of the chain and agent R be
an agent of the right part of the chain in their starting positions. Further
the agents L and R are neighbored in any row of the rectangle in their
destination positions. The sum of the number of cells, which are visited
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from the agents L and R until they have reached their destination positions,
excepting the starting cells of both, is called the “CRM-path-distance”
(Chain-Rectangle moving path-distance) between agent L and agent R. See
page(s) 142, 145, 146, 149, 151

Distance

The Distance from agent A to agent B is the length of the shortest Path
from agent A to agent B along a connected set of agents. See page(s) 77,
81, 91, 97

First Counterclockwise Forwarding Neighbor

The First Counterclockwise Forwarding Neighbor (FCFN) of an agent which
receives a message is the next counterclockwise neighbor after the sending
agent. See page(s) 51, 52, 54, 57, 58, 60, 61

First Counterclockwise Initiating Neighbor

The First Counterclockwise Initiating Neighbor (FCIN) of a LTC is the
south neighbor if it exists, if the south neighbor does not exist but the east,
the east neighbor is called First Counterclockwise Initiating Neighbor. See
page(s) 51, 52, 54, 60

Globally Leftmost-Topmost Position on a Boundary

An absolute position (x,y) in the universe is called Globally Leftmost-
Topmost Position on a Boundary (GLTPB) for an agent A and a boundary
B, if it is the globally leftmost-topmost position, which can be visited by
agent A when circle the boundary B. See page(s) 120–122, 128, 130, 197

Graph of a set of agents

Let V be the set of cells occupied by the agents in an agents set A. Further
let E be the set of edges connecting pairs of cells in V , what means that
∀ e ∈ E : ∃ b,c ∈ A:∃ v,w ∈ V : v is occupied by b, w is occupied by c and b

is attached to c. Then G=(V ,E) is called the Graph of a set of agents. See
page(s) 40, 194

Handle

The union of agents in the bottommost row of a Comb is called Handle.
See page(s) 172, 174–183, 186, 188, 190

in-place

In “an in-place solution the space available in which to move modules is
constrained to the union of the start and goal configurations plus a con-
stantsized crust of space around this union” [14]. See page(s) 11, 12, 189
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Inner Boundary

Let V be the set of cells occupied by the agents. Further let S(V ) be the
union of all occupied cells (closed squares). The complement S(V ) of S(V )
consists of one or more connected holes, denoted by H0,...,Hk, k ≥ 0, where
H0 denotes the unique unbounded component, called the outer hole. The
holes Hi,i ≥ 1 are called inner holes. The set of all elements of V side or
corner-adjacent to at least one empty cell belonging to an inner hole Hi is
called Inner Boundary Bi of the configuration [13]. See page(s) 51, 53, 63,
65, 120, 192, 197

Inner Hole

Let V be the set of cells occupied by the agents. Further let S(V ) be the
union of all occupied cells (closed squares). The complement S(V ) of S(V )
consists of one or more connected holes, denoted by H0,...,Hk, k ≥ 0, where
H0 denotes the unique unbounded component, called the outer hole. The
holes Hi,i ≥ 1 are called inner holes. The set of all cells in V side-adjacent
or corner-adjacent to at least one cell in H0, is called the Outer Boundary
of the configuration [13]. See page(s) 51, 120–122, 128

Leader

See Master Agent. See page(s) 39–41, 46, 50, 52, 59, 74, 79, 80, 88, 104,
194

Leaf Agent

An agent is called Leaf Agent if the number of attached agents is 1. See
page(s) 41, 73, 81, 86–88, 90–92, 94, 98, 99, 101–105, 107, 108

Left Hand Rule

An agent moves by the Left Hand Rule (LHR) if it moves along a set of
agents, where the set is always to the left of the moving agent. See page(s)
120, 121, 123–125, 128, 130, 132

Leftmost-topmost Agent

An agent is called Leftmost-topmost Agent (LTA) of a connected set of 2D
agents if its x-coordinate is less than or equal to x-coordinates of all other
agents of the set and if its y-coordinate is greater than y-coordinates of all
agents of the set with the same x-coordinate as itself. See page(s) 51, 52,
60, 63–65, 67, 68, 71, 72, 81, 84, 87, 90, 91, 93, 94, 97, 104, 186, 192, 193

Leftmost-topmost Candidate

An agent is called Leftmost-topmost Candidate (LTC) of a connected set
of 2D agents if it has no neighbor to the left (West) and no neighbor to the
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top (North) of itself. See page(s) 51–55, 59–63, 65, 66, 68, 69, 71, 80, 81,
83, 84, 89–91, 93–95, 97, 192, 195

Leftmost-topmost-frontmost agent

Let A1,...,An be a set of connected agents in a three dimensional space,
where the coordinates of the agent Ai are (xi,yi,zi). The agent Ar,r ∈ 1,...,n,
for which is valid that ∀Ai,i ∈ 1,...,n,i 6= r : xr ≤ xi and yr ≥ yi and zr ≤ zi,
is called Leftmost-topmost-frontmost agent (LTFA). See page(s) 192, 193

linear motion

A module motion is called linear motion if the module moves on a plane of
other modules. See page(s) 5, 8

Master Agent

An agent is called Master Agent (MA) or Leader of a connected set of
agents if it has a unique identifier, all other agents in the set have another
identifiers as the Master Agent and if each agent in the set is aware of its
identifier and whether it is the one of the Master Agent. See page(s) 4, 5,
39, 40, 46, 47, 50–52, 55, 58, 61, 63, 64, 67, 68, 74, 77, 79, 81, 94, 95, 97,
104, 191–194

Minimum Bounding Box

The Minimum Bounding Box (MBB) for a connected set of agents is the
box with the smallest measure (area in 2D, volume in 3D) which all agents
lie within. See page(s) 41–43, 154, 155, 157, 160, 162–165, 167, 174–176,
179, 180, 184–187, 189, 198

Moore neighborhood

In Cellular Automata, the “Moore neighborhood (MNH)” comprises the
eight cells surrounding a central cell on a two-dimensional square lattice [41].
See page(s) 15

out-of-place

A solution is “out-of-place if the quantity of space available in which to
move modules is assumed to be unbounded” [14]. See page(s) 11, 12

Outer Boundary

Let V be the set of cells occupied by the agents. Further let S(V ) be the
union of all occupied cells (closed squares). The complement S(V ) of S(V )
consists of one or more connected holes, denoted by H0,...,Hk, k ≥ 0, where
H0 denotes the unique unbounded component, called the outer hole. The
holes Hi,i ≥ 1 are called inner holes. The set of all cells in V side-adjacent
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or corner-adjacent to at least one cell in H0, is called the Outer Boundary
of the configuration [13]. See page(s) 39, 51–53, 63–65, 120, 121, 129–131,
192, 197

Outer Hole

Let V be the set of cells occupied by the agents. Further let S(V ) be the
union of all occupied cells (closed squares). The complement S(V ) of S(V )
consists of one or more connected holes, denoted by H0,...,Hk, k ≥ 0, where
H0 denotes the unique unbounded component, called the outer hole. The
holes Hi,i ≥ 1 are called inner holes. The set of all cells in V side-adjacent
or corner-adjacent to at least one cell in H0, is called the Outer Boundary
of the configuration [13]. See page(s) 51, 120, 121

Path

A Path in a Graph of a set of agents is a sequence of agents a1,...,ak ∈ A,
k > 0, such that from each agent ai, i ∈ 1,...,k, there is an attachment to
the next agent ai+1 in the sequence. See page(s) 40, 41, 68, 71, 72, 74, 77,
78, 81, 89–93, 95, 97, 103–109

Pseudo-leaf Agent

An agent is called Pseudo-leaf Agent for incoming messages if the number of
attached agents is greater than 1 and it receives at the same step a message
from all attached neighbors, where each message was initiated by the same
LTC. See page(s) 73, 81, 86, 89, 90

Reference comb

A Comb, which has to be cloned is called Reference comb (RComb). See
page(s) 44, 172, 174–178, 181, 183, 185–188, 190

Reference shape

A connected set of agents is given. The set is called Reference shape
(RShape), if it is the reference shape for another set of agents, which should
clone the RShape. See page(s) 44, 185–187

Robot

A robot is an “automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose,
manipulator programmable in three or more axes, which may be either
fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications” [17]
See page(s) 1

Root Agent

An agent is called Root Agent (RA) of a tree if it is a Master Agent in the
tree. See page(s) 40, 41, 46, 74, 76–78, 81, 84, 88, 93–98, 100–104, 108, 194
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Root Candidate

An agent T is called Root Candidate (RC) of the tree, if the longest path
in the tree is odd (2k + 1) and if the longest path from agent T to any leaf
is k + 1, and the second longest path from agent T to any leaf agent is k.
See page(s) 41, 105–107

Self-Reconfiguring Robot System

“A self-reconfiguring robotic system (SRRS) consists of a set of modules
that can autonomously change their relative positions in order to change
the shape of the overall system” [24]. See page(s) 3–9, 11–13, 201, 202

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping

“The Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem is the prob-
lem of building a map the environment while simultaneously determining
the robot’s position relative to this map” [32]. See page(s) 2

Slave Agent

An agent is called Slave Agent (SA) of a connected set of agents if a Master
Agent in the set exists and if it has not the identifier of the Master Agent.
See page(s) 39, 55, 59, 102

Strongly on a boundary

An agent is called “Strongly on a boundary” if there exists a direction in
which no neighbor exists. See page(s) 59

Temporary Child

An agent C is called Temporary Child of another agent B, if an attachment
between the two agents exists and the currently stored information of known
LTC s on agent B was NOT received from agent C. See page(s) 81, 87, 89,
94–96

Temporary Parent

An agent A is called Temporary Parent of another agent B, if the currently
stored information of known LTCs was sent from agent A to agent B. See
page(s) 81, 85, 89, 93, 94

Tooth

The set of agents to the north of any agent in the current WALL is called
Tooth of agents. See page(s) 158, 162–165, 167–169, 176, 178–183, 188
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Tree

A set of agents is called a Tree if any two agents are connected by exactly
one path. See page(s) 40, 41, 74, 76–81, 83, 87–95, 97, 98, 102–109

Von Neumann neighborhood

In Cellular Automata, the “Von Neumann neighborhood (VNNH)” com-
prises the four cells orthogonally surrounding a central cell on a two dimen-
sional square lattice [41]. See page(s) 15, 16, 194, 195

WALL

In the algorithm to reconfigure a connected set of agents into a comb, the
union of agents in the current processing row is called WALL of agents. See
page(s) 157–161, 163, 164, 167–170, 185

Weakly on a boundary

An agent is called “Weakly on a boundary” if a neighbor exists in all di-
rections (north, west, east, south), but in at least one of the directions
north-east, north-west, south-east or south-west no neighbor exists. See
page(s) 59, 60
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